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Dividend Notice

THREE-TIME8-A-WEEK

Ownert of Sharea of the Fifty-seventh Series of the Rockland
Loan & Building Association are hereby notified that a final Dividend
of $5.83 per Share hae been made, and the Shares have now Matured
at a value of $203.22 each. These Shares were issued in October, 1915,
and the owners have paid in $144^0 on each Share.

Dividends of 51-2 Per Cent
Per annum, compounded semi-annually, have been earned and credit
ed, and amount to $59.22 per Share. There are 159 Shares outstanding
in this Issue.
Amount paid in,
$22,896.00
Dividends earned,
9,415.98

Withdrawal value,

$32,311.98

These shares may be withdrawn in cash, or they may be exchanged
for Matured Stock Certificates which pay 4 per cent, or they may be
invested in AdvaAce Payment Certificates which pay 4 per cent the
first year and increase gradually to 514 per cent the twelfth year, un
less sooner withdrawn Income, up to $300.00 per year, from Loan &
Building investments, is exempt from Federal Taxation. October
Shares are now being issued. The public is cordially invited to invest
with us.

ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING ASS’N.
407 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE
THREE DOORS SOUTH OF ROCKLAND NATIONAL BANK
125&127-S-tf

Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable ln
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation
and very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established It.
1846. In 1874 the Courier was established
and consolidated with the Gazette In 1882.
The Free Press was established ln 1855. and
In 1801 changed Its name to the Tribune.
These papers consolidated March 17. 1897.

Rockland, Maine, Saturday, November 5, 1927.
HONORED CYRUS CURTI8

Bronze Tablet Unveiled By
Grateful Drexel Institute.

BATH IS HAPPY
the

A bronze tablet honoring Cyrus H.
K Curtis, newspaper and magazine
publisher, was unveiled in Philadel
phia. Wednesday by the Drexel In
stitute.
In a brief speech Dr. Kenneth
Gordon Matheson, President of Drex
------'
'
?
■■
el. declared that Mr. Curtis ‘‘had
lt*<*,***«****,************e**e**«**«>*«***<l^ been most liberal in his gifts” to the
♦
.». Institute.
We are not poorer, but richer, be- •••
In responding Mr. Curtis said “the
••• cause we have through many ages
reason I have given some money to
rested from our labor one day In •••
the institution is because I believe
•— seven.—Macaulay.
—
.«. in the kind of education that Drexel
Is giving. It is the kind I missed."
he said.
HAVENER HAS ICE
The tablet, placed over a door
| leading to the .Institute's museum.
Rockland Dealer Meets Dearth By was unveiled by Mrs. Alexander
| Rensselaer, wife of the Chairman of
Importing From Kennebec.
| the Board of Trustees.
A pipe organ, the gift of Mr. Curtis,
Rockland, Nov 3.
is being built at Hartford, Conn., at
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
a cost of $100,000. It will be Installed
I note in your last issue that there in the auditorium of the Institute.
is an ice famine in Rockland and Previously Mr. Curtis had made gifts
vicinity and wish to say that this is of $100,000 and $50,000 to the insti
tution.
,
not true as I have plenty for those
who desire, regardless.
For over half a century Hardesty
I have Just finished unloading a' car Peerless has signified the best high
of beautiful Kennebec ice—ail ice, as'patent flour that can he milled—
clear as glass and solid.•
adv.
124-S-tf
I am building another ice house this
November and expect to accommo
date more next year.
P. L. Havener.

Straight
Second

Liberty Loan Bonds

ANNOUNCES

FIVE ACTS

Are Called For Payment

VAUDEVILLE

NOVEMBER 15, 1927

FRIDAY, NOV. 11
Attention is called to the fact that more than
27,000,000 of past due Government Securities have

AND BEST OF

PICTURES

not been presented for payment.
*

If you have any we would be glad to collect them,
also the Second Liberty Loan Bonds and U. S. Treasury

Savings Certificates.

Rockland Savings Bank
Rockland, Maine

Winter
Supply
♦
Fitted Stove Wood, cord $13; half
$7.

cord
emooth

Turnips,

Rutabaga

and

sweet,

95c

bushel.

nuu/^cuAe
younjownuua
Sleep easy nights by buying first
class insurance from a first class
insurance agency. We have been
in business 31 years. Our healthy
increase in business each year
demonstrates we are performing a
real insurance service.

Sugar Pumpkins 15c each. Squash

$2,475,083.29

Deposits

2'/ac lb..

tice.

Surplus and Profits

Delivered reasonable no

Tel. 425-31.

202,699.22
94-S-tf

At The Sign

||North National

North
National
Bank

Rose Hill Farm
Banka

OWL’S HEAD, MAINE
133-138

425 MAIN ST. TEL 9©
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Saving regularly for a defi

nite purpose
ANNOUNCING

It tha wisest plan—it meant suc
cess.

Form the habit
money with us.

of saving

your

NEWMAN & PHILBROOK
—DEALERS IN—

Open a Checking Account
And pay all your bills by check,
which is equivalent to a receipt.

Second Hand Furniture
This partnership hss leased the building at 271 MAIN STREET,
FOOT OF MYRTLE STREET, and will engage in the Second' Hand

73 YEARS OF SERVICE

Furniture business on a large scale.

North National Bank

THEY ARE NOW BUYING
Phone 981-M or by calls in person and will open the salesroom in the

Rockland, Main©

very near future.

SHIP YOUR APPLES TO

Armistice

Where

the trade

There has been some discussion
ibout uniforming the Maine game
wardens, but nothing definite in the
way of a decision has been reached.
Commissioner Parsons of the fish
and game departnient said.
Commissioner Parsons’ conversa
tion seemed to indicate that he is
not particularly favorable to the
idea. He said the wardens in New
Hampshire wear uniforms but that
they appear to be mostly for pa
rade purposes. He told of going to
Xew Hampshire to address the Gran'»<! State wardens and was delight
ed with their fine appearance, but
upon asking them if they wore the
uniforms when out in the woods at
work, he received a negative reply.
The chief purpose of the uniform.
Commissioner
Parsons explained,
would be to serve as a distinguishing
mark, but he feels that a badge such
is Maine game wardens are provided
with, probably affords sufficient Iden
tification for the woods officers.

iUQoestiotu
White's
.Social
Secretary

APPLES

DON’T FAIL TO FLY A FLAG
We also sell other produce which you raise, such

Best Fast Color Bunting

as Cucumbers, Peas, Berries, Turnips

Best Prices

Quick Returns

KINGMAN & HEARTY,
20 No. Side

Faneuil Hall Market

INC.

3x5
4x6
5x8
6x10

$2.00
$2.25
$3.75
$5.50

;£ '

~

MASS.

121-S-tf

Brown: 'Tm going to
buy my wife something
before 1 take the trip.”
Jones: “Here, look over
White’s ad.”

Mesh Bags $3.50 to $20
Boudoir Clocks
$2.75 to $24

QUALITY

JEWELER-

BOSTON,

,

ROCKLAND HARDWARE CO.
Rockland, Me.

PRISON

SHIRTS

WORLDWIDE ROTARY

The new Bath Iron Works Com
District Governor Andrews in a
A storm of protest against prison took part, that a meeting was ar
pany. which is to take over the ma
recent address outlined the spread of
jor part of the Keyes Fiber Com labor broke Thursday at the confer ranged to take up the protests against
the contract recently made by the i l*,e Rotary organization over foreign
pany’s interest in the old Bath Iron ence of the industrial department of
countries.
Works, already has contracts to the State Chamber of Commerce, State Prison Commission.
Canada, he pointed out, was for
Governor
Asks
Suspension
build three large yachts and will get
some reason or other, a hard country
Into production within a short time, which was holding its regional con
Gov. Brewster yesterday in a com- for organizations to get firmly estab
It was learned Monday.
Present ference in Auburn. Contracts made munication to Henry H. Hustings of lished in. There are ln the Dominion
plans call for a working force of be recently by the State Prison Commis Bethel, chairman of the Prison Com 100 clubs and tlie increase is very
tween ,00 and 900 men by early i s,|on for t,le manufacture of men’s mission. said that it seems to him as slow.
spring.
if further action on tlie matter of
Mexico has now 20 clubs with four
William S. Newell, who was man- ' 8hlrts- met wlth vigorous opposition having convicts make shirts should
In process of organization. In this
ager of the Bath Iron Works when j from manufacturers. Scarcely had be suspended until it is known what turbulent country class distinctions
that company was one of the largest , Benjamin F. Cleaves of Portland, can legally be done.
arc sharply defined, and only the
shipbuilders in the United States, is executive secretary of the Associated
'•When the council authorized the minority class of highly educated
the guiding hand in the new com- ! Industries of Maine, opened the con execution of a contract in relation to men make up the membership of the
pany and is backed adequately by ference of the department of which tlie nesv industry at tlie State Prison, clubs. It was the speaker’s opinion
capital. Mr. Newell more recently he Is chairman, when the matter was \ it was understood by me and I think that Rotary would have much to do
has been in charge of shipbuilding brought up and the storm broke , by members of the council that those with the education of the masses
for the American Brown Boveri about the heads of the delegates.
, interested ill labor and Industry with- there.
JElectric Company, which operates
L. B. Thompson of Belfast, a mtinu- ' in our State were to he consulted in
Central America claims at the
the large plant of the former New ! facturer of men's wear in that city ! order to make sure that there was no present time three clubs. There are
York Shipbuilding Corporation in and Rufus Stone of Auhurn, engaged substantial interference with the none in Honduras or Nicaragua. Be
Camden, N. J. Mr. Newell is ter in a similar line of business in Au- work that they were carrying on,” tween there and Cajie Horn Rotary
minating his services with the burn, called attention to the fact that continued Gov. Brewster in the com- Is well represented and growing fast.
American Brown Boveri to devote all the State Prison Commission had ne munication. This seems to us a pre Cuba has 20 clubs, and the Island of
his time to the Bath project. He will gotiated a contract for the making requisite before tlie contract should Bermuda boasts of one fine organizahave associated with him many of of men’s woolen shirts by the inmates go On. This has apparently not yet (lon at Kingston.
the men who were on his staff in the of the State Prison at Thomaston, been done.
South America is hard to keep
best days of the Bath Iron Works. the provisions of the contract pro
”1 am also advised by the attorney track of the speaker said, for the
Mr. Newell’s plans for Bath call viding among other things that the general that the approval noted by reason that its rapid growth keeps
foi a fully equipped plant to special company for whom the shirts were to his office upon the contract only went tlie figures changing constantly. The
ize in building yachts, a field which be made should furnish the ma to its form but did not go to its latest number reported was 37. There
is said to offer wide possibilities. chinery, and lhe {State receive 70 substance and that no contract could as in Mexico, the race line Is clearly
The city of Bath’s facilities offer cents a dozen for the shirts.
be legal if the contractor was not drawn, so there is never a doubt
every advantage for this work, it is
The protests of Mr. Thompson and complying with the law of our State as to who is eligible for membership.
known.
Peru in two weeks grew from five
Mr. Stone were seconded by formal requiring the labelling of all prisonStockholders of the Keyes Fiber voles of protest received from the made goods, nor would a State official to nine clubs, this as an example of
Company voted Saturday to lease Chambers of Commerce in Belfast, be warranted in executing a contract how fast Rotary is growing down
part of their interests at Bath to (’aniden, Wiaterville, Bath and Au- wlucli would
Paraguay he named as the
more than 20 there.
Mr. Newell's company and thereby burn, these organizations voicing per cent of the prison labor to be em- only South American country nut
paved the way for what gives every their opposition to prison labor and ployed in any one industry, in view lepresented in International.
indication of bringing that city a to the recently made contract of the ! of the prohibition contained in SeeJumping across seas Mr. Andrews
substantial industry.
Prison Commission.
I tion 35 of Chapter Seven of the Re- stated that the continent country,
Mr. Newell now is in New York on
Australia, counted 15 clubs up to the
Mr. Cleaves stated that he had sent vised Statutes.
work for his new company and will a protest to the Governor in behalf | “The attorney general also calls my present and he supplemented this
return to Bath next week, when it is of the Associated Industries of Maine attention to a further provision of statement by saying these were more
expected he will make further an and A. L. T. Cummings, executive section 34 of Chapter 142 of the Re like our own clubs In manner and
nouncements of his plans.
secretary of the State Chamber of i vised Statutes legarding interference method than any others he knew of.
New Zealand was a district in it
Commerce and Agricultural League, with existing industries within our
added that a similar protest had State and laying down the policy of self with 18 clubs; Japan has 6. with
THE APPLE SHOW
another organizing; China 3 with one
been forwarded by him for his organ the State in this regard.
ization. It was pointed out that with
“In view of this situation and these being formed In Hong Kong. Be
Earle Hodgkins, E. N. Hobbs the attempt now being stressed to statutes, it seems to me all further cause of the existence of caste In
up Maine loyalty this could not action should he suspended until it India, Rotary is having much diffi
and N. F. Barrett Captured build
he accomplished If such tirrant^e- can be determined how far it Is legal culty In getting properly rooted.
ments as the prison contract repre ly possible to go and how far it may There are in the empire but two
First Prizes.
sented were promoted.
he wise to go in view of the industries clubs at this time,
In the Union of South Africa there
The announcement was made dur within our State that it now appears
The second annual fruit show held
are nine clubs. Efforts are being
this week in Jones block attracted no ing the discussion, In which several are Involved."
made to establish one in Jerusalem,
such crowd as will be seen at the
Italy claimed 17, and this, the speak
Bowdoin-Maine game today, but
er declared, was a triumph in sev
FOUNDERED IN THE STORM
nevertheless there was a stream of
eral respects. First It is about the
callers and they displayed a very
only organization in that tountry
keen interest in the fine display from
that has the right to elect its own
Knox and Lincoln orchards.
New York Schooner Georgia D. Jenkins Sinks Off North officers. Mussolini usually sees to
At the conclusion of the exhibition
naming of officers of the nations’ or
the judges announced the following
Haven and Crew Has Narrow Escape.
ganizations. At one time lt was
prize-winrifrs:
thought that the Dictator would close
McIntosh—Earle Hodgkins, Jef
down on Rotary, but in answer to
ferson, 1st; E. N. Hobbs, Hope, 2d
The three-masted schooner Georgia i manned until it was found that the a cablegram sent him, he said he had
and three thirds; Marshall Moody,
D.
Jenkins, commanded by (’apt. water was gaining so rapidly that no intention of so doing.
feuhker 'Hill, two thirds; N. F. Bar
Spain has 13 clubs mostly organ
further efforts along that line would
rett. Union, 3d; J. F. Calderwood, Beryn Bradford of New York, who only imperil their own lives. To ized within the last two years, hy
Union, 3d; Abner Dunton, 'Hope, 3d; was also managing owner, foundered
make matters worse the larger of the reason of the King’s interest in It.
Wallace Robbins, Camden, three in 20 fathoms of water off North | two boats carried by the schoonm Portugal has one, France 14. Tlie
thirds; Earle Hodgkins, Jefferson, Haven during yesterday's storm and | was washed away.
speaker referred to the latter coun
seven thirds.
nearly carried with her the live per
Mrs. Bradford not, only aided the try’s attitude toward the entrance of
Red Delicious—E. N. Hobbs, Hope, sons on board, one of whom was tlie
men in manning the pumps, hut con Rotary into Germany. Tlie French
1st; Marshall Moody, Bunker Hill, captain’s wife.
clubs, stoutly and vigorously oppose
stantly encouraged them when they
2d; E. N. Hobbs, Hope, 3d; J. F.
They had seen the ship’s boat car began their desperate battle to reach lhe idea. However, Germany now
Calderwood, Union, 3d; IN. F. Bar
ried away by one of the numberless the North Haven shore In the little hat: its first club at Hamburg, char 
rett, Union, 3d; George Cameron,
tered October 8th of this year. Ro
heavy seas which swept over the skiff
Capt. Bradford said that the
Union, two thirds; Earle Hodgkins,
schooner, and were forced to trust schooner sank two minutes after tarians from twelve other nations of
Jefferson, 3d.
the world were present when it was
their lives to the frail skiff which the skiff had left her side. Only a
Northern
Spy—N. F. Barrett.
started.
they
launched
in
the
temiiest.
portion
of
the
topmast
now
shows.
Union, 1st; Wallace Robbins, Cam
Switzerland has 11, Austria. 3,
The schooner was hound from New
The members of the crew were Rus Hungary, 1, Czecho-SIovakla, 8, Bel
den, 2d; Earle Hodgkins, Jefferson,
York
to
Calais
with
775
tons
of
coal.
sell
Dickerson,
George
Happ
and
gium 8, Denmark 3, Sweden 1, Nor
3d; iW. J. Rich, Camden, one-half
She left New York Tuesday and was Harry Clary
bushel, 3d.
way 7, and Great Britain 265.
having a fine passage up the coast
The schooner was 473 tons, and
until
yesterday
morning,
when
three
built
at
Phippsburg
in
1903.
All
of
TO REVISE STATUTES
UNIFORMED GAME WARDENS
miles off Goose Rock Light she the owners .were New York parties,
sprang
aleak.
The
two
pumps
were!
The
craft
was
not
insured.
Commissioner Parsons Is Not Taking
Judge Clarence W. Peabody of Port
Very Kindly To The Idea.
land Named As Commissioner.

n

finds

ROW OVER

Over Prospect That Ship
District Governor Andrews
Governor Asks a Halt When Vigorous Protest Is Made
Tells of the Organization’s
building Will Start Up At
Over the Proposed Industry.
Spread.
Iron Works.

Your patronage is solicited

NEWMAN & PHILBROOK

Volume 82.................. Number 1 33.

THREE CENTS A COPY

C I FT SHOP
1O1 MAIN STREET
R OCKIAND

A

NEW

BILL OF

PRICES

Granite Quarrymen Hold a Preliminary Meeting In This
City To Prepare For New Settlement.
Fourteen memhers of the Quarry I were Edward Rradstreet, James
Workers’ International Union, held a I Smith and Blley Lyford. The com
conference in the Thorndike Grill munities represented were Vinalha
Thursday and drew up a rough draft ven, Long Cove, Clark Island ,and
of the new hill of prices which is W illard’s Point. Hall, Quarry and
soon to he submitted to the manufac Belfast are also included in the dis
turers. The present hill does not trict.
expire until April 1, 1928, but It is
The bill of prices has usually run
the desire of the men, as well as the for three years, hut the prevailing
employers, to have a complete and sentiment Thursday is said to have
harmonious
understanding before favored two years instead. The mat
April 1st rolls around.
ter of a 'Saturday afternoon holiday
Eugene Crouse of Clark Island is said to have been informally dlsunion acted ns chairman of the con ' cussed, but It could not be learned
ference. Union secretaries present 1 that any action was taken.
included F. W. Cummings of Vinal
Another meeting will be held In a
haven, Robert Magee of Long Cove, i few weeks, subsequent to which the
and "Dod” Rogers of Clark Island. i operators and employes will meet
Other Vinalhaven representatives jointly.

TO SUPPORT LOWDEN

Borah’s Boom For Norris of Ne
braska Gets Setback In South Da
kota.
Announcement that Senator Nor
beck of South Dakota had come out
for former Governor Lowden for
President caused a stir In Republi
can circles Thursday.
The announcement is looked on as
meaning Lowden will get the South
Dakota delegation and that the effort
of Senator Borah and some of the
Progressives in the Senate to pro
mote a boom for Senator Norris of
Nebraska, has been given a check.
It means, too, ithat many of the
Western Progressives will refuse to
go along with the anti-Lowden move
ment which Senator Borah is further
ing, and that encouragement will be
given the Lowden backers in the
West and Northwest by Senator Nor
beck's stand.
Although Senator McMaster, of
South Dakota, has not made a decla
ration for Lowden, it is known that
he stands with Senator Norheck and
is preparing to support Lowden.

F. L CLARK
Instructor Trombonist
12 MASONIC ST.

ROCKLAND
127Stf

“ON MY SET”
I am far from reconciled at the
new wave length of WEEI. I
get fair results at noontime, be
cause there is no interference for
the moment, but at night it is al
most impossible to distinguish
which is which. I don’t want any
thing to happen to this Boston
station for the Globe bulletins
have come to be well nigh indis
pensable.

There waa a delightful band
concert on WBZ Thuraday night.
Tuning in late on thia program
I caught two marchea which
sounded almost aa good aa though
I had been parked alongaide the
band inatead of my aet.
Capt. Charlea C. Tibbetts of
Claremont street is one of the
newest members of the radio
craft, and is deriving Iota of satis
faction from his Radiola. One
end of the antenna ia affixed to a
lofty pole, in the preparation of
which Capt. Charlea had much
advice from the Bean Barrel Club
but considerably leas assistance.
A fund of 100,000 Argentine pesos
has been donated by Senor J. B. Sauberan for the maintenance of annual
scholarships, tenable by graduates
of the University of Buenos Aires
for advanced study at the Sorhonne,
Paris.
J

Judge Clarence W. Peabody of
Portland has been nominated hy Gov.
Brewster to be commissioner to re
vise the statutes.
The last legislature passed a re
solve appropriating $15,000 for this
purpose and directed the Governor
by and with the advice and consent
of the council to appoint a commis
sioner to make the revision.
The resolve calls for the comple
tion of the work, including the print
ing of the new edition, on or before
the first day of the regular session
of the next Legislature. The last re
vision of the statutes was made liy
Justice John A. Morrill of Auburn
In 1916.

The automobile may be ruining the
younger generation, but there is no
question about what the younger
generation is doing to the automobile.
—Nashville Banner.
I

American women spend five mil
lion dollars a day to keep them
selves beautiful. Well, what of it?
Don’t they get results.—Manchester
Union.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had to live my life again I would
have made a rule to read some poetry and
listen to some music at least once a week.
The loss of these tastes is a loss of happi
ness.—Charles Darwin.
HEIGHT OF THE RIDICULOUS
I wrote some lines once on a time
In wondrous merry mood.
And thought, as usual, men would say
They were exceeding good.
They were so queer, so very queer.
I laughed as I would die;
Albeit, in a general way,
A sober man am 1.
I called my servant, and he came;
How kind It waa of him.
To mind a slender man like me.
He of the mighty limbi

"These to the printer.” I exclaimed.
And, ln my humorous way,
I added (aa a trifling jest),
“There’ll be the devil to pay.”

He took the paper, and I watched.
And saw him peep wkhln;
At the first line he read, his face
Waa all upon tlie grin.
He read the next; the grin grew broad.
And shot from ear to ear;
He read the third; a chuckling noble
I now began to hear.
The fourth ; he broke into a roar;
The fifth ; h!s waistband split;
The sixth; he burst five buttons off.
And tumbled in a fit.
Ten days and nights, with sleepless eye,
I watched that wretched man.
And since. I never dare to write
As fuuny aa 1 can.
—Oliver Wendell Holmes,

The Courier-Gazette
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STORY OF ROCKLAND’S SCHOOLS

From Foundry to Your Home

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

■ Rockland. IMaine, Nov, 5, 1927.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddie, who
on oath declares that he Is Pressman ln the
nfflce of The rotirler-Garette. sod that of the
Issue of this paper of Nov. 3, 1927 there was
printed a total of 6310 copies.
Before me,

FRANK B. MILLER.
Notary Public.

For the kingdom of God is not meat
and drink, but righteousness, and
peace, and joy in the Holy Ghost.—
Rom. 14:17.
Whether It is to have a girl of
twenty-four for its mayor is the
question agitating Concord, the cap
ital city of our adjoining State of
New Hampshire.
H. Gwendolyn
Jones is the young aspirant's name,
a hello girl at the State House. A
candidate in the primary, she had a
striking victory, and now the voters
are w-ondering if she will meet with
equal election success, in which case
she will be the youngest mayor in
the country and the first woman to
ba chief executive of a capital city.
Says the Boston Herald correspon
dent:
Many women voters, who ordinar
ily would rally around a woman can
didate, are reported aloof on the
Gwendolyn Jones racket.
Their
philosophy of politics is that women
have a right to run for office, but
they should be the widows of men
politicians who have already held the
office. That is the way all the wo
men governors, congressmen, etc.,
have got in. Their husbands died
and they got elected. They were
the logical candidates.
But Miss
Jones never had a husband. She is
not "logical,” according to the wo
men leaders. Instead of running for
mayor at 24 years of age. she should
get married, raise a family, have her
husband get some office and then,
upon his demise, gracefully slide in
on the sympathetic vote. Moreover,
she could then run as one of the dig
nified women who has helped to
start the rising generation along,
whereas now she is "only a tele
phone girl,” and don't even associate
with the high-hat crowd.
Let up view with calmness this
latest manifestation of the inscrut
ableness of the primary. If the peo
ple—meaning those who are willing
to come out and vote,—want Miss
Jones for mayor they should have
her.

Supt. Ernest L. Toner Clearly Sets Forth the Pressing Needs <1
For More and Better Housing.
E. L. Toner, superintendent of the j ing there are 59 in one room but arcity schools, delivered a masterly' rangements are being made for some
address yesterday before the Rotary of the classes to recite in one of the
Club dealing with the critical hous eoat rooms a part of the time. The
ing problem now facing the school rooms which I have mentioned up
department. Some interesting ex to the present time are the rooms oc
cerpts from the address are given:
cupied by the sub-primary and first
At the time of opening of school in grade. Many of the other grades are
the fall I think that the people con also crowded. The Purchase street
sider school problems a little more building has an enrollment of 45, 43,
closely and show a keener interest 46 and 39 in various rooms, Grace
than perhaps they do later on in the street with two rooms has 43 and 42
year. I believe that it is safe to and McLain has 53., 43. 42, 42, in
say that people on the whole do not spite of the fact that an extra room
take a very personal interest in the was finished off at this building on
sphools and more especially those the third floor. This third floor room
who do ndt have children being edu is certainly not the best place fop a
cated. We usually find that real in school. At the Tyler building we
terest is aroused when deficiencies have overloaded rooms of 41 51. ,and
of the system or some vital need af 41. These figures are in addition to
fects a child in whom we are person the particularly heavy sub-primary
ally interested.
rooms.
I take it for granted that when
It is generally conceded that from
you employ a man to take charge of 30 to 35 pupils is enough to put into
any department of your municipal one sehool room. This is as many as
affairs you expect him to report to one teacher can be expected to
you the conditions as he finds them handle and get good results. We have
and to lay bare the facts whether many very efficient teachers in
favorable or unfavorable, that you ' Rockland but they are working under
may consider what is needed and considerable of a handicap and can
what steps if any should be taken to not get the results that should be
Improve conditions.
obtained under normal conditions.
Starting with the Crescent Street From reports which I had available
School, there are 40 in the sub-pri I find that the registrations in the
mary and 35 in grades 1 and 2. The elementary schools of the city have
conditions at Crescent Street last increased from 927 in 1918 to 1278 in
year were very crowded so that the 1927 or about 30%. In this same time
third and fourth grades were moved the school census figures show an in
to Purchase street. If this had not crease of from 1729 to 2126 or about
been done there would have been 75 23% increase. The housing facilities
in one room at the Crescent Street have not shown a corresponding in
building this fall. By discontinu crease.
ing the kindergarten nt Grace street
Now let us go back to the question
we were able to use that room for a of present enrollment. As I have
fifth grade which was moved from stated. 35 is considered about the
Purchase street to make room for limit per room. If we should set the
the third and fourth grade which 1 limit at 30 per room for the present
mentioned as coming front Crescent and the annual increase should con
street. At the Purchase street build tinue as it has for the past nine years
ing there would have been 79 in one wi would reach the 35 limit in about
room. During the summer we put in live years. What would be the num
a partition in the primary room so ber of new rooms required to start
that our registration in each half out present enrollment on a 30 per
of this room is now 40 and 39. This room basis? Disregarding the smal
Is sort of a makeshift plan but ler schools like Camden street. Ben
was the best that we could do. The ner Hill and the Highlands which are
lighting and ventilation are both very not directly affected by the large en
poor but this is better than having rollment nor by any changes which
the same number of children in one we might make, we find that the
room twice as large with the result registration in the larger buildings is
ing cwnfusion and no increase as to 1160. Putting these onto a 30 per
light and ventilation pVr pupil.
room basis we find we need at least
There are now 69 in one room at 38 rooms. As we arq now using 28
the McLain building.
The room rooms for this enrollment including
there is not the right size and shape j two not very satisfactory ones you
S° J?? eVen.a ''’"’Horary partition can figure for yourself that 10 more
could be put in. At the Tyler build- rooms is a reasonable estimate.

Tomorrow's Telegram will contain *
special supplement devoted to Maine's in
dustrial activities and the program of the
American Legion Maine-ln-The-Marltet Ex
position to he held in Portland next week.
Many of Maine's well known manufac
turing concerns will be represented and sev
eral pages will be devoted to interesting
articles about the industrial life of Maine.

Football games, both high school and
eollege, will also he covered completely.
A special feature of interest to York County
people will be an airplane view of Biddeford
showing eight of the prominent points of
interest in the Mill city.
Be sure to read the Telegram tomor
row. Make arrangements with your local
dealer to have tomorrow's issue delivered
to your home.

Pxrrtlaub SkaM-j 9rlf$r<w«
and

This store is now a direct dietri
bution point for the Glenwood
Range Co. You are practically
buying your range or furnace di
rect from the foundry. Carloads
are shipped to Rockland, displayed
in our salesroom and installed in
your home by expert Glenwood
workmen.
THINK
OF THESAVING THIS MEANS FOR
YOU. Just a charge for over
head expense plus the cost of ma
terials used it added to the whole
sale. It brings the price of a naw
Glenwood Furnace far below any
heating system you could use.
Every part is carried in stock in
the big warehouse, so any repairs
ever needed are quickly available.

With the
BOWLERS

|
1
'
:
1

Not many large strings were
bowled in Thursday night's contest
between the Rockland Veteran Flremen and Knox County All-Stars but
the totals were exceptionally good.
Kelley was high gun with 520. hut Ty
Cobb was close on his heels with 518.
Mayo's 130 was the highest single
string. The score:
Rockland Veteran Firemen
Lawry ....... 82 103 97 89 92 463
Howard ..... 83 98 87 124 76 468
Kelley ....... 102 107 87 102 122 520
Fogg .......... 103 107 107 80 90 487
Cobb ------- 93 £87 102 104 122 518

Knox
Sullaway ...
McKinney
Bonney .....
Shields ......

$150.00

463 512 480 499 502 2456
County All -Stars
94 93 123 113 86 511
93 109 88 119 93 502
78 81 94 99 81 433
94 82 96 130 92 41*4
88 96 88 104 120 496

Will buy a new Glenwood Fur
nace all set ready for use in your
home.
A small payment and a year to
pay the balance.

449 461 489 565 472 2436

M0V1EJ
strAnd theatre

Sunday Press Herald

Yea, bo, you are going to like to
day's program, which is a crackajack
double-header, headed by Tom Mix
in “The Circus Ace." A menagerie of
lions and other jungle beasts, side
shows, clowns and tumblers, trapeze
performers and parachute drop are
THE CIVIC LEAGUE
Shown in the Western Ace’s latest
S. S. INSTITUTE
feature.
The loss of a mysterious parcel
Its
New
Superintendent
Is
Rockland To Hold Sessions
from the express car of the Overland
Experienced In Vigorous Limited, for which reward of $100,000
For Training of Sunday
is offered, forms the underlying motif
of Helen Holmes’ latest railroad
Policies.
School Teachers.
melodrama, ''The Open Switch,"
“Prohibition is a political issue to- which will be shown with the Tom
At the First .Baptist Church in this
Mix picture.
city during the week Nov. 7-11 is -to day, and it will remain a political
In “The Heart of Maryland,” screen
be held a five-night Institute for the issue whether the Republican or
revival of Belasco's famous Civil Wlar
training of Sunday school teachers in
the best and most approved methods Democratic parties insert a plank in play. Warner Bros, for the first time
of religious education. Four courses their respective platforms recogniz have included both the beautiful Cos
will be given; The Pupil; Principles ing it or not, and it will stay a po tellos in one cast, Dolores in the star
of Teaching; Evangelism; and Adult litical issue until the laws regarding part of Maryland Calvert. Helene as
Nancy, discarded love of the villain
Methods.
it are enforced lo the satsifaction of
The speakers who came here are men the majority of the citizens of the ous Captain Thorpe, who plays such
i of wide experience and unquestioned country. Even if the Democratic a disastrous role in the life of the
j ability Rev John W Elliott of Phil- party nominates some other than Al heroine. "The Heart of Maryland,'
adelph'ia, the leader of the course in Smith of New York, or Gov. Ritchie comes for Monday and Tuesday. In
"What do you read?’’ asked Rev.
adult methods. is the social director or Senator Bruce of Maryland as a cluded in 'the cast are Walter Rodg
Harry Belmon Hill, pastor of the
of the Baptist Sunday School Board candidate for the Presidency, ln an ers, who plays 'he part of Gen. U. S.
Rev. Harry A. Aitkinson is pastor of attempt to sidestep it. Prohibition Grant, James Welch as Gen. Robert
First Methodist church of Boston,
of
defense
we
place
ourselves
in
the
MERCHANT MARINE
Lee and Charles Edward Bull as
the First Baptist Church of Ames will remain as the most prominent E.
position
of
the
Central
American
Re

Abrahalh Lin..o|n
..The Hf.art o(
and he directed attention to some
publics when America depends upon bury, Mass. The director of evange issue in the next Presidential cam- Maryland” is the play which brought
of the vital points associated with New England Should Take
Its potential enemies or necessary lism. Rev. J. T. MacDonald, pastor pa ign.”
"such tremendous and deserved fame
this question. Indicating that we
neutrals to supply the auxiliaries of Court Street Baptist Church in
So says the Rev, r 1 edenck
.
Mrs. Leslie Carter, almost 30 years
Lead,
Gov.
Brewster
Tells
Auburn,
and
president
of
the
Maine
without
which
our
navy
cannot
move
spend much for the satisfaction of
Smith, the new Superintendent of the ago. It is one of those authentic
Baptist
Convention,
is
well
known,
from home. Hawaii and the Philip
Christian Civic League of Maine as melodramas which never lose vi
the physical appetites, he stressed
Boston Chamber.
pines might as well be located on having conducted a succ^sful evan he takes up his duties as head of that tality. 1927 thrills and weeps over lt.
the importance of feeding also the
gelistic
campaign
in
the
local
church
organization.
At the noon-day luncheon of the Mars so far as any means of coraquite as copiously as did 1898.—udv.
mind and soul, else they die.
a few years ago, and will he remem
Mr. Smith comes to Maine from
Boston
Chamber
of
Commerce municaton are concerned, if Ameri bered as an earnest and enthusiastic
Milwaukee., the city that beer maae
"Visit the average American home,’’ Thursday Gov. Brewster of Maine ca should be at war, unless we could
PARK THEATRE
he continued, “see the poor empty discussed the subject, "New Eng secure an ally who would supply our speaker. The State director of re- famous, where he served as superinThe double feature program for
shelves in the bookcase, and then land and the American Merchant lack—in which event the ally would ligious education. Rev. Fletcher H. , tendent of the Milwaukee district of
dictate the terms upon which our Knollin, is also well known.
the Wisconsin Antl-'Saloon League. this afternoon and evening is Doug
you will not wonder at the shallow Marine,” saying:
The great need of better trained When asked what the outlook in Mil las MacLean in “Soft Cushions" and
ness in the lives of our children.
For two centuries and a half Yan hands would be untied.
A few short years ago we spent Sunday school workers is being felt waukee was for the resurrection of Warner Baxter in “The Coward."
You will find the piano loaded down kee skippers ruled the sea. Steam
The filming of Alexandre Dumas'
with cheap songs, filthy oftentimes and steel and the Civil War sent the three billion dollars in a desperate in all religious denominations and in its famous industry, he said:
in sex-suggestiveness. and the few flag of the American Merchant Ma attempt to make up for a half-cen stitutes of this kind are Held to train
'The brewers themselves don’t famous love classic. "Camille." as
books you see are of the same type rine almost beneath the waves. New tury of neglect. The sum would and develop teachers, both present seem to be very hopeful about it. the latest starring vehicle of Norma
as the cheap songs. Verily, the av England turned its pioneering gen- , have furnished all necessary assist and future, in their efforts to instill They have turned to other lines of Talmadge. which will be shown al
erage bookcase in the average Ameri ius to the fertile fields of the Golden ance for a hundred years and have Christian principles into the lives profitable business. One is making the Park Theatre on Monday and
developed a merchant marine that of the future citizens of this great a cheese that l.as already earned a Tuesday has given to the screen
can home reminds one of Old Mother West.
national imputation.
Another has variety of settings that are said by
Hubbard’s cupboard.’’
Today ten billion dollars in foreign would have been ready the day hos country.
All Christian workers of the Sun rented its buildings to other concerns, the foremost interior decorators to
If this hears a note of over-em commerce is crying for protection tilities were declared and meanwhile
would have served daily the com day schools of the city and the sur and today about 35 different indus be the acme of luxury and comfort.
phasis, none the less it suggests a in the carrying trade overseas. Less merce of the United States. Now rounding towns are invited to avail
Miss Talmadge’s "Camille” is the
tries are housed within the brewery.
than one-third of it is carried in
phase in present-day life that de
American ships. A negligible amount those boats are on the scrap-heap themselves of the splendid opportuni Another has turned its capital to the romance known to countless thou
serves grave consideration. “There is carried by private lines and we and America is going rapidly back to ty for training offered hy this series, making of chocolates. Still another sands of book lovers and theatre
is making chewing gum, to give the goers, portrayed in modern atmos
i? no greater need today,’’ the speaker may soon be back to the pre-war the position of inferiority it occupied of meetings.
before the World War.
breath a different odor than their phere. under conditions as they exist
record
of
less
than
10
percent
in
1910.
said, "than that of awakening in the
• « • •
product used to give. 'While another today in Paris. This modernization
The United States Shipping Board
SHOEING
AN
OX
hearts of the people a love for good Lines in Africa and South America
is handling spring water and tonics. of tlie French classic called for a
In construction and operating costs
degree of lavishness in production
That latter iis some difference."
reading. A book is frequently the have demonstrated that trade follows American shipping today must ac
The new superintendent of Maine's that excels even the most elaborate
turning point in the life of a boy or the flag and that American trade is cept a handicap of ten percent. F. S. Philbrick Finds An InLeague is a young man. a Methodist of Miss Talmadge’s previous pic
girl.” Ancient truth but ever new, tremendously handicapped hy trying There is absolutely no warrant to teresting Relic Up In Hope,
minister who has served several New tures. The eelthratad "Lady of the
to follow some other flag. The Eu ask the patriotism of American ship6
~
and suggesj^ng the value of the story ropean steel cartel and the French
England churches, was for nearly Camellias'" Persian hath, similarly,
pers to make up that lack either
Rockland. Nov 3.
three years a member of the staff is a setting of rare beauty, with its
hour which Rockland’s Public Li tariff discussion are ominous indica through direct patronage of AmerlEditor of The Courier-Gazette: —
of
the Massachusetts Anti-Saloon striking tile and marble effects, its
tions
that
America
must
awake
to
car
merchant
lines
at
higher
costs
brary maintains and which the young
Recently
while
looking
around
in
League,
and did considerable service colorful decoration and its gorgeous
preserve
for
itself
its
essential
Mar

or through imposition of the burden
forks of the city support with marked
draperies.—adv.
kets overseas.
ui>on the railroads of the United the little village of Hope Corner, I in the fight for the State 'Enforce
saw an ancient blacksmith shop; I ment Code in 1924 when Massachu
enthusiasm.
... *
States. No combination of railroads
Control of shipping means control can make two and two equal five. think it is about 100 years old. I setts went on record for the adoption
THEATRE
went inside and was surprised to of the law by a majority of 8600,
of
commerce
so
far
as
international
The law has long permitted railroads
There was a Rockland ship in the
Today
will
he
the
last opportunity
trade is concerned. Twice in the last to engage In the carrying trade find a rig. or stall, for shoeing oxen. when two years previously it had to see “The Covered Wagon" with
list of vessels burned by the Con
Probably few people who may read turned down a similar law by a ma
five years western farmers have overseas but James J. Hill years ago
Lois Wilson.
this ever saw an ox. being shod. It jority of 103,000.
federate warship Alabama.
This sought relief from the shipping demonstrated its
Impracticability
Mary Astor plays the part of a
is
a
very
different
proposition
than
During
the
war,
he
served
for
two
board.
That
is
why
four
western
was the ship Louisa Hatch, 854 tons,
and paid a handsome price for the
flapper in "No Place To Go,” coming
shoeing
a
horse.
A
horse
will
stand
years
with
the
Canadian
division
of
built and owned by Wliliam McLoon. Governors have declared for an lesson.
to the Empire Theatre next Monday
American Merchant Marine.
There are not lacking powerful on three legs, and allow the smith the famous Scottish Regiment, the and Tuesday. Miss Astor is redCaptain Semmes carried out the in
to
hold
up.
and
work
on
the.
other,
Black
Watch,
more
familiarly
known
America asks simply to handle one- voices that seemingly dp not desire
structions of President Jefferson Da half of our own foreign trade, Eng government aid. They say "Repeal bqt an ox absolutely refuses to during the war as “the ladies from haired. and lovely. She is usually
Should the hell." “No -I wasn't a chaplain," he seen in rather reserved or tensely
vis, that he “play the devil with lish shipping carries more than nine the LaFollette bllL" Certain of its stand on three legs.
emotional parts, but this time she is
smith
lift
one
of
his
forelegs
the ox
every ship flying the flag of the so- ty percent, of the commerce of the provisions may he prudently modi will either try to rest his weight on says, “just a plain buck private to as peppy as the peppiest and wholly
begin with and later a sergeant.” Me
Empire: more than seventy ppreent. fied but in its stamping of American
delightful. The combination of New
called United States of America,” of Great Britain's foreign trade; and
shipping with an American character the smith, or else will thrash around, took part with h1s regiment in the York at its brightest and the South
and
try
to
yank
his
daylights
out.
with a faithfulness that rendered more than thirty percent of com
battles of Arras, Amiens. Cambrai,
it is vital for the purpose for which
If he (the smith) lifts a hind leg and was with the party that captured Seas, langurous and lovely, is a rare
his cruiser the terror of the seas. mi-rce entirely foreign to Great alone the marine exists. Foreign
the ox will probably kick him into Mons on the morning of the armis ly intriguing one. And for comedy
Britain
in
every
way.
personnel
would
be
useless
in
time
The career of the Alabama, famous
and adventure there is a cannibal
The foreign commerce of the Unit of war and largely worthless in time "tlie hospital” or into "kingdom tice. I^ter he went with the army of island scene with thrills that keep the
for all time in the history of mari ed States represents the surplus pro of peace in the extension of our trade come," so Mr. Ox has to be driven occupation into Germany.
suspense at top notch.—adv.
into a frame work stall, made espec
time warfare, is recalled by a recent duction of American factories and in the lands beyond the seas.
He must be a fighter. They say he
They say “Sell the shipping to pri ially for the job, his head shut into is, and the directors of the Civic
article in the New York Sun that farms and the Wisely developing ap
petite of American consumers for vate interests and let the govern a stanchion and a broad belt of League say they are looking to him
tells the story of her building and
leather, or strong canvass (perhaps for some aggressive leadership.
the product of other lands. It rep ment get out of the way.’
subsequent activities. England af resents the answer to that self-suffi
No American ships can survive in four feet wide) passed under his
terward paid to the I’nited States ciency and self-complacency with the foreign trade except by mail sub body, and the two outer edges of the
BEST ADVERTISING MEDIUM
belt then connected with a windlass
fifteen million dollars by way of which we have too often been wrong ventions or bj' Indirect government oji the two sides of the stall, by ropes
fully charged.
That commerce is
Newspapers offer the best means
damages for having permitted the the safety-valve for the productive aid in the price at which the boats or chains.|
of advertising. J. C. McQuiston, ad
a-e bought.
Captain Dollar has
Two
or
three
turns
of
each
wind

construction of tlie warship in an capacity of the United States. With made it abundantly clear that the
vertising manager of the Westinglass will lift the ox off his feet, then house Electric and Manufacturing
English yard. In the distribution of out it our prosperity may at any lines cannot be replaced.
No authority has ever questioned the smith pan safely lift and strap Company said Thursday in a talk
this money among the owners of the , time explode.
It we need a navy all authorities tin; declaration of Herbert Hoover as to a timber, (built into the side of to members of the advertising coun
destroyed shipping a large sum fell are agreed that an indispensable
to the necessity of an overseas mer the stall for that purpose) either cil of the Chicago .Association of
to the heirs of the McLoon estate. auxiliary is an American Merchant chant marine for the expansion of foot he wishes to work upon. There Commerce. The Weatlnghouse com- ,
It is possible that among our older .Marine. It is farcical for the United our foreign trade nor the declaration are so few oxen kept in this vicinity, pany, he said, hqd put all its gen
States to expend three hundred mil of Admiral Benson that the marine that few shops have the rig. neces eral advertising funds into newspa
readers there may be personal rec
lion dollars annually for a navy and as an auxiliary is vital to our navy sary to shoe oxen.
per space for the fiscal year.
,
ollection of events associated with to refuse to expend thirty million in time of war. It is time that the
(Will Bartlett, the owner of this
I the famous warship.
dollars additional to provide the ab American people formulated a con shop, tells me that ox owners, from
solutely essential auxiliaries for the structive program that will ade di'-tant towns come to him to get
CARDINAL and BLUE
this work done, not being able to
time of any stress, in any intelli
The sketch of the new superintend gent comprehension of the problem quately deal with what is being in
creasingly recognized as a national grt ft done near their homes, although
. .
<
r in "nldnn timpe" AYftrv Kmifhv nuorl
ent of the Civic League suggests that
need In progress toward the goal of In “olden times" every smithy used
Clean, well-pressed
under his direction that worthy or
a sufficient supply of ships It is his to shoe more oxen than horses.
lit is said the horse has superseded
ganization is slated for a period of REPUBLICAN CAUCUSES torically appropriate that New Eng
ARMTH
clothes
are a cheerful tonic.
land should take the lead.
/ tite ox on the farm, and now the autos
WARD CAUCUSES
activity which shall not he without
and tractors are fast taking the
ITHOUT
The Republicans of Rockland are hereby
Our cleaning and dyeing
influence for good in the affairs noi 1 fled to meet in Caucus in their several
place of the horse. It may he so,
FATHER OF CORN CANNING
EIGHT
' ward rooms
but
that
was
not
as
I
saw
it
from
methods
make clothes wear
of Maine. In the regions of law and I
WEDNESDAY. NOV. 9, 1927
At 7.30 O'Clock P. M.
Augustus O. Jones, 91, father of the the railroad car window on my jour
order the league has many things for the purpose
100%
Wool
longer.
of nominating in each ward
ney in the West last fall. 1 saw only
standing to its credit, a list of .1 full ticket of ward olfleers; to elect for corn canning industry, died Wednes two tractors actually at work in the
»
,
, . ,
,
. , ...
. each ward a member of the city committee
—Mr. Before and After
•achievements which undet intelligent
,jle (n,su|ng year: and to transact auch day in Portland. He was a direct de fields while I saw many scores of
Men’s Women’s Children’s
horse
and
mule
teams
working
in
thcr
business
as
may
legally
come
before
scendent
of
two
early
Rhode
Island
ar.d aggressive leadership its sup
"Spotless Cleaning—Permanent
said Caucuses.
twos, threes and fours abreast—sel
governors and one of lhe oldest
MAYORALTY CAUCUS
porters may confidently expect to see
$13.50 $12.00 $10.00
Dyeing—Tailored Pressing”
dom
tandem
as
they
arc
here
worked,
The Republicans ot Rockland are hereby
still further extended.
notified io meet in Caucus at City Council Quakers in this vicinity. His mother worked.
Room. Spring Street,
Made by J. A. Brewster, Camden
was a descendant of one of the May
Referring again to oxen, I am re
THURSDAY, NOV. 16, 1927
ARTHUR
flower families and one of the first minded that people, who are looking
At
7.30
O'Clock
P.
M.
The torpedo boat destroyers CumSOLD BY
for the purpose of nominating a candidate school masters of Salem. With his for something out of the usual,
(mlngs and Manning rode out the for Mayor and to transact such other busi uncle. Nathan Winslow, he put un antique, could here get a picture of
CLEWl?itl<i
fJ,Ner
[ stdrm in Rockland harbor yesterday, ness as may legally come before said Caucus.
der seal the first can of oorn ever the interior of this, or some similar
JACK
BLACK
Per
order,
___
and it is understood that they will
put up ln this country. He con shop, and thus keep ln memory, one
REPUBLICAN CITY COMMITTEE
191 MAIN ST.
ROCKIAND,ME
i envoy to Gloucester the four Coast
TEL. 699-M
ROCKLAND
LUKE S. IIAV1S, Chairman.
tinued canning for several years and of the things fast becoming obsolete.
Chard boats which have been staALFRED CHAPMAN, Secretary.
F 5. Philbrick
later look up farming.
Paled at Ilotkland, Nor. 1, 1937,
Ltivucd al this purl Ute pail year.

EMPIRE

COATS

w

F. LAMB
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MAIL THIS COUPON
Burpee Furniture Co.,
Rockland, Maine.
Gentlemen: Send me a cata
logue and information of Glen
wood Furnaces Q

of

Send catalogue
Ranges [~]

Glenwood

Ths new Glenwood H
above now telling for—

Name ........... -.......................... .......
Address ............................................

shown

$79.00
"A YEAR TO PAY”

8
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THE LITTLE FLOWER. SHOP

g

We grow our own Chrysanthe
mums and can deliver them to you
fresh, crisp and beautiful. This
week we have:

$

1

1

A few pink 'mums at $3 per doz.

g
g

Y
»

g

g
g

White ’mums at $4 and $5 doz.

Wonderful yellow ’mums,
$4, $5, $6 doz.

y

And bronze and white pompoms at
$2 per dozen, sprays

g

’

. We also have some fine Boston
Ferns and Cyclamen

THE LITTLE FLOWER SHOP
399 Main Street

Rockland

>

117-tf

Good Used Cars
. 1926 FORD TUDOR SEDAN
With Long Springs
Has over $150 Worth of Extras

1926 FORD DELIVERY
With Steal Body

1926 OAKLAND COACH

1925 FORD COUPE
1925 FORD FORDOR SEDAN
1925 FORD TUDOR SEDAN

1924 DODGE TOURING

1923 FORD COUPE
All the above cars are in perfect condition. The prices are right.
We have Many Other Models To Satisfy You.

MILLER’S GARAGE
THE GARAGE THAT SPECIALIZES IN USED CARS
RANKIN STREET
ROCKLAND
TEL. 692-M

V. F. STUDLEY
Real Estate
CASH PAID FOR GOOD TRADES

ACCOUNTS DUE
All accounts due the V. F. Studley, Inc., furniture'store
or due me personally, should be Paid At Once at the
old store.

V. F. STUDLEY CO.
Telephone 1080

Rockland
120-tt

£very-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, November 5, 1927

Frank A. Beverage was down from
Boston last night to attend the meet
ing and banquet held by Ring Hiram
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Nor 3—Warren, Y. P. 3. C. E. harvest Council.
,

! >,ssssssB8S8888»35^^-',^^s«3S3ss5s»%s^ii

TALK OF THE TOWN
■upper.
Nov. 4—Drama, "His Uncle's Niece,” Rock
port Town hall.
Nov. 4—Warren, Ivy Chapter, O. E. S., ob
serve past matron and patron nlglit.
Nov. 7-11—Five-day Institute of First Bap
tist Church.
Nov. 7-13—American Educational Week.
Nov. 8—Progressive Literary Club meets
with Mrs. Annie Simmons.
Nor. 8—North Waldoboro, Maple Grange
annual fair.
Nov. 8—Annual meeting of tlie Rockland
Country Club.
Nov. 9—Fair and sale at Methodist Church
vestry.
Nov. 9—17.30 p. m.) Republican Ward
caucuses.
Nov. 9—-Methodist Church fair ln the

■entry. .
Nov.
Nov.
caucus
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

9—Jefferson poultry show.
10—(7.30 p. m.) Republican mayoralty
ln the City Council chamber.
11—Armistice liay
14—Democratic ward caucuses.
10—-Democratic mayoralty caucus.

Donald Clark has bought the Flint
double house on Franklin street.

Margaret Everett of Ingraham Hill
picked a strawiberry blossom Wednes
day.
James Doherty and Everett Oney
are in the north* woods on a hunting
trip, with Black Pond as their desti
nation.

Paymaster R. K. Gillette ot the
Coast Guard enforcement service will
remain in Rockland a Week or so
longer before Joining the torpedo boat
destroyer Manning.
Eleven feet of water oyer the in
take at Mirror Lake. This is con
siderably better than the average for
this season and rather seems 'to in
dicate that the pond will be In good
condition when it freezes over.
-----'
I
Motorists between this point and
up river are glad to see discontinued
tihe detour at Rfeckport, which has
been several 4nonths in use while
bridge work was going on connected
with the new State highway construtlon.
a,
j
_____
The bottom of ChiekawtJJkle Lake
is covered with a thick growth of
mossy substance, wliichtSis greatly
Impeding the efforts of Use police to
locate the 'body of Milton Knight. It
is not possible to drag more than 10
feet before the hooks becotoe clogged.
One daily newspaper said that ev- I

ery effort is being made, to recover'
Frank Smith, who is employed at the body of the boy drowned Wednes
the fluxstone plant of the Rockland day in Chlckawaukie Lake as lt is
& Rockport Lime Corp., is having a Rockland’s source of water supply.
vacation, part of which will be spent Very few of The Courier-Gazette
in Boston.
readers need to be told that Rock
land's water supply come0grom Mir
A business meeting was held In the ror Lake except on very rare occa
I. (j. O.
hall Thursday evening sions when there is a prolonged
when final plans were drawn up for drouth and the pumping station is
thesupper and mock trial to be given resorted to.
Tuesday evening.
Commander C. F. Snow, Capt. John
Gilbert Buker, manager of the I. Snow and George A. Wooster have
Eastern Furniture Co., has taken the returned from the big Avoods, empty
Orff house on Warren street, recently handed and considerably chagrined
vacated by Dr. Parsons who has gone at the trick' fate played upon them.
to MHbridge to practice.
It rained the first two days of their
stay and was so hot the third day
Fred Sista re, who has been em
that the deer Would not come out of
ployed at the Northend barrel factory
the thickets and pose as targets. On
of the Rockland' & Rockport Lime
the fourth day they left the happy
Corp, has gone t« Chicago, where he
hunting grounds foj somebody who
will have employment for the winter.
had more time and patience.
They were discussing old bywords
in a Main street store the other day,
and somebody recalled one that some
of our readers may remember. It
was'“Why cert,'” used as an answer
in the afflrtnative.

In the item recently published con
cerning the new tank being erected
by the Water Co in Thomaston the
credit for handling of the concrete
and ground work should have been
giyftn to Lou Upham of Rockport.

Of special Interest to Maine peo
ple who may plan to visit Bostdn in
the near future is the fact that the
Maine Central Railroad is announc
ing reduced rate round trip excur
sion on Nov. 10, limited to ten days.
Tickets will be sold at one fare, plus
25 cents, for the round trip and will
be good in coaches only. This ex
cursion will give an opportunity to
witness the college football game Nov.
12, between Harvard and Brown, at
the Harvard Stadium, in addition to
the usual attractions at the Hub. The
round trip fare from Rockland is
$7.21.

Rockland citizens have come to
, take a lively interest in the unusual
spirit being manifested in the schools
' of 'Union and Warren and there is
It was announced at Bates College
, considerable speculation as to which
of the towns will win in the contest Tuesday that for the first time for
' for the largest number of school vls- many years a recess of four days,
, itors during American Education from Wednesday night, Nov. 23, until
Monday night, Nov. 28, will be grant
fWeek.
ed the students this year, all classes
The family of Forest Pinkerton, to be resumed on Tuesday morning,
108 Union street, was aroused hy a Nov. 29. It has been the- custom at
loud crash yesterday morning and in Bates to suspend classes tor one day
vestigation disclosed that the elm only, Thanksgiving Day. This exten
- In front of the house had split in sion which Will give those living at
twain and that one-half laid square a distance an opportunity to spend
ly atop the chimney. No damage was Thanksgiving at home, is a result of
apparent beyond multiple scratches a petition by the studentsj^vhich was
on roof and walls and a few dis considered at a meeting of the Fac
located bricks from the chimney.
ulty and Student Counci} Monday
evening.
The Park Theatre until further
notice will present vaudeville every
A very interesting meeting of the
Friday starting Nov. 11, and If lt Is grade teachers was held Oct. 31 with
a success will make it two nights a Supt. Toner in charge. Following
week. The acts booked up until to general business matters, five min
day ore Holden and Graham in nov ute reports of the Maine Teachers’
elty comedy, shadowgraph and smoke Association were given: The Teach
pictures, Williams and Hayes, “Two er of Today and Yesterday. Miss
Blackbirds" in comedy singing and Carey: What May Be Done to As
Vern and Loftus in singing and sist the Teacher to Become a Bet
dancing. There are two more acts to ter Teacher, Miss Buttomer; How
Normal School .Principal Judges
be booked.
Teachers, Miss Jones; The Bigness of
The Limeroek Railroad is operat the Teacher’s Job, Mrs. Hall; Inter
ing a tliree-train system in place of esting the Public in Your School,
the four trains which have been in Miss Griffith. These subjects were
operation since the first of August. open to general discussion which
At present the conductors are Herbert bre.ught out many interesting ideas
Rector, George Hassen and Galen and views. The Grade teachers hold
Dow. The engineers are J. W. Smith. another such meeting Nov. 28 when
J. L. Curtis and Frederick Waltz. they will discuss and plan work by
Engine No. 2, commanded by engineer grades,, the following in charge:
Fred Waltz, was derailed Thursday Miss Stover. Miss Dooey. Mrs. Helen
afternoon near the old Doherty Perry, Miss Coombs, Miss Fuller.
Miss Hodgdon, Miss Browne and
quarry. The locomotive was badly
Miss Thorndike.
shaken up and some of the tics were
demolished.
A Belfast special says: “The vic
N-----tims of the automobile accident Wed
Miss Annie Cook of Boston who is
nesday night, were discharged from
passing two weeks’ vacation with
the Waldo County Hospital Thursday.
friends in 'Friendship was in the city
None of them were seriously injured
yesterday calling on old-time ac
quaintances. Miss Cdok was form when the coach owned and driven hy
erly an employe in the Rockland Clovis Thobodeau of Sutton, Vt., and
Opinion office, and is now in the print in which five others were riding left
ing department of the School for the road as a result of an accident to
Crippled Children, 241 St. iBotoiph the steering gear. The car crashed
street, Boston. She speaks in high through a fence, dropped some 30
terms of the school and of what it Is feet into a ravine and was badly
doing for children who owing to phy damaged. The accident happened on
sical disability need help in fitting Crocketts Hill in Northport, where a
them for some line of work 1n life Portland man was killed the past
In the printing department a lino summer. Two of the occupants were
type machine has recently been in able to Jump from the car before it
stalled which they will be given op left the hridge and escaped without
portunity to learn to operate, thus injuries. The others who were treat
ed at the hospital were Cora Carter,
furnishing them with a good trade.
Cora Walsh, Emma Fraughton of
'Hope the weather’ll be fair
Rockland, Ellison Jones of Dorches
For the Universalist Fair.—adv.
ter and William Young of Haverhill
Mass.
'
Just received a new lot of coats for
the basement department, sizes 36 to
46. Fur collars and cuffs, $18.50,
EXHIBITION
$22.50. Fuller-Cobb-Davis.—adv.

EDWIN L. BROWN’S

MB®

WATERCOLORS
—AT—

6

$95.00
A genuine Orthophonic Victrola
in a newly designed brown mahog
any cabinet for only NINETYFIVE DOLLARS. Just the right
size for the email room or cozy
home, with that rich deep tone of
the full Orthophonic Victrola.
Come in and hear it or, better
still, try one youreelf in your own
home. Other styles up to $600.00.

usicvJ

CRIE’S GIFT SHOP
Three Days

Beginning Tuesday, Nov. 8
133-134

PUBLIC SUPPER
And

MOCK TRIAL
Under the auspices of
ROCKAND ENCAMPMENT
AndMIRIAM REBEKAH LODGE

Tuesday Evg., Nov. 8
I. O.

0. F.

HALL

132-133
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CHURCHES
At the Pratt Memorial Church Rev.
John Dunstan will preach in the
morning on “A Great Transforma
tion." The topic In the evening will
be "The Importance of Decision."
Church school will meet at noon. The
prayer service on Tuesday will be at
7.30 p. m., topic, “A Greater Blessing."
* • • •
j\t tho Congregational Church to
morrow morning Mr. Rounds will
preach on the subject "The Task of i
Peace—An Armistice Day Sermon.”
The Communion will be administered
at the close of the service. Church
School will meet at noon and the
Fellowship League willgmeet in the
vestry at 6 ocloek

OSTON

ROCKLAND

Thursday, Nov. 18

«••,

Tickets good in coaches only
Returning to reach starting point
by midnight of November 19

MAINE

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
CRentral
ailroad
133-134

MAINE
CENTRAL
Railroad

Mrs. Colby Moore of Willow street
ARMISTICE DAY
picked a bouquet of roses Thursday,
iWinslow-iHolbrook Post is planning
and they carried all the beauty and
fragrance of the real summer prod an Armistice Day celebration similar
to those held all over the country,
uct.
-and all Legionnaires are asked to
A display of fine sport coats, car turn out with the gang. The program
dinal and blue for men, women and follows:
10 a. m.—Football-Colby Freshmen
children Is to’be seen in the 1. L.
Cross window. Jack Black is the vs Rockland-High.
1.30 p. m.—Dedication of Winslowsalesman and the products are made
Holbrook square.
Rockland Band
by J. A. Brewster of Camden.
and other organizations in line.
The members of the Sons of the Short parade. Presentation of Me
Union Veterans Auxiliary are invited morial by Mayor James F. Carver in
to meet at the home of Mrs. Amelia behalf of the city. Acceptance for
McIntosh Wednesday evening to sew the the Post by Past Commander E.
C. Moran', Jr. This program will be
for the fair.
short and snappy.
6 p. m.—Fish chowder served at
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. McLoon, Mr.
Legion hall by the auxiliary.
and Mrs. David G. Hodgkins, Mr. and
7.30 p. m —Armistice Barn Dance
Mrs. E. C. Boody and Mr. and Mrs. at the Arcade. Kirks seven-piece or
Lincoln E. McRae left today for Che- chestra. A better time than last year.
suncook on a hunting expedition. By Tickets on sale by members. All kind
way of becoming acclimated they will of prizes.
sit on the sidelines at Orono this
afternoon and see the Polar Bears
A survey is being maos |for the new
and Bruins claw at each other power line between Glen Cove and
through four strenuous periods of the cement plant.
football.
There will be an auction party at
The manufacture of home brew ap G. A. R. hall Tuesday evening with
pears to be attended by other dan Mrs. Helen Paladino hostess.
gers than the "busting” -of the bar
rel. Robert Butler of Thomaston was
'L. L. Brown has returned from a
haled into Municipal Court yesterday, month's visit in Bangor. He is em
following a seizure by the sheriff's ployed iby the Rockland Welding
department, and was fined $160 and Works.
costs and sentenced to two months
in jail on the charge of “illegal man
The Relief CorpM Sewing Circle
ufacture." Butler appealed. This is will meet with Mrs. Hattie Higgins,
the first case of the kind In this Maverick Square, Monday evening.
section, and a great many persons are Plenty of work on hand.
doubtless wondering if It will be the
last.
The Ladles' Aid of the Methodist
Church have their annual fair in the
The officers of the Sons of the vestry Wednesday afternoon and eve
Union Veterans Auxiliary were in ning. Supper will be served at 6
spected Wednesday evening by State o'clock with a tempting bill of fare.
President Laura M. Flye of Portland,
who congratulated the Auxiliary on
The harvest supper in the Baptist
their work.
Mrs. Harmond sang church, Warren, was the lodestone
several selections and Mre. Flye gave which drew quite a large Rockland
an Interesting talk. There was also contingent Thursday night.
The
a peanut hunt. Nellie Achorn win visitors expressed much satisfaction
ning the prize. Plans were made for with the feast.
the fair which takes place Nov. 16 at
King 'Solomon's Temple Chapter
G. A. R. hall with the following com
mittee in charge: Fancy table. Ma conferred the Mark Master degree
bel Beaton, Emma Hall, Allie Black upon Dr. Blake B. Annis, Joseph Tay
ington; apron table, Amelia McIn lor, J. Edwin Woolston, William
tosh, Fossie Benner; candy table, Boyd, Luigi Venezia, Stanley A.
Elizabeth Morey; grabs, Elizabeth Snow, and Eugene E. Stoddard
Murray, Eirtma Douglass; miscel Thursday night. There will be an
laneous table, Sadie Thomas, Mary other meeting next Thursday night.

First Church of Christ, Scientist,
Cedar and Brewster streets. Sunday
morning service at 11 o'clock. Sub
ject of lesson sermon, “Adam and
Fallen Man.” Sunday school at noon.
The reading room is located at 400
Main street, over Daniels' jewelry
store, and is open each week day
from 2 to 5 o’clock.

•«•«

“Faith’s Reactions” will be used hy
Rev. O. W. Stuart as the subject of
his morning address at Littlefield
Memorial Church at 10.30.
Bible
school at noon and Y. P. B. U. meets
at 6.15, Miss Rutli Conant will lead.
Evening service at 7.15 opened Ay
stirring song service. The • young
people’s choir will lead. Sermon by
pastor. Communion service to follow.

Dress Sale !
We went through our stock
of Dresses yesterday and
laid aside about 75 for dras
tic mark-down.

Two Groups

$5.00

Formerly $10.98 to $25.00
These are Bargains
We have received a good
shipment of new coats with
luxurious furs.

••♦•

At St. Peter's Church, Episcopal,
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, services
for tomorrow will be appropriate for
the 21st Sunday after Trinity: Choral
eucharist and sermon at 10.30:
church school at noon. At St. John
Baptist Church. Thomaston, there
will be an early celebration of the
Holy Communion at 7.15 and even
song and sermon at 7 p. m. The
litany will be read Friday evening at
St. Peter's at 7.30.

•«••

Universalist services tomorrow will
include preaching at 10.30 by Rev. C.
A. Knickerbocker, subject, “Church
Unity.” The choir will sing, “Like
As the Hart," West, and Mr. Wlyllie
will sing the tenor solo "O Come To
My Heart Lord Jesus." Ambrose.
Church school and Knickerbocker
Forum will meet at 12, topic for dis
cussion at the Forum. "Divisions in
Protestantism;" .Junior Y. P. C. U. at
3, leader, Julia Molyay and Y. P.
C. U. at 6, topic “Armistice Day,"
leaders, George B. 'Wood, Jr., and
tlifton Cross.
• • • *
Rev. John W. Elliott of Philadel
phia. social service secretary of the
America Baptist Publication Society,
will he the speaker at the First Bap
tist Church Sunday at 10.30, followed
,by the communion service. Special
music by the choir will be "Into the
,Woods My Master Went." Kevin, and
Mrs. Rachel Browne and Mrs. Kath
leen Marston will sing "There Is a
Green Hill Far Away." Gounod. The
Church school convenes at the close
of the morning service, and Christian
Endeavor at 6 o’clock. The evening
service, at 7.15 will be an all young
peoples' service when the delegates
to the Christian Endeavor convention
recently held in Portland will report
Special music by the choir will be "O
For The fiVJngs of a Dove," Men
delssohn. and the ladies double trio
will render special music. Tuesday
from 2.30 to 4.30 there will he W
cradle roll party when all mothers
with babies are invited to come. Be
ginning Monday night and continuing
through Friday there will be a Five
Night Institute witli special speak
ers: John W. Elliott, J. C. MclDonald,
Harry Aitkinson and F. II. Knollin.

Haskell. Belle Bowiey. There will be
Rockland again had reason to con
a public supper at 6 o’clock with
gratulate itself yesterday, for while
Mesdantes Paladino, Harmond and
Methodist
half of New England was involved
Oxton in charge.
in flood and destruction, we had
nothing more serious than a heavy
Wednesday evening 65 Girl Scouts rainfall and high winds. A curious
enjoyed their second annual Hallow phenomenon marked the close of the
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 9
een social at the vestry of the Meth afternoon for the rain suddenly
AFTERNOON AND EVENING
odist Church. The big group in fit ceased, the wind veered into the
Supper at 6 o'clock
ting Hallow'een costumes gathered at southwest ami the black sky changed
: : MENU : :
the corner of Summer and Union first from black to bright yellow and
streets, parading thence to the church then to a pale pink.
Cold Ham
Mashed Potato
amid great jollification. Some of the
Mashed Turnip Baked Beans
'Hot Rolls
outfits were downright grewsome.
Fruit Salad
A highly interesting story of Rock
The decorations were charmingly land schools was told at yesterday's
Assorted Cake
Doughnuts
Coffee
done in orange and black streamers, Rotary luncheon by Superintendent
Supper Tickets:
pumpkin faces, cats and an extra Toner, dealing in particular with the
Adults 50c; Children 25c
large pumpkin laughing from behind subject of pupil population, which
the corn stalks. Mrs. Ruth Elling- is already insufficiently accommodat
wood, head of the local council, was ed In the sub-primary and grades,
chief witch and told horrible ghost with prospect of increasing embar
stories. Mljs Ivy Young of Bluebon rassment in the coming five years.
net Troop and Miss Gwen Condon of In another column Mr. Toner’s re
Forgetmejiot arranged the refresh marks are presented in greater de
ments; Miss Stevens had charge of tail. Frank Morrow of the Camden
the games and Mrs. Raymond Ander Rotary was a luncheon visitor and
son and Mrs. Esther Dolliver assist Stanley Conrad of the Swift Beef
ed by Golden Rod Troop did the Co.'s Chicago office was a guest.
decorating. Herman Hart, Lawrence
Yesterday’s storm interrupted tlie
Barbour and Raymond Anderson
served effectively as a clean-up com search for the body of Milton Knight
the High School boy who was
SNOW-HUDSON CO. Inc.
'mittee.
drowned
in Chickawaukie Lake
710-712 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
Thoughtless citizens created much Wednesday noon, but it will continue
today with employes of the water
disturbance and real harm at Central
company assisting the police. Yes- i
Fire Station yesterday by calling by
terday somebody started the fool
telephone regarding the no school
story that the body had been found
signal. Central Fire Station tele
dear''
and showed a bullet wound.
A
phone is designed for fire use only
Portland evening newspaper was
and the men are traditionally, not to
guilty of a bit questionable-journalism
give information. Any citizen chanc
when it published the story as a .
ing in the station on a phone call still fact, without proper investigation, |
alarm can see action resulting from Until the body has been found and
the shrilling of the big gongs which its condition noted it will behoove ail ,
clamor when "Central Fire Station" is of us to reserve judgment.
called. The men spring to stations,
the man at the phone shouts the des
Grand Master Henry R. Gillis of
tination and at the same instant the Calais inspected King Hiram’s Coun-!
motors are roaring and the big street cil, R S. M„ last night and was well
siren starts its warning. If the fire
pleased to find such a large turnout
chances to be in a bad place he snaps
on such a stormy night. All of the
a wheel on the transmitter and the
diaphone tells its story as the trucks degrees were conferred upon Dana IL
get under way. Chief Pettee and Smith, Warren; Collin L. Coombs,
Capt. Cheyne have organized the Linoolnville; Clarence O. Haradan
Afford a car? You’ll agree that
crew to a high degree of efficiency, and Parker Merriam, Rockland; John
you can when you let us demon
L.
Pinkerton,
Thomaston;
Charles
E.
realizing that the first minutes of a
strate a reconditioned car. Low
fire's progress are more critical than Swanson, Rockland; Noyes S. Turner,
priced. Guaranteed.
Northeast
Harbor;
Clarence
H.
Rich

an hour later on. It is easy to see
ards,
Rockport.
The
work
proved
why curiosity calls and wrongly di
rected information calls can do much eminently satisfactory to the grind
1925 Hudson Coach $375.
harm at the station. The queries as master, who was especially pleased
1926 Star Coupe
$295.
with
the
Band
and
Patrol.
The
East

to schools should be addressed to the
office of the superintendent, 324-M, ern Star, under tlie leadership of Mrs.
although since the installation of the Maitie Spaulding was back on the
Others to choose from
diaphone all such calls arc needless job at tihe banquet hour, and it was
for the big whistle delivers its mes the unanimous opinion of the mem
bers that lt was one of the best sup
sages in no uncertain tones.
SNOW-HUDSON CO. Inc.
pers ever served for the Council.
710-712 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
Use Hardesty Peerless Flour lib
Telephone 896
You may eat all you dare
erally and cut down food bills.—adv
At the Universalist Fair,—adv,
124-S-tf

FAIR AND SALE

$10.00

SENTER CRANE COMPANY
centers, industry was brought to a
complete standstill.
At Bellows Falls, Vt., there is a
million-dollar loss and 200 families
have been driven out. Rutland, Vt.,
has a loss of $1,500,000 and 300 refu
gees are being cared for
Becket, Mass., was almost swept
out of existence: 150 are homeless
and one was killed.
The loss in Connecticut is rated
ln millions.
Maine had a GO-mile gale, and in
Bethel 10 families were forced to flee
from* flooded homes and damage is
reported from many other sections.

THE STORM’S TOLL

New England Visited By
Floods and Gales, Causing
Life and Property Loss.
%
__
New England was visited Thurs
day and Friday by the worst storm
in modern times, causing a loss of
life which may mount into tlie hun
dreds and a property loss which will
g.) far into the millions. Crippled
telephone and telegraph service is
keeping from tlie public the full par
ticulars.
Unconfirmed reports were that
from 137 to 212 persons lost their
lives in Montpelier, Vermont, with
the collapse of a large reservoir.
A score or more of other deaths
were reported from widely separat
ed towns in Vermont, Connecticut
and Massachusetts, in the grip of
floods for two days, due to dams in
rivers bursting as a result of exces
sive rains.
The affected area comprises large
ly the New England mill district, and
due to lack of power, machinery was
idle today, while residents of many
sections spent the night in darkness
and thousands of families were
forced from their flooded homes.
Houses and whole districts were
•washed away, livestock was swept
to death from field and barn, fugi
tives from the rushing flood were
drowned, and, in the manufacturing

The Democrats have issued their
caucus calls. The ward caucuses
will he held Monday night, Nov. 14
and the mayoralty caucus will he
held Wednesday night, Nov. 16.

BORN
Kelley—Rockland. Oct. 31. at Knox Hos
pital, to Mr and Mrs. William P. Kelley, &
daughter, Elizabeth Howland.

DIED
Burna— Friendship, Oct. 26, Norman B.
Burns.
Parka— Thomaston. Nov. 4, Joseph Parks.
Funeral Munday at 2 o'clock.
Smith- -Rockland, Nov. 4. Lottie E .. widow
of George A. Smith, aged 70 years, 8 months,
13 days. Funeral Sunday at 2 o’clock.
Parks Thomaston, Nov. 4, Joseph N. Parks,
aged 74 years, 7 months, 15 days. Funeral
Mondgy at 2 o’clock.
Walker Rockland. Nov. 4. Wallace Frances,
non of ,Mr. and Mrs. Albert Walker, aged 5
months, 27 days. Funeral private.
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank our friends for the many
deeds of kindueas in our recent bereavement.
Mrs. Genora Burns, Muriel Bums, Mrs.
Blanchard T. Orne.
•

CALIFORNIA
THIS WINTER
A RAYMOND-WHITCOMB LAND CRUISE TRAIN provides the
IDEAL WAY to see the main points of interest through the GREAT
WEST without trying stopovers.
For complete information apply to

FRED E. GIGNOUX
TOURIST AND TRAVEL BUREAU
MIDDLE AT EXCHANGE STREET
PORTLAND, MAINE

Juices

The Remarkably LOW PRICES We Have Placed on Our Great New Complete Line
of—

Unfinished

Furniture
Tells a splendid story of Saving of Dollars and
of Beautiful Furnishings at Low Cost.
Breakfast Set—Can Be Beautifully Decorated
at Small Cost

Decorate As You Please in Colors and Tones
You Personally Select

Can Iafford

Hundreds of Home Pieces Waiting For Your Touch—Things of Beauty at Mar
velously Low Prices. Have a Handsomely Furnished Home at Low Cost.
Breakfast Sets, Bureaus, 4-Poster Beds, Chairs, Rockers, Radio, Night, Coffee, Tilt
Top and Butterfly Tables, Welsh Cabinets, Priscillas, Magazine Racks, Book Racks.

SEE THESE SPLENDID PIECES AND BE CONVINCED
CASH OR EASY TERMS

Stonington Furniture Co.
LOUIS MARCUS, Prop.

313-319 Main Street'

Phone 980

Rockland', Mainte

I
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MRS. BASSETT
ALWAYSJIRED

EDISON'S QUEST

MAINE LOSING OUT?

Probate Notices

IT AIDS HOOVER

How the Wizard Canje To A Problem Which Seems To President’s Rebuke To Fess
Discover the Incandescent
Seems To Make Certain
Have Arisen In Granite
Lamp 49 Years Ago.
That His Decision Is Final.
Trade.

STATE OF MAINE

HEALTH-GIVING

Scott’s Emulsion

DOWNYFLAKE

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS

BURPEE’S

BIRD’S ROOFS

SHINGLE DESIGN
Roofing

Girls Dance
with Joy

thermometer, speedometer, hydros
tatic gasoline gauge, and oil pressure
gauge—attractively grouped under
glass and indirectly illuminated.
But the outstanding feature of The
Commander Sport Roadwter is its
sensational performance. In the an
nua! 75-mlle Stock Car Race, held
on the Atlantic City Speedway on
September 5, two stock Commander
Sport Roadsters won first and sec
ond places. The winning car main
tained an average of 85.95 miles per
hour and The Commander that took
second prize averaged 84.585 miles
per hour. On the same day another
Commander Sport Roadster, also a
strictly stock car, won second place
iti the annual Pike’s Peak Hill
climb. It was only 48 seconds behind
the winning car, which cost three
times as much as a Commander.
Three days before, a strictly stock
Commander 4-door sedan complet
ed a transcontinental run in 77 hours
records for the coast to coast run by
2 hours and 15 minutes. —adv.
ana 40 minutes, lowering all previous

Notices of Appointment

I, Charles L. Veazie, Register of Probate for
ihe County of Knox, In the State of Maine,
hereby certify that In the following estates
ihe persons were appointed administrators or
executors on the dales hereinafter Indicated
WILLIAM MoLAIX late of Appleton, de
ceased, October 5, 1927, George W. McLlfli.
of Lilierty was appointed Exr. and qualified
by filing bond on the same date.
FRANCES A. JAMESON late of Rockland,
deceased. October 6, 1927, J. A. Jameson of
Rockland was appointed Admr. and qualified
by filing bond on the same date.
FANNY SEDGWICK RACKEMANSN late of
Milton. Massachusetts, deceased, October 6,
1927, Charles S. Rackemann of iMllton, Mass
was appointed Exr. without bond. E. B
MacAllkster of Rockland. Agent in Maine.
ALICE IV. NVARDWELL late of Rockland,
deceased, October 18. 1927, Alice W. Karl
of Rockland was appointed Admx. without
bond.
FRAWCM D. MADDOCKS late of Owl’s
Head, deceased, October 18, 1927, T. Perry
Maddocks of Waterville was appointed Admr.
without bond.
HENRY A. FITZGERALD late of Great
Neck, N. Y.. deceased, October 18, 1927
Maurice Fieux of New York Cltv was ap
pointed Exr. without bond. George F. Gould
of Portland, Agent In Maine.
WHEN IN NEW YORK Keinrniber that
JAIMES HENRY STOVER late of Rockland,
you can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette, deceased. October 18, 19?7, Ella Medopa
Wllll
lilt?
I1UIIW
with
the
home llrWhj
news, ,11
at Hotaiing’s News Stover of Rockland was appointed Exx. wlth-

I Aiicucy,

309 Wool 4utk 3l.

2*-tf out bond.

SHIP YOUR

'

To all persons interested in either of the
estates hereafter named:
At a lTdtoute Court held at Rockland, ln
and for the County of Knox, on the 18th day
of October tn the year of our Lord one
thousand nine hundred and twenty-seven and
by adjournment from day to day from the
18th day of said October. The following
matters having been presented for the action
thereupon hereinafter indicated it is hereby
Ordered:
That notice thereof be given to all persons
interested, by causing a copy of this order
to be published three weeks successively In
The Courier-Gazette, a uewspaper published ,
at Rockland in said County, that they may
appear at a Probate Court to be held at said
Rockland on the 15th day of November A. D. i
1927 at nine o’clock In tlie forenoon, and be j
hea -d thereon if they see cause.
j
ALVIN BARNARD late of Union, deceased, '
Will and Petition for Probate thereof asking I
that Letters Testamentary be issued to Ethel
S. Cummings of Union, he being the Executor
named therein without bond.
G. H. BLETHEN late of Rockland, de
ceased, Will and Petition for Probate thereof
asking that Letters Testamentary be Issued
to Marietta R. Blethen of Rockland, she being j
the ^Executrix named therein without bond.
I
WILLIAM H. BUTLER late of Warren, de- I
ceased. Will and Petition for Probate thereof
asking tliat Letters Testamentary be issued
to Lucie Jeanne Butler of Warren, she being
the Executrix named therein without bond.
EDGAR BARTER late of Rockland, de- 1
ceased, Will and Petition for Probate thereof
asking tJiat Letters Testamentary be issued
to Lizzie W. Baiter of Rockland, she being
the Executrix named In said will without I
bond.
i
SUSAN AMELIA BUTLER late of Warren, ,
deceased. Will and Codicil and Petition for
Probate thereof asking that Letters Testa- I
mentary be issued to William H. Butler of
Warren, he being the Executor named therein
without bond.
JOHN M. SPEAR late of Warren, deceased,
Will and Petition for Probate thereof asking
©TMt INTERNATIONAL SVNSICATC.
tliat the said will may be proved and allowed
and to determine that the omission by tlie
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont)
HORIZONTAL
testator of mentioning any of his children
therein was Intentional and not occasioned,by
17-Energy
47-Who
was
the
Greek
1-To what Island was
mistake,
and tliat Letters Testamentary issue
21-A view or prospect
goddess of
5t. John exiled?
to Alice 45. Spear of Warren, she being tlie
22Glrl'e
name
malicious
mischief?
Executrix named therein.
6-Whet tea It W. of
24- Flute-like wind
49-Formerly
LOTTIE H. CARVER late of Vinalhaven,
Greenland?
deceased,
Will and Petition for Probate
Instrument
61-To pack
12-ConJunctlon
thereof asking that Letters Testamentary be
25To
consign
to
death
63-Paradlte
13- Burden
Issued to Ola Estelle Ames of Vinalhaven,
29- Wind-driven clouda
54-Sooner than
15- Dlsturblng sound
she being tlie l^ecutrix named therein without
30- Wm. Penn founded
bond.
16- Whet ia the coast of 56-Divislons of tho
what
State?
BARBARA H GOVE, late of Owl’s Head,
year
France and Italy
deceased,
Will and Petition for Probate thereof
(abbr.)
58-A date In old
bet. Nice and
asking that Letters Testamentary be issued
32-A eentle braoaa
Roman calendar
Speula called?
to Grace L. Kirk and Albert B. Gove the
Executors named therein without bond.
60-Who was the Greek 34-To turn aside
18- Japaneee coin
\
goddess of discord? 35-To tiro
CHLOE CROWEJaL KELLEY late of Cam
19- The linden
bridge. Mass., deceased, authenticated copy
61- Electrlcal engineer 36- To aepiro
20- A number
of
thc Will and Petition for Probate thereof,
37- To acquleaee
(abbr.)
2S-A el It
together with a Peti.lon for Probate of For
39Southern
State
62A
choir
of
eight
eign
Will asking that the copy of said will ,
25-A tree
may be allowed, filed and recorded in the .
(abbr.)
I’
voices (pi.)
27- To enjoy life
I^robate
Court of Knox County and that ,
40-A city of C.
Letters Testamentary be Issued to Stillman
28- A seaport, Finland 63- Buildt
California
VERTICAL
F. Kelley and Edmund S. Kelley both of Cam
29- Soggy mate
bridge. Mass., they being the Executors
41- Twlce
\
1- Who wrote “The
named therein without bond.
31-One of the
43-Porceives
Scottish Chiefs?"
LENORA T. RICE late of [Boston. Mass.,
continents (abbr.)
2-A spirit of the air 46- Anythlng disagree
deceased, authenticated copy of the Will and
32- Agaln
able Inflicted
3-To toil
Petition for Probate thereof, together with a
33- To go down hill on 4-A number
47- Bustle
Petition for Probate of Foreign Will asking
tliat tlie copy of said will may be allowed,
48- Dcgma
a sled
6- Swell of the sea
filed and recorded it: the Probate Court of
that breaks upon a 50-What Is the largest
85-One of the apostles
Knox County and that Letters Testamentary
of
plants?
be issued to Edward E. Rice of Framingham
shore
36-F roth
Center, Mass., he being the executor named
62Exlsted
7Somo
of
a
number
98-Who was lahmael'a
therein without bond.
63- What Is the Latin
8- Thooe who oppose
mother?
ESTATE OF MILTON F. ELWELL, late of
for “to be?"
or Injure
Rockland, deceased, petition for administra
10-Nourishment
5- What republlo la In 55-Ending of superla
tion asking' that Frank B. Mi.ler of Rock
41- A measure of
land or soine other suitable person be ap
tive adjectives
N. W. Russia?
pointed Adihr. with bond.
, capacity (abbr.)
57-What do you
10- Exlsts
ESTATE OF JAMES A. GILCHREST, late
42- Girl’s name
breathe?
11- Who discovered the
St. George or some other suitable person be
44-Hurrled
law of gravitation? 59-P reflx. Fenn ef
tratlon asking that Emma W. Gilchrest of
St. Gecrga or some other suitable person to
“ob"
14-To float, at a cloud
46-The Intellect
appointed Ad nix. without bond.
FRED 8. RHODES, late of Rockland, de
Solution to Previous Puzzle
ceased. 'wRI and petition for probate thereof,
asking
tliat , Letters Testamentary be issued
TAXATION OF AUTOS
to Charlotte C. Rhodes of Rockland, she being
the Exqufrttix named in said will without
bond. A .
One of the Worst Problems
EDWARD L. FERGUSON late of Cushing,
deceased. Petition for Administration asking
That Faces Assessors Ev
tliat Floyd R. Ferguson of Cushing or some
other suitable person be appointed Admr
erywhere.
without bond.
MARK E. FLANDERS late of Rockland,
deceased, Petition for Administration asking
Enoch R. Moody, a member of the
that Merxni E. Flanders of Rockland or some
board of assessors of the city of Port
other suitable person be appointed Admr.
without bond.
land. in an address at tlie annual con
HOWARD B. WALTZ, late of Rockland, de
vention of the Maine Assessors’ As
ceased, Petition for Administration asking
that Frederick U. Waltz of Rockland or some
sociation said that automobiles are
other suitable person be appointed Admr.
without bond.
the biggest problem and the problem
CHARLES H. MANK late of Cushing, de
grows faster than the number of
ceased. Petition for Administration asking
automobiles.
T»a« ISrrUMATlONAL IVHOiCAT*.
that Gilford B. Butler of South Thomaston
“Many thousand cars are registered
or some other suitable person be appointed
Admr. with bond.
each year in excess of the number
ESTATE OF ELMER 8. BIRD late of Rock
returned by assessors and we have SOLUTION TO SIDE
land. deceased, Petition for Distribution filed
several thousand right at home”
by
Adriel U. Bird one of the Executors.
CURTAIN PROBLEM
continued Mr. Moody.
ESTATE OF JAMES W. THOMPSON late
“Before the first of April neither
of Rockland, deceased. Petition for Allowance
With the introduction of The Stu filed by Susie M. Thompson of Rockland,
the weather nor road conditions are
widow of said deceased and Adnix.
good and it is not a desirable time debaker Commander Sport Roadster
ESTATE OF CHARLES G. K1FF late of
to take out new automobiles. As a comes a solution to the problem of Rockland,
deceased. Petition for Confirmation
result over 1,000 automobiles are de where to store side curtains so they of Trustee filed by Gilford B. Butler Exr.
livered in Portland shortly after April
ESTATE OF MELISSA YOUNG late of
Vinalhaven, deceased, Petition for License to
first and have no tax to pay until will be protected, yet accessible.
Curtains in the past have been sell Real Estate filed by Rodney A. Haskell
next year at a depreciated figure.
of North Haven. Admr asking that he may
This condition is no greater propor stored beneath seats, in pockets and be licensed to sell at private sale certain real
tionately with us than with any other on straps to the top. Now comes estate belonging to said deceased situated in
Vinalhaven and described in said petition.
community.
ESTATE OF ELMER S. BIRD late of Rock
“I believe that the bill introduced Thc Studebaker Commander Sport
land, deceased, Petition to Determine Inherit
last year along the lines of the Nqw Roadster—a record breaking car, it ance tax filed by Adriel U. Bird one of the
has
been
called
—
with
a
happy
and
Exrs.
Hampshire law is the solution of the
automobile problem, and that all com satisfactory settlement of the cur
BSTATB OF RALPH W. CARLBTOX late
tain question.
of Rockport, deceased, Petition to Determine
munities will benefit by an increased
Inheritance tax Hied by Frances C. Carle
Behind
the
wide
and
deeply
uphol

return of money as all who own cars
stered seat of this car, easily within ton Ext.
will then pay a tax.
ESTATE OF SANDS H. 1\TTHERSP(KW
“Furniture is a problem which reach of the man at the wheel, is a late of North Haven, deceased, Petition to
greatly exasperates many people as compartment running full width of Determine Inheritance tax tiled by Fremont
well as assessors. We do not assess the seat. This compartment is deep Bevenage Exr.
BSTATB OF JENNIE SMITH late of North
the ordinary household of four rooms ind wide. It offers abundant room Haven,
deceased, Petition to Determine In
for the side curtains, which can be
except in cases where the furnishings
heritance
tiled by Lottie H. Beverage and
amoved by simply turning around. Leforest A.taxTliurston
two of the Exrs.
are above the average. The furniture
It is not even necessary to rise
Accounts
filed
for allowance In the follow
of sevetai members of the family
from the seat. The compartment, ing eatateo:
used in common, we assess to one
which is dust-proof and water-proof,
EVERETT BEVERAGE, first, filed by Fre
member of the f mily, believing that
is fitted with a lock which is con mont Beverage Administrator.
the J200 exemption applies onlv on
trolled by the same key that operates
SADIE ft. HINCKLEY, first and final, filed
the whole and tr.e proper distribu
:he coincidental lock to ignition and by Fred S. Hinckley Admr,
tion of the tax Is a matter for the
RUFUS C. SUMNER, first and final, filed
steering, and the locks on the spare
tamHy to decide only. All furniture tire carrier and the rear deck cover by Fred S. Hinckley Admr,
is taxed to the person in possession enclosing the rumble seat.
ELMER S. BIRD, second and final, filed by
Emma S. Bird, Adriel U. Bird and William
except where the actual owner agrees
This pleasant solution for the cur Shepherd Linnell Exrs.
to pay.”
tain storing problem is but one of
SANDS H. WITHERSPOON, first and final,
the many ultra-modern features filed by Fremont Beverage Exr.
SIXTEEN GREAT YEARS
JENNIE SMITH, first and final, filed by
found on this new Commander model
Other attractive features of this new Lerore-st A. Thurston and Lottie H. Beverage
Nearing the close of the most re car include a folding windshield, two of the Exrs.
RALPH W. CARLETON, first and final, filed
markable year in its history, and rear vision mirror on the left front
with its position outstanding as the fender, two-beam acorn headlights by Frauvee C. Carleton, Exx.
JAMBS. W THOMPSON, first and final,
world’s largest builder of gear shift controlled from thc top of the steer filed
by Susie M. Thompson Admx.
cars and trucks, tlie Chevrolet Motor ing post, graceful top that folds into
HERBERT MESERVEY, first and final, filed
Company this week rounded out its a trim boot, front and rear bumpers, by Henry E. McDonald Admr.
sixteenth year of existence.
Witness. EDWARD K. GOULD, Enquire,
coincidental lock to steering and ig
Named for Louis Chevrolet, well nition, rear vision mirror, automatic Judge of Probate Court for Knox County.
Rockland,
Maine.
known race driver of an earlier dec windshield cleaner, four wheel brakes
Attest :—
ade and active figure during the in ar.d instruments—ammeter, engine
CHARLES L. VEAZJE, Register.

“Electric Night,” the 48th anniver
Is Maine losing out on Its granite
President Coolidge on one hand and
sary of the invention of the incandes
cent lamp by Thomas A. Edison, was industry? writes Thomas Forsyth, a the Borah Norris group of Progres
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vege
observed by radio recently when a Washington correspondent. Is the sives and radicals on the other have
table Compound
network of 40 stations covering the time comjng when granite will be
given considerable Impetus to the
entire United States broadcast a | quarried in Maine and shipped out
Lansing, Mich.—“I have taken commemorative program -siponsored j largely as raw material to be fin (Hoover Presidential boom, according
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Com by the Oenerad Electric Company.
ished by skilled labor in other states? to Carter Field, the Herald-Tribune
correspondent. At neither end of
pound whenever
At 2 o’clock in the morning of The granite Industry is one of the Pennsylvania avenue was there any
I needed it When
basic home industries which can not
Oct.
21,
1879,
Thomas
Edison
pro

I first used it I
be wholly transplanted to other sec intention of aiding the Secretary of
was so bad I nounced his incandescent latnp a tions, but unlete it is developed the Commerce, who personally declines
feasible
commercial
proposition,
thus
could hardly
ruck may l|e in the ground indefin to discuss politics and does not ad
walk across the ending a search which had 'lasted itely. while other sections of the mit his candidacy. But the effect of
two
years.
During
ithat
time
he
had
room without
country, develop their quarries and the developments of the last four days
crying. I was experimented with every description train sufficient supplies of skilled has been a sharp rise in (Hoover
tired all the time. of material in an effort to find a sub men to meet the entire needs of the stock.
I think my trou stance which would make a satis country.
In addition there has been a third
ble was coming factory and lasting filament. Through
It was at the Federal Board for element—the talk of a third party in
on me for six discouragement, adverse comment, Vocational Education that the above the South in the event that Gov.
months before I and impenetrable difficulties Edison’s reference to Maine’s granite indus Smith should be nominated by the
___
_ realized it. I
patient genius had driven its way, try was made. To show the avdance- Democrats. (Politicians of both parties
read of your wonderful medicine in while itihe little band of assistants ment in other states it was said: figure that Hoover as the Republican
the paper, and my husband bought marvelled at his courage and shook “There are types of industry which nominee might capture some elec
me a bottle, and after the first their heads behind his back as hope*
cannot move, and the granite indus toral votes in the lower Mississippi
few doses I felt better, so kept constantly receded.
But on that
on taking it until I was well and memorable October 21st the job was try is a good example of this type. Valley if the Democratic party should
strong. I take it at times wheml accomplished—another “impossibil New England has an inexhaustible be split.
Most important of all was the
supply of the finest grade of granite
feel tired and it helps me. I will
always have a good word for your ity” had become a .proven achieve for building and monumental work, spanking administered by the Presi
but It has no monopoly on this valu dent to the driver of the "Draft
medicine and tell anyone what good ment.
Two days before this, Edison, with able natural resource.
Coolidge" bandwagon—Senator Fess,
it has done me. I recommended It
“North Carolina. Georgia. Minne of Ohio. This has convinced a great
to my neighbor for her girl, who is a little group of half a dozen men
sixteen years old, and it was just who had caught his enthusiasm, sota. Utah. Colorado, and other many people hitherto in doubt that
what she needed. She is feeling fine watched while the little glass bulb states, are developing granite quar Mr. Coolidge really intends to avoid
now, and goes to school every day.” containing the hairlike filament of ries on an extensive scale, and are having the nomination thrust upon
—Mrs. E. F. Bassett, 216 South carbonized thread, was exhausted of preparing to meet the demands for him. Consequently it has increased
Hayford Avenue, Lansing,Michigan. Ihe air it contained, sealed off, and this valuable stone.
interest to just that extent in other
Do not continue to feel all run made ready for its electric test.
'The National Association of the candidacies.
down and half sick when Lydia E. There was little excitement in that Granite Industry, which includes
• « • •
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound is room in the laboratory at Menlo such subsidiary organizations as tho
Meanwhile,
the
Progressive radical
sold by druggists everywhere
Park, N. J., for many a bulb had un National Granite ■Quarrymen’s As group has been smashing heavily into
dergone the same treatment and all sociation. Monumental Dealers and the strength of former Gov. Lowden
had failed. All had been exhausted others, has been giving serious at of Illinois. This strength due partly
of air, sealed up by the glass blower, tention to the question of appren to his advocacy of the McNaryand connected across the battery, tice education for the granite indus Haugen bill and partly to his interest
lighting brightly for a brief moment try for the past four or five years. In farm problems extending back
and then flashing out, unable for one In co-operation with the Federal over many years, is largely centered
reason or another to give its iHgtot Board for Vocational Education, in the Middle West.
and yet survive. So o*n the 19th of there has been developed a compre
The Progressive-Radical group has
October it was with infinite patience hensive plan of apprentice training virtually decided to back Senator
that Edison once more switched the to meet the needs of the industry. George W. Norris for the nomination.
battery into his newest bn b, in an Apprentice schools for granite cut This may mean that Norris will have
effort to prove to himself and then, ters are now in successful operation the Nebraska delegation—19 votes.
to the world that electricity could at Barre, Vt., and Concord, N. H. It certainly means that a lot of
light the homes, offices and factories Plans are being developed for addi strength in Nebraska which might
Realize the benefits o? the world far better than kerosene tional New England schools.
“A number of states have already have gone to Lowden will be divert
or gas.
ed. In fact, it may be stated posi
of health-giving codHour after hour the bulb burned made considerable headway ln es tively in the view of shrewd observ
tablishing
this
work
with
the
assist

steadily and Edison, as was his wont,
ers, that unless the Progressiveliver oil vitamins.
stood close by, awaiting it he -bright ance of the National Association of Radical group changes Its present
the
Granite
Industry
and
the
Fed

' flash that would indicate the dying
Lowden will not get a dele
The pleasant way— 1 convulsion of one more 'lamp. But eral Board for Vocational Education, plans
working through state boards for gate from 'Nebraska.
j there was no flash. When the long
Senator Brookhart of Iowa is one
vocational education.
night was over Edison turned over
"In view of these facts, the ques of the most vigorous of the Norris
his vigil to others and flung !h.im*e"f
tion naturally arises: Should Maine rooters. His state has always been
i down on his laboratory table for a
merely observe these developments regarded as the backbone of the
Scott & Bowne, Bloomfield, N. J.
17-5
few hours of sleep.
without doing anything to adopt | Lowden movement. Mr. Brookhart
When the inventor awoke the tiny similar activities? Or should ths 's not very
strong with most of the
v
thread was glowing stii?l, neither problem he tackled aggressively so Republican leaders in his own state,
dimmer nor brighter did it burn. that Maine, with its superior quality his strength in the primaries not hav
Throughout that day it continued un of granite, may provide Its young ing reconciled them to him, but he
DON’T ASK US
faltering, and then far into the night. men with an opportunity to learn a can at least make trouble for Lowden
Just before dawn on Oct. 21, when highly skilled and well-paid trade?
and impair the showing of solidarity
ASK ANYONE !
the lamp had been burning for over
“If Maine does not fall in line with which he otherwise might make.
40 hours. Edison said: ‘T have ac other states on this problem, it Is
complished wfhat I set out to do, entirely possible that granite will be
No one had supposed that Lowden
gentlemen; I can make an incandes quarried in Maine and shipped out
would make any showing of strength
cent lamp which will be a commer largely as raw material to be fin
Doughnuts Are Best
cial Success!” He then reached over ished by skilled labor in other sec in Wisconsin, but it had been thought
that he might run away with the
and switched on more current, forc tions of the country.”
• • • •
Minnesota and North and South Da
ing the little lamp to an unprecedent
It can be stated that the Federal kota delegations. The very vigorous
ed brilliance which soon destroyed Board for Vocational Education.
TRAINER’S
it. Snatching the builb he broke the Washington, D. C„ is always ready opposition to Lowden of the pro
glass and was soon examining the to give advice regarding the estab gressive-radical group makes this
Rockland
Foot of Spring St.
filament under his microscope. After lishment of apprentice schools for now very dubious, if not actually un
likely.
80-tf
months of bitter defeat and tantaliz granite workers.
In this connection, the fact that
ing half successes, he had found ln
Lowden people now are' trying to es
carbonized sewing thread a sub
SPARE
PARTRIDGES
cape the criticism of his age by urg
stance wfhich .by the aid of a sma 1
ing a constitutional amendment lim
amount of electricity would light the
“If You Must Shoot ’Em, iting the service of a President of the
world!
United States to one term is highly
That was not the end of the qu?st
Shoot As Few As Pos interesting. It is only fair to say
for light, but only the beginning
that is no new policy with Mr. Low
Since 1840 this firm hat
Edison’s vision included a nation
sible,” Says Parsons.
den. He put in a resolution to that
faithfully aarved the fami
wide network of wires which should
effect many years ago, when he was
lies of Knox County,
Invisibly and noiselessly 'bring 'light
Commissioner of Inland Fisheries a member of the House and had
Lady Attendant
to millions of bulbs. Not on-’y has ana Game Willis E. Parsons re
never been mentioned for the Presi
Tel. Day 450; Night, 781-1
hp lived to see that vision a reality, quests bird hunters to be very
dency.
AMBULANCE SERVICE
but, far beyond even his own sparing of the ruffed grouse, or par
Senator Moses of New Hampshire,
dreams, electricity has gone bearing tridge, as it Is commonly called.
however, has been shouting from the
light, heat, power, and the human
“If any are shot, make It as few
voice to every corner of the w’orld. as possible," continued Commissioner housetops that the nominee ot the
ROCKLAND, ME.
And the work is but hardly begun Parsons, "and never clear up a cover. Republican party next time must be
a man who can be re-elected four
even now’.
“Ruffed grouse are coming back years later. He has made that point
slowly according to the latest re in advocating the nomination of
ports from the woods and more full Hoover. Hoover is the beneficiary,
blocks have been seen thia season to a very large extent, of all the talk
than last season, but there will have about this or that candidate being
to be several good hatching seasons too old, and the advocacy of the sin
before this splendid game bird will gle-term constitutional amendment
regain its former numbers in the has had the effect of directing con
frequented haunts of the forest.
sideration to the Secretary of Com
“The last legislature did not place merce in that it called attention to
a perpetual close time on these his comparative youth.
birds, believing that in this state
• * • •
sportsmen would do as thqy have In
In
one
other
way the Progressiveseveral other states where the
combination
has
aided
grouse have become scarce, refrain Radical
from Bhooting them to any extent. •Hoover by indirection. They are
If these birds are slaughtered this working vigorously on a farm relief
season It probably means a four or program. Included in their confer
five years close time when the nex- ences as one of their recognized
legislature assembles.
Other garni leaders, however, is Senator Borah,
birds have been as numerous as who not only opposed the McNaryusual and plenty of sport may be Haugen bill but is opposed to any
had in the Maine woods and along form of government price-fixing.
He sees eye to eye with President
the coast.
“The open season on deer will be Coolidge in this respect. Also eye to
gin in the eight northern counties at eye with Secretary Hoover.
But if this combination should hap
midnight, Oct. 15, and good hunt’ng
pen to work out a bill which would
is anticipated this season.
“Reports came in from wardens be satisfactory to the President,
and guides last spring that game of Borah and Hoover, the farm relief
all kinds wintered well. The deer are clamor would die away.
By the same taken the strength in
new looking fine and appear to be
more plentiful than for several years. the farm belt gained by Charles G.
Some localities report more deer Dawes through his support of the
seen than ever before.
McNary-(Haugen bill would be im
“Bull moose may be killed in some paired. So that altogether it has
counties this fall from Nov. 21 to 26, been a good week for Hoover and a
both days inclusive, and they are re rather poor one for most of his prom
ported plentiful in the counties of inent opponents, while the threaten
Washington, Hancock and Waldo, ing shadow of Mr. Coolidge, which
and so tame from the long close has borne so heavily on all other can
time during which they have been didacies, perceptibly lightened with fancy of the automotive industry,
Lay Bird’s Shingle Design Roofing right over your
the Chevrolet Motor Company of
unmolested that they will fall an the President’s rebuke to Fess.
old Roof!
Michigan was organized on Novem
easy prey to the hunters who seek
ber 3, 1911. That year five cars were
them as trophies of an outing In the
1. Costs less than wooden shingles.
spent in hotel or camp by the shore built. This year one million cars
Maine woods.
of some lake or stream, or in tho
2. Saves time — laid without ripping off old
“But let the ambitious nlmrod look log cabin of dense thicket in the very will be built—more than the com
shingles with consequent litter and dirt.
bined output for the first eleven
for Maine’s greatest trophy in wild heart of our great wilderness."
years of the company’s existence.
life, the black bear. The bear are in
3. Makes a permanent, double roof that keeps
That first year a handful of men
creasing in the rugged sections of
out the cold of winter and the scorching heat
The man who broke the reco-d worked in an obscure factory at
our northern country where hunters
driving a stock sedan from coast to West Grand Boulevard .and the Via
of summer.
are not numerous and even in thooe
coast probably was looking for a duct, Detroit, to turn out mostly by
4. Is waterproof, spark-proof and handsome.
fringes in the great wilderness
place to park his car.—Atlanta Con hand methods those first five cars.
reached by automobile nearer civil stitution.
Comes with decorative red or green slate Sur
Today more than 100,000 people are
ization, if they are not hunted.
facing.
diiectly employed in producing, tell
“Hunters are advised on Inquiry
Bird's Shingle Design Roofing is made by Bird & Son, inc.
ing and servicing Chevrolet cars.
each year of localities where Bruin
(Est. 1795), manufacturers of Art-Craft Roofing, Neponset
Today eleven great factories—exclu
has made himself conspicuous in OxTwin Shingles, Paroid Roofing, Neponset Black Building
sive of export operations—are run
foici. l’enobscot or any other county,
Paper and Neponset Board. There's a Bird product for every
ning to capacity to meet the demand
so that the bear may be reduced in
sort of building 1
of Chevrolets finflnitely superior to,
numbers for the better protection of
when they use this new wonderful and listing at one-fourth the cost
We are headquarters for Bird's roofings,
the farmers. Farmers are requested
French
Process
Face
Powder
called
of those first cars.
to notify the department of Inland
building papers and trail board.
General Motors took over Chevro
Fisheries and game of any trouble MDLLO-GTX)—keeps that ugly shine
from bears or evidences of their away. Women rave over its superior let in 1918, with wide expansion folI lowing. In 1925 for the first time
prowling around their flocks so that
hunters may be sent in to clean up purity and quality. Stays on longer I volume exceeded the half million
—skin looks like a peach—keeps com mark The 1926 production was 732,anv such locality.
“Whatever game they may seek, plexions
youthful—prevents large I 147 cars and trucks. That record
Main St.
Tel. 14
Rockland, Me.
sportsmen,, will enjoy a good outing pores. Get a box of MEIjEO-GTX) ■ was equalled this year on August 12.
and company officials look forward
in the Maine woods, and game or no
game, be repaid many fold by the Face Powder today. Corner Drug confidently to one million units in
1927 —adv.
rejuvenating effects of a few weeks Store and all other good stores.

Now in Good Health by Using

W. H. GLOVER & CO.

Every-OtKer-Day

VEAL, PIGS
lave and Dressed

POULTRY

N, E. Hollis & Co.
Commission Merchants
47-53 North Market Street
37-42 Merchant, Row
BOSTON. MASS.
ONE OF THE OLDEST
ESTABLISHED COMMISSION
HOUSES IN BOSTON
PROMPT RETURNS
Weekly Market Reports
Mailed Upon Request

Try the Aromatic Three Crow
Spicea, which are strictly pure
and wholesome.

Farau, City Homes,
Cottages, House and
Cottage Lots, General
Real Estate.

EARLE LUDW1CK
38 Chestnut St. Rockland
Telephone 723-M
(4-8-tf

H. M. de ROCHEMONT
PLUMBING. HEATING
10# Plaaiant 8traat,
Rockland
Talaphona 244-W

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

Eastern Standard Time
Trains Leave Rockland for

Augusta, f7.45 a. m., f2.20 p. m., |2.30 p. m.,
tG.25 p. m.
Bangor, |7.45 a. m., |2.20 p. m., §2.30 p. m.t
frt.25 p. m.
Boston, 17.45 a. m., f2.20 p. m.t {2.30 p. m.,
|6.25 p. m.
Brunswick, |7.45 a. m., |2.20 p. m., §2.30 p. m.,
f6.25 p. m.
Lewiston, |7.45 a. m., f2.2O p. m. §2.30 p. m.,
New York, |2.20 p. tn., §2 30 p. tn.
Portland, |7.45 a. m., f2.20 p. m., §2.30 p. in.,
tG.25 p. m.
Waterville, t7.45 a. m., |2.20p. in., §2.30 p.m.,
tG.25 p. m.
Woolwich, t7.45 a. m., t2.20 p. m., §2.30 p. in.,
‘G.25 p. in.
' Daily, except Sunday.
{ Sunday only.

Vinalhaven & Rockland
Steamboat Co.
MINTER ARRANGEMENT
(Subject to change Without Notice)
IN BFFDCT OUT. 22, 1927
DAILY. BUNDAYS EXCEPTED
VINALHAVEN. STONINGTON ANO SWAN'S
ISLAND LINE

Steamer leaves Swan’s Island at 5.30 A. M.,
Stonington 6.30, North Haven 7.30, Vinalhaven 8.30, due to arrive at Rockland about
9.45.
Return—Leaves Rockland At 1.30 P. M..
Vinalhaven 2.45, North Haven at 3.45, Ston
ington at 5.00; due to arrive at Swan’s Island
about 6.30 P. M.
B. H. STINSON, General Agent.

Dr. George H. Ingraham
Osteopathic Physician
Graduate of Kirkaville School of
Osteopathy
By Appointment Only Tel. 323
38 Summer Street
Rockland
129-tf

DR. E. B. HOWARD
Dentist
Dental X-Ray and Diagnosis
Office Hours: 9 to 12—1 to 5
OPEN EVENINGS
BY APPOINTMENT
Tel. 1020
407 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAN
119-tf

DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
(Successor to Dr. T. L. McBeatb)

Osteopathic Physician
By Appointment Only Tai. 1SS
35 Limerock Street
Roeklan
Graduate of American School of
Osteopathy

Dr. Lloyd M. Richardson
Dentist
W0 Main 8treet
Roekla
Opp. Thorndike Hotel. Tel. 339-1
CS;- Jloura: 9 to 12—1 to
Evenings by Appointment

I

E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
Office Hours: 1 to 3 and 7 to I P. M.
Residence untfl 9 A. M., and by

Appointment.

Telephone

194

THOMASTON. ME.

C. S. ROBERTS
Attorney
Announcee opening of office In Odd

Fellowe Block, Opp. Poetoffiee.
Tel. 470
Room •-•-7

M.tf
ANNIE E. ROBINSON late of Cushing, deceased, October 18, 11127, Cora A. Junes of
Suu tit Warren was appointed Exx. without
bond.

ELIZABETH MULLER late of Union, de
ceased, October 18, 1927^ Walter E. Spring
of Union was appointed Exr. without bond.
CHAALHS IS. KITTREDGE late of Vinal
haven. deceased, October 18. 1927, Annie R.
Kittredge of Vinalhaven was appointed Exx.
without bond.
WILLIA/M S. BARRETT late of Rockport,
deceased, October 19. 1927, Charlotte C.
Dillingham of Rockport was appointed Exx.
without bond.
Attest:—

130-S-136 CHARLES L. VEAZIE, Register.

— O’ker-Day

____
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VIEW
WHY THE RUDY?

Just Received
A CAR OF

High Test
GASOLINE
THE FAMOUS 68-70
This is Absolutely the Best That Money Can Buy

TRY IT FOR FALL AND WINTER

DRIVING

Thurston Oil Co.
104 Park Street

Rockland, Me.

Tel .127

RUGS AND CARPETS

Clean Up and Paint Up

SHAMPOOED
8end Us On# For Trial
Let Ue Show You What Fine'
Result# Wa Can Attain

We have the Highest Quality of
PAINT AND VARNISH
For Every Purpose

PEOPLES LAUNDRY
Phone 170

Limerock Street

Lymeburner & Annis
672 Main St.
Rockland
Phones 583-W—223-J

DAVID L MeCARTY
REGISTERED DRUGGIST
DRUGS, SUNDRIES, PATENT MEDICINES, DOCTORS’ AND
HOUSEHOLD PRESCRIPTIONS
MAIL ORDERS SOLICITED
PROMPT AND CAREFUL ATTENTION

606 MAIN STREET

TEL. 1048-M

ROCKLAND, ME.

SLEEPER BROS.
PLUMBING AND HEATING
246 MAIN 8T.
ROCKLAND

>

SIMON K. HART
Manufacturer of Cemetery Work
Cor. Brick and Pleasant Streets
ROCKLAND, ME.

ALL KINDS OF BUILDING MATERIALS
PRICES RIGHT
SERVICE RIGHT
Agents for "BESTWALL’’ (The Best Plasterboard Made)
ATJ.AS PAINTS, MURPHY VARNISHES
#

W. J. ROBERTSON
THOMASTON, ME.

TELEPHONE 124-3

Sleeper Bros., Heating Engi
neers, Are Installing That
Famous Heater.

.. W. Nye Has a Modern
Truck and Body Building
Plant In This City.

With the coming of these chill
airs of October and November
invariably comes a rush of the
public to prepare for the bitter
cold of winter.
The result is
frequently inadequate heating
systems or uneconomical types of
installation.
All question of efficiency and
all doubt as to ecohomy and pro
perness of installation can be per
manently settled by calling in a
real heating engineer, a man
grounded in the science of home
heating and of the action of heat
also of the various types of
buildings best served by certain
types of heaters.
When you call Sleeper Bros,
you secure the services of trained
and efficient heat engineers. They
are well verged in all types of
heaters and can put in the home
a plant exactly the heater for the
job.
‘
The Rudy heater has been a
national standard for quality,
economy, efficiency and long wear
for many years. The Sleepers
put out the Rudy in its several
forms, installing the one pipe or
other registers exactly where
they will heat the space desired.
All workmanship is of the high
est quality.
Steam and hot water installa
tions are also made by Sleeper
Bios. Many families are instal
ling one pipe heaters for use in
spring and fall when it is not cold
enough to necessitate the use of
the main heating plant. Ask
Sleeper Bros., before installing
any type of heater.

Few people realize that this city
has one of the best truck body
building factories in the State.
The large plant of Abram W.
Nye, located on Main street di
rectly across from the Congrega
tional church, is very well
equipped and in addition has a
very great floor space, highly es
sential in the auto truck build
ing, repairing and automobile
painting business.
Solid generations of fine coach
and carriage workers preceded
Mr. Nye in this same factory and
served as masters in teaching
him the fine points of the art.
The result is that he is thorough
ly grounded in the business and
ably maintains the traditions of
the establishment.
With the transition from horsedrawn to motor driven vehicles
Mr. Nye was abreast of the times
and kept the equipment of his
factory up to the minute. A large
blacksmithing department is pre
pared to do all sorts of automo
bile repair work qn short notice
with expert craftsmanship as
sured. This department is now
equipped with power drills, lathes
etc to guarantee prompt and sat
isfactory products.
The body building and wood
working department is likewise
equipped to do any type of build
ing desired. The truck chassis
is brought in and on it is erected
the body, cab, tank or what ever
is designed. The many satisfac
tory local jobs are proof positive
of the finished workmanship of
the factory.
The painting department has

Truck covers are a specialty of
the Rockland Awning Co. Wa
terproof covers with grommets to
lash them are obtainable at 12
cents per square foot and they are
made of a light new material,
dark brown, that is a marvellous
protection against snow or rain.
Ask John M. Richardson or drop
a line and your cover will be
piomptly made by Rockland
Awning Co., Inc.

It la not the Original
cost, but the up-keep
that aells RUDY Fur
naces. Call ua or come
in and ask us about
the price of a RUDY
HEATER for your
home.

A FINE FACTORY

Rockland

Rockland
Marble & Granite Works

Test the Three Branches of Our Business

CLEANING, PRESSING, REPAIRING
THERE’S SOMETHING FOR YOU TO GAIN BY DOING SO
UNEXCELLED SERVICE
442 MAIN STREET
TEL. 494-R
ROCKLAND, ME.

CUSHING

For a Cold or Cough

GRIP
Keep the bowels open and taka

BROWN’S RELIEF
on riting and retiring
Norway Medicine Co.

FREDS. MARCH

Cemetery Memcrials
PARK STREET, ROCKLAND

FRIENDSHIP
Nelson Lash bas gone to Miami,
Fla., where he plans to spend the
winter.
Miss Eleanor Lash who was re
cently operated upon for appendi
citis at the State Street Hospital, In
Portland, is getlng along nicely.
Lester Simmons was taken to the
State Street Hospital, Portland, early
Thursday morning owing to an at
tack of appendicitis.
Miss Eleanor Hartel of West New
ton, Mass., is visiting her Bister, Mrs.
LaForest R. Burns.
Friends of W. L. Tompkins will be
pleased to hear that he has left the
Ann Arbor (Mich.) hospital where
he underwent an operation recently
and that be and Mrs. Tompkins are
visiting their daughter and son-inlaw, Dr, and Mrs. F. A. Scott ln that
city.
Sidney Carter has returned from
Massachusetts and is visiting his
father and mother, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Carter.
Mr. and Mrs. Thorold Simmons have
returned to their winter home ln
Rockland after spending a few days
with Mr. Simmons' parents here.
Lew J. Wallace has a position scal
lop fishing out of Rockland on Capt.
Meservey’s boat.
Mr. and Mrs. Granville T. Brow and
son Bernard motored to Pemaquld
Beach recently.
Lumber has arrived for the Goose
River bridge which will be made wide
enough to accommodate two cars.
Work will be started soon.
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Lawry have re
turned home after a two weeks' trip
to Boston, Brockton and New York.

We are prepared to install

TAKE’EM DOWN

WINDSHIELD

It will soon be time to take
down your

J(eep Mindy/iandy !

in

5 Cents-JITNEY BAR-5 Cents
A REAL LUNCH FOR A NICKEL

All Makes of Automobiles

W. H. GLENDENNING, Prop.
20 Lindsey St.
Rockland
Telephone 681-W

I. LESLIE CROSS

Miss Alice Lounsberry has returned
to Waltham, Mass.
The Indies' Aid supper held at the
town house last week with Miss L«na
SeaVey as housekeeper was a suc
cess and the sum of $7.25 realized.
Mrs. Katherine Benner of Friendehip was the guest of Mrs. Dorothy
Schmid recently.
, A Halloween party was held at the
town house Monday evening. Miss
Catherine Klllcrun, teacher of dis
trict 2 with her pupils and Miss
KathleemHaskell. teacher of Dlst. 3 and
pupils uniting. Supper was served

Rockland and surrounding ter
ritory has long been proud of the
fine St. Clair & Allen candy man
ufacturing plant on Tillson av
enue in this city. For a great
many years the firm has pro
duced a superior product that
won its way to favor in all parts
of the State and today is more
strongly intrenched in public fa
vor than ever before.
With the coming of the Vol
stead Act a noticeable increase
in the national consumption of
sweets was at once apparent and
has developed steadily.
The
local firm was in a position to
take advantage of this increased
market and through the intro
duction of modern machinery has
greatly
increased production.
Many new pieces have attained
tremendous popularity. The offi
cials are constantly on the alert
■for new and tasty novelty can
dies and special numbers.
The manufacturing plant on
Tillson avenue is immaculate in
every detail. One’s appetite for
S & A confections is always
sharpened by a visit to the plant
with its many departments, de
licious odors and appetizing
sights. The street floor is a
packing room and from it goes
a product that brings credit to
the fair name of Rockland wher
ever consumed.

Glass
DOOR GLASS

306 Main Street

St. Clair & Allen, Candy
Makers, Have Built Up a
Splendid Trade Name.

Have you tried the new Granite
Rock Bottling Works beverages?
They are wonderfully good with
a flavor you won’t forget. Sold
by all good stores.

and

NEWBERTS

UNION
Mrs. James Howell Js the guest of
h»r mother Mrs. Alertie Judkins.
Mrs. Marlon Alden has returned
from a visit with relatives ln Massa
chusetts.
Several from this place attended
the Harvest Home at Appleton Wed
nesday evening.
Arthur Small Is working for Mrs.
•W. J. Bryant.
Edward Alden and Wilbur Abbott
returned from a hunting trip in the
big woods this week bringing a fine
deer.
The American Legion and Auxil
iary are planning a fitting observ
ance of Armistice day at G. A. R.
hall. There will be an entertain
ment and social. Refreshments will
be served, and all are cordially In
vited.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Messer are
leaving for St. Petersburg, Florida, ln
a few days, and Monday evening
about 20 neighbors and friends
gathered at their home to try to
make it warm enough for them that
they would want to stay at home.
All kinds of queer costumes were
worn and one could hardly tell who
his nearest neighbor was and as they
neared the house all sang with a
right good •will "Should Old Ac
quaintance Be Forgot."
Mr. and
Mrs. Messer were taken by surprise,
but were very glad and appreciative
of the kindly feeling shown them
The neighbors carried along little
gifts, and refreshments and an even
ing with music, games and social
chat was spent that will long be re
membered. Their many friends wish
Mr. and Mrs. Messer all happiness
and a pleaslnt journey, but feel very
sorry to have them Leave town.

A FAMOUS PRODUCT

The auto plate glass depart
ment of the Ford garage, Knox
County Motor Sales Co., is win
ning great popularity. The com
pany has expert workmen who
promptly put in new wind shields
cr windows and do an excellent
job at a very reasonable price.
The garage is centrally located on
Main street, foot of Rankin.

IVheksomeBodl
jasty Meals

POPULAR PRICES

an ideal location for its work,
large, airy space, light, dust free
and convenient. Not only new
jobs b ut automobile repainting is
done here.
The northern section of the
huge structure is used for a ga
rage and is very convenient,
being located in the heart of the
business district, well lighted and
serviced. In addition Mr. Nye
maintains two Texaco pumps and
oil service.

Give Us a Call

Knox County
Motor Sales Co.
583 Main Street

Rockland

Tel. 333

FORD SALES AND SERVICE

followed by a pleasing program by
WALDOBORO
the children. Candy was on sale and
Mrs. W. W. Speare of Fort Fairthe tidy sum of about $19 resulted
which will be used to obtain con held has 'been a recent guest at B.
G. Miller's.
veniences for the schools.
Jtlerle Luce and family have moved
Into the house recently occupied by
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Nash.
NORTH CUSHING
The Parent-Teacher Association
Miss Kathryn Kllleran motored meeting in the High School room
to Portland Sunday to see her sis Wednesday evening took the form of
ter Miss Ada KJilleran, a student i pleasant social affair. Refresh
ments were served.
nurse at State S’.eet Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Oldls were
Clyde Hall of Winchendon, Mass.,
spent the weekend with his grand '.n Portland Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Snow who have
parents Mr. and Mrs. William Foster.
His uncle McClellan Gillehrest ac been guests of Mrs. Lilia Blaney re
,
companied him on the return trip and turned to Bath Tuesday.
P. G. M. Emma Dickens of Camden
will spend the winter with his daugh
md P. G. M. Isabel Montgomery of
ter Mrs. Nellie Benner.
Mrs. Harold Marshall of Rockland East Boothbay attended the Inspec
visited her mother here while Mr tion of Wlwurna Chapter, O. E. S„
Marshall was in a hunting trip ln Tuesday evening.
E. B. Warren of Eagle Lake Is the
northern Maine.
Mrs. Carrie Young and Mrs. 'Hibbard guest of his sister, Mrs. H. E. Went
Young visited Mrs. Agnes Holbrook worth.
Clarence E. Reed was In town
In Rockland Tuesday.
Miss Callie Smith who has been Tuesday and Wednesday and accomvisiting her sister Mrs. Copeland in
South Warren while convalescing
To Eliminate Your
from a serious illness returned to the
home of G. R. Conant Sunday.
RHEUMATISM
Mrs. I-arrabee and Miss Zetta
Take Buxton’s Rkaumatla Sptelfls. Try
Smith visited In Rockland Wednes
it. You will sot rssrst IL Far sals at
day.
all leading Dru* Storss.
Lst us sand
Mrs. Margaret Montgomery enteryou a booklet. Tho Buxton Rheumatlt
1 tained friends from Thomaston Wed
Medicine Co., Abbot Villain, Mains
10-8-tf
nesday evening.

II

ST. CLAIR & ALLEN
TELEPHONE 369

ROCKLAND, ME.

Manufacturer of

Auto Truck Bodies and
Carriages
Painting, Repairing and Building
of Wheel Work

ABRAM W. NYE
515 Main Street

Phone 585

par.ied his mother, Mrs. Lillian M.
Reed to Augusta. From there Mrs.
Reed will go to Mount Vernon, N.
Y„ where she will spend the winter
Mrs. Marie Kuhn and Betty and
Virginia Kuhn of Portland have been
recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. G. J.
Kuhn.
Mrs. Dora Howard Yorke and Miss
Grace A. Yorke were recent guests of
friends in Washington.
Mrs. Albert Riley and young son
have returned to Worcester, Mass.
Miss Carrie B. Stahl and Miss
Mary Bane of Portland have been
guests of Capt. and Mrs. A. F. Stahl.
Mrs. Katharine Willett of Boston,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Willett of Som
erville, Mass., Mr. ana Mrs. William
Brennan of Dorchester, Mass., and
Mr. and Mrs. F. B. Stinson of Wis
casset were in town to attend the
funeral services of Miss Emogene
F. Willett.
Miss Anne C. Ashworth entertained
seven guests ln honor of her fifth
birthday Friday afternoon. Hallow
een games were on the program and
a happy time was passed by the
youthful guests, Dorothy Crowell,
Barbara Benner, Millicent Burnes,
Shirley Burnes. Harlan McLain,
George Ashworth and Charles Ash
worth.
The Woman’s Club met at the
home of Mrs. William Viles for Its
Tuesday meeting. Mrs. Viles gave

CROCKETTS GARAGE
Service All Makes

AWNINGS
We Take Them Down,
Store Them, Insure Them,
and Hang Them Again
In the Spring
Cheaper Than You Can
Do It Yourself
Call or Write
JOHN M. RICHARDSON, Mgr.

Guaranteed
ROCKPORT, ME.

,

ROCKLAND
AWNING CO.

12 WILLOW ST. ROCKLAND

a reading and Miss Marlon Clark the
paper of the afternoon on Ports
mouth, N. H, the "City by the Sea."
Roll call consisted of Items of In
terest by members of the club. Mem
bers present were Mrs. John H.
Lovell, Mrs. Ella L. White, Mrs. C.
B. Stahl, Mrs. Harold R. Smith, Mis.
F. A. Hovey, Miss Marlon Clark, Mrs.
S. H. Weston, Mrs. E. T. Potter and
Mrs. Viles. Next week’s meeting will
be held with Mrs. J. T. Gay when
Miss Faith Jaynes Hinckley will be
thc speaker of the afternoon.
Mrs. Mary McLean of Bremen,
Long Island, Is visiting her sister
Mrs. Eudora Miller.

WARREN HIGHLANDS
Farmers ln this place have their
apples gathered and harvesting
nearly done. Potatoes have rotted
badly.
Albert Vose of Searsmont was a
caller at L. W. Butler's Sunday.
Lottie Crockett was in Rockland
Tuesday.
Herbert Butler has employment at
Harry Swift’s.
'Mr. and Mfs. L. W. Butler motoied to Port Clyde Sunday with
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Maloney of
Pleasant Point, where they all spent
a most enjoyable day with Ernest
Maloney and family.

FINE USED CAR BARGAINS
1924
1920
1924
1923
1921
1922
1923
1925
1923
1922
1921
1921
1926

Chevrolet Touring .............................................. $175.00
Dort Touring .......................................................
50.00
Apperson Four DoorSedan ............................... 450.00
Dort Coupe ......................................................... 175.00
Franklin Sedan .................................................. 400.00
Ford Touring .....................................................
50.00
Ford Coupe .......................................................... 100.00
Ford Coupe ........................................................... 250.00
Ford Sedan .......................................................... 100.00
Buick Touring ......................................
150.00
Overland Touring—Special ............................
50.00
Nash Coupe ........................................................ 300.00
Ford Ton Truck—GoodCondition .................... 350.00

THE ATLANTIC HIGHWAY GARAGE
NEW COUNTY ROAD
ROCKLAND, ME.
STANLEY E. KALLOCH, Manager

GRANITE ROCK BOTTLING WORKS
MANUFACTURERS OF BEVERAGES
FOR SALE EVERYWHERE
' TEL. CAMDEN 152-3

ACME OF PURENESS
WEST ROCKPORT, ME.

A. P. LORD
SAIL AND AWNING

MANUFACTURER
Orders for

Security Trust Co.

SAILS, AWNINGS, TENTS,

Rockport Branch

FLAGS, BOAT COVERS, SPRAY

HOODS, ETC.,
PROMPTLY FILLED

di
Responsible

We Carry a Full Line of

AUTO TOPS, CURTAINS AND

Institution

YACHT SUPPLIES, CAMP

Jbr
ibur Safety

CUSHIONS RE-COVERED
OUTFITS & MARKET BASKETS

and

Cbnvenience

Camden, Me.

C. W. LIVINGSTON
MANUFACTURER OF AUTOMOBILE SPRINGS
AGENT FOR HARVEY BOLTLESS SPRING—GUARANTEED

GENERAL REPAIR WORK
ROCKLAND, ME.

148 MAIN STREET

THE ROSEWAY
BEAUTY SHOPPE

S. B. GREY

The Latest Methods for Everything That Milady Desires
Expert Attendants
MISS DOROTHY CROCKETT
15 Limerock St.
Rockland
Phone 1069

Groceries, Provisions,
Confectionery
CIGARS, TOBACCO
TEXACO GASOLINE
OILS AND GREASES
103 Camden St.

Rockland

“MAINE LOBSTERS ARE BETTER”
RACKLIFF & WITHAM
DEALERS IN ALIVE LOBSTERS
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
ATLANTIC WHARF
TELEPHONE 702
OPP. STANDARD OIL CO.

WE CATER ESPECIALLY TO TOURISTS
Extra Large Straw Flowers

M. E. WEBBER

$l .00 per hundred

Strictly Fresh Fish Only
Cor. Water & Ocean Ste. Rockland
Telephone 276-W

PEONIES
Pink, White and Red; $1.00 each.

C. M. THOMAS
8 SPRUCE ST.

ROCKLAND

CHECK UP YOUR TIRES
For Fall and Winter Service
USED TIRES, REBUILT TIRES AND SECONDS
Good A. New With Miles of Wear—Marvelous Low Prices

KNOX RUBBER FUSING CO.
15 WASHINGTON STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

WILL BUILD SHIPS

after the dubious results attained plate company, hut now they are
along the ship building line the past making preparations for the removal
But Alasl Bath Cannot Alto Keep ten years, many citizens are shak of the Bath branch to another loca
ing their heads over the loss of the tion In the central part "of the state.
Its Pie Plate Induatry.
pulp Industry which they considered
Bath Is the victim of an Ironic more staple.
It Isn't the amount of money a
In a few months 200 men were tn man earns, but the amount he gets
turn of fate according to word given
have been put to work by the pie that counts.
out Wednesday that the Keyes Fibre
Co., Inc., would not remain ln Bath
when the new ship building Industry
got underway. Crying for Industries
for several years and engaging a
city engineer for the purpose of
bringing new Industries to Bath, the
city Is facing the abdication of the
Keyes Fibre Co., Inc., which has been
turning out between $00,000 and 400,000 pie plates a day at the Bath
ARE YOU A CLARION USER?
Iron Works on the late model pulp
machine designed by Merle P. Chap
lin, chief engineer of the company.
The experience and study of nearly
When the directors of the Keyes
a Century in the production and sale
Fibre Security Co. voted to lease a
of stoves and furnaces must be of
part of the Iron Works to the new
great value to you.
corporation for ship building they
sounded the death knell of the pie
We know that our product* will
plate Industry as far as that la con
live up to your requirements in every
cerned, for It was learned Tuesday
respect, no matter how exacting these
that the yard would not accommo
may be.
date both Industries, and that whereas
the ship building possibilities were
great, the Keyes Fibre Co., Inc.,
WOOD &. BISHOP CO.
would get out.
The machine turning out the 100,Established 1839
Bangor, Maine
000 and more pie plates -per day Is
hut one of 11 that were planned to
be Installed ln the Bath plant and VbAllE. HARDWARE CO. Rockland
A. T. NORWOOD, WarrM

Clarion Products Are

Quality Products
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Every-Other-Day
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JOHN H. SINEX

ROCKPORT

I

CAMDEN

Feel Stiff
and Achy?

w

NEW TYPE OF BOXES

HOT AIR FURNACES

•Holy communion will be observed | A school of instruction Ip ritual
Death of Prominent Man, Member of
The Meeting House Hill Club spent
in connection with the morning serv- and unwritten work of the Boyal
To Be Manufactured By
Thomaston Summer Qolony,
a very enjoyable evening at the home
ice at the Methodist Church and a Arch Masons will be held In ‘Masonic
Company of Which Rock
of Mrs.. Leona Risteen. Nov. 1, the
To Be Well the Kidneys Must Thor
In the Thomaston news of Thurs short meditation on "The Significance hall next Monday, afternoon and eveoccasion being a Halloween party.
of the Supper.” The evening topic ning. Samuel B. Furbish, grand lecoughly
Eliminate
Waste
Impurities.
We have something new for the farmers in wood burning.
land Boy Is Manager.
The rooms were very artistically dec day's paper brief mention was made will be on “All My Springs Are in turer. will be in charge
LWAYS lame and achy?
The regular meeting of Amity
Write for Literature. Agents Wanted.
orated with pumpkins, cornstalks, of the death in Philadelphia Sunday Thee” from Psalm 87.
g Sure your kidneys are
The following article from the
sunflowers and crepe paper, sugges of John H. Sinex, who for several
Atwood Smith of Winthrop. Mass. lodge. F. & A. St., was held Friday
working right? Sluggish kid North Adams Transcript will interest
tive of Halloween. The ladies were
years had been an honored member is the guest of his parents, Mr. and evening.
neys allow waste poisons to re the many friends of John Hagar, son
C. K. Allen, resident engineer in
in costume, and passed the evening
Mrs. Edgar Smith.
main inthe blood and make one of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest E. Hagar cf
BANGOR, MAINE
in playing games. Cocoa, fancy of the summer population of the
Mrs. P. C. Shannon who has been charge of construction of the new
dull and languid, with often a this city, and a recent graduate of
130&132-133
crackers, com cakes and marshmal town. Monday's issue of the Phila spending a few days in town left to Carleton Bridge at Bath, will he the
nagging backache, drowsy
lows were served. A huge pumpkin delphia Public Ledger contained the day for her home in Washington. D. speaker at the Rotary Club meeting
Bowdoin
College:
headaches and dizziness. A
• • • •
forming the center piece of the table, following article:
C.. accompanied by her mother, Mrs. Tuesday.
common warning that the kid
Mrs. Minnie Arau and daughter
in which were feund fortunes apply
H. L. Payson who will remain there
The
production
of a type of pack
neys are not acting right is
Advertisements In this column not to ex
Miss Marguerite Arau. have returned
ing to those present. Mrs. Risteen
John Henry Sinex. president of the for the winter.
scanty or burning secretions. ing cases and boxes that is entirely ceed three lines Inserted once for 23 cents,
proved a very capable and genial Garrett-Buchanan Company, paper
The regular meeting of Harbor from a visit in Boston and vicinity.
new
to
this
city
will
be
undbr
wjty
3
times for 50 cents. Additional lines 5
If you have reason to believe,
hostess. The next meeting Is ex manufacturers of 12 South 6th street, Light Chapter, O. E. S„ was held Miss Arau has resumed her position
each for one time. 10 cents for three
your kidneys are acting slug by the end of next week in the cenis
times.
Six words make a line
pected to be held at Mrs. Lettie Star- died last night in the Pennsylvania Tuesday evening. It was voted to as clerk for the Meguntlcook Fruit
gishly, use Doan’s /‘ills. assembling plant which the Atlas
rett's.
Hospital, where he had been a patient extend invitations to Beach Chapter. Compart}’.
Plywood
Corporation
of
Boston
is
fit

Doan's have been winning
Mrs. F. W. Miller apd Mrs. Her
Clara Spear, Anita (Wyllie and several months. He was taken ill Lincolnville. Forget-Me-Not Chapter.
Lost and Found
new friends for more than ting up in the former New England
We pay top market quota
Annie Dunbar of the telephone office last April and made a trip to his South Thomaston, Fon-du-Lac Chap- bert Rankin of the Handicraft store
forty years. They have es Warehouse Company building on
LOST—Xov. 1 lady's black hand bap con
motored to Portland Thursday re summer home in Maine in an effort' ter, Wnshington, Ivy Chapter, Wor- are in Roston this week on business.
talninp
ihoney
and
small
pocketbook,
between
1
tablished a nation-wide reputa Crowley avenue, it was said by John
Mrs. Ralph Carleton will entertain
my home on Meadow road, Thomaston and
tions. Try us.
turning Friday.
to recuperate. His condition became ren and Naomi Chapter, Tenant's
tion. Ask your neighbor!
Hagar, local manager tor the concern. Warren.
Liberal reward.
MRS. JACK
Blanche Henry handed TheCourier- steadily worse, however, and at the Harbor to meet with them at their the Monday Cluh next week at her
Mr. Hagar began the task of super 31AKI, 4 Meadow road, Thomaston, Me.
PILLS vising the unloading and setting up
Gazette correspondent a strawberry urging of his family lie returned to next meeting Nov. 15. There will be home in Rockport
133*136
The Girls' Friendly Society of St.
blossom and a violet in full bloom this city and entered the hospital.
work and supper will be served at
LOST --Hound, black and white, with brown
of the machinery for the plant which
60c
Thomas Parish will meet at the par
which she plucked in her father’s
Mr. Sinex. a member of qne of 6.30 o'clock.
arrived here Friday and indicated that spots. MADOLLX HOPK1.Y8, 252 Limerock
Stimulant Diuretic to the Kidneyr
St. Tel. 421-R.
132*134
Philadelphia's oldest families, was
field Friday.
Mrs. G. W. Spence and Mrs. G. K. ish house Saturday at 2 o'clock.
this work will be completed this week
Foatcr-Milbu r n Co. .Mfg. Chem.. Buffalo.N.Y•
Lucius Leach. Carroll Frost and
NORTH WALOOBORQ, ME.
Joseph Parks died at his home on born in this city on Dec. 7, 1850. Manson of Boston are guests of Mr.
LOST—-‘Will the person who was aecu taking
and
that
the
plant
will
be
started
man’s jacket from the Chapin dance at
Win. Bryant are enjoyu.5 a gunning
132*133
Elm street Friday morning after a After serving as a drummer boy in and Mrs. Herbert Coates.
Monday
or
Tuesday
with
the
first
finTemple
hall
Monday
evening,
kindly
return
long illness. Funeral services will be the Civil War he engaged in numer
Mrs. Carrie Tribou and Jesse Snow trip at Shirley.
PLEASANT
POINT
131-133
ished
boxes
coming
through
by
the
to
CEDRIC FRENCH, 526 Main Sf.
Mrs. A L. Worthing entertained the
held Monday at 2 o'clock. Further ous enterprises and 25 years ago en of Bangor have been guests of Mrs.
end of next week at the latest. Mean- I LOST—Between Metlnlc Island and the
Friday Club this week at her home.
Miss Enid Maloney of Port Clyde
tered the employ of the Garrett- Nancy J. Tribou this week.
mention later.
a string of decoys. KUGENE RAOKtime, while the work of unloading, main
Members
of
the
Philathea
Class
visited
her
grandparents
last
week.
LIFF, Spruce Head.
131-133
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Davis re Buchanan Company. He was edu
Charles D. Wentworth who is em
assembling
and
setting
up-the
heavy
will
serve
a
public
supper
at
the
A
special
meeting
of
Pleasant
Point
turned Thursday night from a busi cated in the public schools, and was ployed by the Central Maine' Power
NOTICE—Notice is hereby given of the Home work. Only experienced mak
and
expensive
machinery
which
will
Baptist
church
next
Wednesday
eve

loss
of
deposit
book
numbered
22831
and
the ers who will furnish good work
Improvement
Society
was
held
in
the
graduated from Funsmith School. Co. has been transferred from Bel
ness trip to Boston.
schoolhouse Wednesday evening and be operated In the plant, Is under owner of said book asks for duplicate in ac promptly need apply. OLD SPARHis parents liyed at 6th street and fast to Brunswick. Mrs. Wentworth ning.
• * • •
cordance
with
five
provkslon
of
the
State
Ladies of the Grand Army and the the following officers elected; Presi way, the building which the Atlas Law. ROCKLAND SAYINGM BANK, Rock HAWK MILLS. So. Portland. Me.
Girard avenue, 'then one of the and daughter Florence will go there
Mrs. Elmer Cottom who has been
‘ Golden Cross will hold a public dance dent, A. R. Carle; secretary. Mrs. Plywood Corporation recently pur land, Maine. By Sidney H. Pierce, Ass't
132-149
northernmost residential sections of in a few weeks for the winter.
living on the Nelson Fales place has
133*8-139
Mrs. Fritz Sjogren of Norwell,
Cleveland hall on Armistice night Grace Maloney; treasurer, W. J. chased from the Beaver Mills Cor Treaw. Nor. 5, 1927.
the city.
gone to Boston to spend the winter.
The regular meeting of Maiden Morse.
poration is being remodeled to meet
NOTICE—Notice Is hereby given of the loss
Shortly after attaching himself to Mass., is ill at the home of her par
Edward K. Hanley will spend the
of deposit book numbered 23183 and the owner,
Cliff Rebekah Lodge will be held
the Garrett-Buchanan organization, ents. Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Smith.
Alfred Orne returned from New the needs of Its new owner.
said book asks for duplicate In accord
winter in Labrador. He will have
Several heavy supporting posts of
Mr. Sinex purchased a part interest
PONTIAC CAR
ance with the provision of the State Law.
Members of the Baptist Circle who next Wednesday evening. Following York Tuesday.
charge of an exploration party sent
that stand at points which machinery ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK. Rockland.
in the business and was made secre have been earning a dollar each for the he meeting, a program will be pre
Mr.
and
Mrs.
F.
A.
Flinton
enter

out by the Great Northern Paper Co.
FOR SALE
Maine.
By
Sidney
H.
Pierce,
Asst
’t
Treas.
sented
by
the
Past
Noble
Grands,
tary. Later, he acquired a controll
tained a party of friends from .will occupy are being Temoved and Oct. 29, 1927.
130*S-136
die left Ottawa and stopped at ing interest and was elected presi organ motor fund, reported Wednesday
Late 1926 2-door Sedan, fully
Mr. and Mrs. Karl Leighton and
replaced with heavy steel girders, a
afternoon,
telling
in
rhyme
how
they
Thomaston
Sunday.
Frederickton over the weekend. He
equipped and lot of extraa; small
dent-treasurer, an office which he earned the money. Twenty-five dol daughter Eleanor leave Monday for
Miss Rosie Watts of Tenant’s Har cellar is being dug and titled up as
will go by the way of Halifax and St.
mileage; perfect condition. Phone,
visit in Boston and Kingston, N. H.
a
boiler
room
underneath
the
build

Wanted
held until his death. Mr. Sinex was lars was added to the fund.
bor is spending the week with her
Johns, Newfoundland, leaving tl,e
write or zee F. H. THOMAS,
Adelbert Wentworth has taken
ing. and new electric wiring is being
rated one of the wealthiest men in
Herbert Porter of Waldoboro was
latter place Nov. 8 and is expecting
e
Camden
1338tf
apartments in the Camden block for sister. Mrs. Richard Shumna.
WANTED—New one-color typewriter ribbon
installed.
Southern New Jersey, and his home in town Wednesday.
R.
E.
Dunn
and
W.
G.
Maloney
of
to return in June 1928.
one
and
one-half
inches
wide.
BOX
305,
he winter.
Among the machines which are be Rockland.
on the river bank in Edgewater Park
Alvin Eaton has moved from the
Thomaston
were
in
this
place
Thurs

133-lt
Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Sullivan have
Remember "The Big Parade" at
is one of the .finest of the mansions
ing installed in the building are a
WANTED—Salesman, with auto, in sell
closed their house on Main street and which line the Delaware in that vi Merrill house into the Piper house Comique theatre Nov. 7-9. Evening day.
five ton nailing machine, a framer radio receivers and accessories. Good pay.
on
Sea
street.
For Sale
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Renfrew
Wilson
of
will spend the winter in Boston.
shows at 6.30 and 8.45. Music by
cinity. He is survived by his wife.
steady
work. ROCKLAND RADIO SHOP.
weighing
almost
as
much
and
two
Mrs. Mark Ingraham and daughter
Bangor spent the weekend at F. S.
The correspondent had a very Mary SI. Sipex, and one daughter,
a six-piece orchestra.
FOR
SALE
—
Plenty
of Mb . 1 potatoee, i»t 35
133-lt
sawing machines as well as smaller
Joyce of Camden visited her mother,
per bu.. Come and get any amount. H. B.
pleasant call upon Horatio D. Crie of
The regular meeting of the Joel Stone's.
WANTED—.Position as housekeeper by wo KALER, Washington, Me. Tel. 5-15. 133*135
Mrs. G. Lloyd Cowan, Jr., of Edge- Mrs. S. Josephine Wall Wednesday.
accessory
devices,
while
additional
Mrs.
Riley
Davis
is
in
the
State
Beechwoods street. Two years ago
Keyes Grant iCircle, Ladies of the
man In small family, no farm, good reference.
water Park.
The Sunshine class of the Baptist
FOR SALE—Thirty purebred White Cheater
Street Hospital, Portland, where she equipment of the same type but of Address BOX 67. Tenant's Harbor, Me.
Mr. Crie purchased the Charles New
During his career, Mr. Sinex inden- Sunday school enjoyed a marsh G. A. R.. was held Friday. There
varied
sizes
will
be
added
as
condi

.
133*135 pigs. 4 and 5 weeks old, price $3.59. Inquire
underwent a surgical operation Tues
hall farm and moved from Rockland
was
work
on
puffs
in
the
afternoon
at
BACHELDER FARM, Union or Rockland
tified himself with many organiza mallow roast at Orcutt's Beach Tues
WANTED- Work of any kind by young man. Produce Co.
day. Friends wish for her a success tions warrant. The nailing machine
to make his home there. He stocked
133-133
tions. He was president of the First day afternoon, under the direction of and a picnic Mupper« served at 6
experienced driver. HAMLIN, 55 Gay SI.
is
used
to
fasten
the
framework
the farm with pure bred sheep of the
o'clock
ful recovery.
FOR SALE—.Pure bred 0. I C. pigs; 1 pure
Tel. 273-J.
132*134
National Bank of Beverly, N. J.; a their teacher. Mrs. J. L. Wilson.
cleats
to
the
plywood
which
forms
Oxford-Down breed and now has a
Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Carle and Mrs.
bred Hampshire ram said some grade sheep.
The regular monthly meeting of
WANTED<lerk
director of the Riverside Trust Com
NARRAGA.NSHTT H. M. LLBBV, Warren, Me. Tel. 8-41.
At the Baptist Church Sunday
.
flock of 80 fine looking ones. Mr.
Josephine Shuman motored to Port the sides of the boxes and packing nOTBL
132-tf
pany, Riverside, ■fT. J., and of the morning, the pastor. Rev. J. L. Wil Camden Board of Trade was held
133*135 A
cases
that
will
be
assembled
at
the
Crie gave the information that he
Thursday
evening
at
the
Y.
SI. '
land
Thursday.
WANTED -At once, salesman on full or
Erie National Eank, 6th street and son will take for his subject, "The
SALE—Mink is high. I have tile dogs
also had a flock of 80 sheep on CrieA. A smoker followed the meeting.
Miss Madeline Young who is at plant while the framer puts the side part lime. Experience unnecessary. We as youFOR
can get them with. Write or telephone
Erie avenue, this city. He was also Great Memorial." There will be no
pieces together, fastening the frames sist you in getting started. We make a spe
haven which island has been in pos
tending
High
School
in
Rockland,
598
W.
DR. SHERAUN, Rockland. Me.
president of the Endowment Build evening service as the pastor preach
cialty of furnishing protection against loss
133*11
session of the Cries for 80 years or
spent the weekend with her parents. at the edges and corners. The saw of earning power, paying benefits or salaryST.
GEORGE
ing and Loan Association and a for es then at (West Rockport.
more. The nearby markets take the
FOR SALE—Twenty-five ft. power boat,
Mr. and Mrs. L. 0. Young and had ing machines are to be used to cut extension in case of disability. Write to or
mer president of the Tacony-Palmyra
Miss
Olyva
Coates
of
Camden
was
Marianne Gilchrest gave a Hallow as her guest. Miss Winifred Little of the plywood and cleats to the proper see RILEY F. STROCJT, District manager. with Ford engine, all In good running order.
most of the mutton and lamb, but
Ferry Company.
a recent guest at Herbert Coates’.
132-134 Prlee $65. CHARLBS HE.VDERSOX. Thom
een party at her home last week.
sizes, each having a battery of three Box 445 Rockland.
many of the flock are sold for breed
aston, Me.
132-134
Organizations with which he was
Mrs. Calvin Coolidge was hostess The usual stunts and games were Rockland.
power
saws.
All
of
the
machines
WANTED—Furnished apartment or house
ers. It requires 25 tons of hay for
Capt. J. O. Chadwick and L. W.
affiliated include Merchantville Lodge. at tea Friday at the White House, played and refreshments suitable for
FOR SALE—Upright piano In good con
of 3 or 4 rooms. Tel. 725-‘M. R FERRANTO.
will
be
operated
by
unit
electric
mo

fodder and to each sheep is fed one
34 Fulton St.
132*134 dition. 7 PINE ST., Thomaston. Tel. 242-11.
F. and A. SI., qf which he was a past having as guests members of the the occasion served. The dining room Chadwick bought the first two tick tors.
pint of grain daily. In reply to a
132*134
Piaster;
Philadelphia
Consistory, Woman’s Missionary Society of the was decorated in black and orange ets that were sold in Thomaston Oct.
WANTED—Table girl, at the THORNPrKE
Mr.
Hagar,
who
has
been
made
resi

question relating to trouble from dogs
FOR
SALE
—
Two
sitting
room
stores.
No.
HOTEIa.
131-tf
24
for
the
excursion
to
Bath
over
the
Accepted
Scottish
Rite
First Congregational Church
of he guests were in costume and all
22 (Ta-Ion and Klneo Grand. Burn wood.
dent manager of the local plant is a
Mr. Crie stated he had not had any. Ancient
WANTED—Practical nurse would like po LUCY SIMMO.NS, Union, Me Tel. 1»-21.
Masons', Philadelphia Chamber of Washington. Miss Mabel Pottle, for report a fine time. Those present new Kennebec Bridge.
graduate
of
Bowdoin
College.
He
He has his farm enclosed with a
sition. MRS A. B. CONIC, Warren, Me.
During the heavy thunder shower
' 13$*134
Commerce, Colonial Wars Society of merly of Rockport, is an active mem were Marion Riley, Darold Hock
131*133
heavy wire fence. The correspondent
which passed over this place'last Fri was most recently at the plant in
Pennsylvania, Pennsylvania Society, ber of that group.
FOR SALE—Good all around horse, one of,
ing.
Ina
Kinney.
Helen
Solberg.
Wil

found Mr. Crie busy constructing
Philipsdale, R. I.
WANTED— Bookkeeper would like position, S. H. Doe's colts, price .$150. Call at 3
day afternoon lightning struck a tr^e
feeding cribs and with his sheep and Sons of the Revolution. Pennsylvania
lard Hilt, Madeline Blagdon, Marie
The boxes and packing cases which ten years experience, can do shorthand and ADAAIS ST.
»
132*134
near the home of A. IL Carle, shat
Society
of
the
Cincinnati,
Phladelphia
typewriting, best of references, will go out of
poultry he is kept busy throughout
Hilt, Cora Hilt and Katherine Smal
the company produces are being, used town. Address BOOKKEEPER, 298 Ohio St..
FOR SALE OR TO LCT—Ponl room, two
WARREN
Association of Credit Men, Travel
tering
It
badly.
the year. The farm is on high ground
Bangdr. Me.
131*133 tables, best location tn town, low rent, will
T. N. Robinson lost one of his team ley.
Mrs. Laura Littlefield has closed more and more by textile and other
nr let it outright or let It on shares. 8.
with a broad outlook and the Thom Club of America, Philadelphia Geo horses Wednesday due to injuries re
Mrs. Julian Hawkins and children
manufacturing concerns for the pack
WANTED -Girl for kitchen work. MRS. sell
graphical
Society,
Academy
of
the
her
sunt'mer
home
here
and
with
B. HASKELL. Phone 238-11 Camden.
MARY BURKETT. 75 Broad St. Tel 669-M.
aston cement city is in close view.
of
Long
Cove
are
spending
a
few
ing
and
shipping
of
their
finished
132-134
ceived when it fell through rotten
her father C. M. Comstock returned
129-tf
Just across the valley at Mill river Fine Arts, Society of Runnymede and
FOR SALE—Oxford Down rams Tel. 744
flooring in the barn the preceding days here as guests of her father, to her home in Boston. Mr. Com products and the Atlas Corporation
many
others.
He
was
an
elder
of
the
Thomaston is favored in having the
Capt. Ardie Thomas.
which already has several customers
H. B. CR(1
Rockland or S3 Ttiomaaton
night.
stock leaves this week for Florida
132*134
Cries, father and son, (the latter in Presbyterian Church of Beverly
Thomaston.
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Williamson of
in this city, expects to find a ready
To Let
William Russell has had W E
where
lie
is
to
spend
the
winter.
the ice business'! among its citizens.
FOR SALE—Farm truck wagon and surry.
and growing market for its output
SOUNDS "WESTERNISH"
Mobre's crew of painters at work on Thomaston were recent guests of
TO LET—Tenement of 3 rooms at 118 Xortll W. D. HOLBROOK, 22 Camden St. Tel.
The
Halloween
spirit
was
very
• » • »
their sister. Mrs. J. A. Gilohrest.
.Main kt.. Inquire of '.MISS ADA B. VGt .NG. 639-W.
his buildings on Union street.
133*135
much in evidence at the schoolhouse among the iridustrfal concerns of Tel.
119-W.
133-135
Patrons of the Grange gave a Hal
Western Massachusetts. Its officials
Ralph Ludwig while exercising a
Commuters between San Francisco
J. C. Munsey is assisting as clerk
Monday evening when a real Hallo
FOR SALE—Dry fitted wood, $t<: defied
loween
party
Oct.
28.
The
hall
was
TO LET--Bedrooni anil sitting room on first wood. $10 ; junks, $12. Jl. LOFMAN, Rock
have indicated that expan-ion of its
saddle horse belonging to John Gray and Oakland are beginning to won at the Cloverdale store.
program was presented by the,
i 4
n v
j
. ,
floor, heated, $5 per week. G. V. LITTLE. 19 Vine,
...........
_ —
-11. cirall between 5 sod 7
prettily decorated in appropriate col ween
Me. Tel.
263-:
J i1 mt,
«rnhiin'new
plant will be undertaken.__
as rap- Oak
was unhorsed on Beechwoods street der if the fabled beanstalk that Jack
The ladies of Mystic Rebekah
school.
There
were
witches,
gobliife.
)
8t.
133-1X5 evenings.
131*iy
Thursday morning. He landed on his climbed, wasn't, after all, a tomato Lodge are busily engaged preparing ors with owls, witches, black cats, and fortune telling In which both old idly as the demand in this territory
TO LET—A garage and a house on Dono
FOR SALE—Fish—salted cod and hake,
pumpkins, etc. The ladles were in
warrant
head and shoulders and was Uncon vine.
hue Court.
FREDERICK WALTZ.
Tel. price reasonable, JAMBS BRAY, Owl's Head.
for their annual fair which takes
and young had a part. A large share
392-M.
133-tf Phone 385-2.
scious for a short time. Ralph was
Far out on a railroad pier, where place at the I. O. O. F. hall early in costume and a lively program was of credit is due the teacher. Miss
132*134
given . Refreshments
were served
OLD KNOX COUNTY DAYS
fortunate to escape more serious in salt water breezes fan it continuous December.
TO
LET
OR
FOR
SALE
—
Very
desirable
tvuuvu
FOR SALE—Small and medium size wooden
and games, stunts and fortune tell Bernice Dority. who did so much to
tpodem home, partly furnished and newly boxes.
jury. Bareback riding is quite a ly, is a tomato plant which has
D. L. McCARTY, Reg. drug
Mrs. Leland Phllbr<g)k and s n
3?^
make the affhir a success.
Home
renovated, with garage and every mode n con Rankin block.
ing
enjoyed.
All
report
a
good
time.
Editor
of
The
Courier-Gazette:
—
131*
reached
a
height
of
almost
eleven
trick.
Vaughan of Portland were guests of
venience. suitable for one or two families. A
Mrs. Lillias Robinson who has been made candy was for sale. The pro
It was a pleasure to read the re most desirable corner location for tea room
FOR SALE—Baby stroller, very good con
Blanchard Orne has been promoted feet and it still is growing. It stands Mr. and Mrs. P. D. Starrett the first
visiting her daughter has returned ceeds are to go toward furnishing rent communication from my old- or business opportunity, adjacent to schools, dition, also boy's overcoat, 7 year alee, like
from mate to staff captain of the beside a pump station.
of the week. ’
a victrola for the school.
time schoolmaster F. O. Young, in bis hospital, and centrally located. Inquire new. MRS W. 8. CROSS. Tel. 1D43-R.
home.
Soot and smoke from locomotives
Vanderbilt yacht Ara. Reddington
131*133
The topic for The Wednesday eve
REAL ESTATE. 32 t'nion St
76th year and still going strong. His EASTERN
Mrs. J. C. Robinson spent Wednes
Robbins who has been second mate carrying passenger trains out to ning meeting at the Baptist Church
Rocklat^ Tel. 818.
133-138
FOR SALE—Potatoes, beets, turnips and
account
of
“
Some
Mighty
Men
of
WHEELER'S
BAY
day
with
her
aunt,
Mrs.
Ada
Jenkins
has been advanced to mate. The their connections with the ferryboats is “Blindness.''
TO LET—One three-room, newly furnished several kinds of apples. Russets for eooktag
Hope was very Interesting. They apartment. Main St., Thomaston, centrally and mincemeat, sweets. Rpys end Starks for
Mrs. Adrian Kinney and daughter
yacht is coming to New Ixjndon to go blow on the vine day and night, but
Br. and Mrs. Justin Ames of
Mrs.
Floyd
Barnes
and
daughter
certainly
performed
mighty
deeds
located
inquire 32 C.NION ST., Rockland eating and baking. <'sll Rockland 87-M for
into dry dock. After cleaning and it is heavily hung with ripening to Friendship were weekend guests of Corinne have returned to Wiscasset
spent last Monday with her mother, while under the Influence of that fa Tel. 818.
133-135 prices. RALPH P. CONANT A SON, South
Her mother Mrs. Ardie Thomas ac
painting it will return to New York matoes. To harvest them, residents Miss XI. Grace Walker.
Hope.
130-tf
Mrs. Mossman. of Thomaston.
TO LET—New apartment of four rooms and
mous beverage. New England rum.
companied them.
and from there will go to Miami, Fla. of the vicinity who like tomatoes
FOR SALE—R. t. R. pullets. 32 each. W.
bath, unfumi-tied. Apply to 89 PARK ST.
Hilliard Spear has had a Kolster
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Clifford
Dennison
and
They
not
only
cut
trees
for
keels,
hut
Among the teachers who attended have to climb a step ladder.
Mrs. John Barter of Wallston was
133-tf A. PAUL, Rockport. Tel. Camden 264-4
radio set installed at his home.
they also cut them for spars in the
139*134
the recent State convention in Port
the guest of her granddaughter. Mrs, son qpent Bunday in Thomaston.
TO LET—Two rooms for light housekeeping,
Mr. and Mrs. N. B. Eastman are ex
Arthur
Palmer
of
Guilford
motored
town
of
Hope.
It
is
related
how
a
FOR SALE—Rousting chickens. 3 to 4 lbs.,
land was Miss Lorinda Grne of
Alfred Hocking recently.
nr ritotners. with bath and ail Improvements.
SOMERVILLE
pected
home
from
Massachusetts
Sat

here
and
spent
the
weekend
with
J.
farmer
felled
a
tree
for
a
spar
one
Call 312-M. 37 WILLOW ST.
131*133 35c lb., delivered during tills Week and nett,
Thomaston. Miss Grne is one of 12
Capt. Wallace Brown is on a few
Mrs. Florence Bean was a recent urday. Mr. Eastman is gaining stead
also a few broilers. T. J. FOLEY. -Lake ire.
winter afternooij and when he had
S. Allard and family.
3*
TO LET—Tenement on Linden St with Tel. 352-22.
teachers in the Madison High School. visitor of Mrs. Caro Turner.
days' vacation.
129-U
ily
from
his
recent
illness.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harry
Allard
and
finished
trimming
It
darkness
had
garage, electric llgnts and hath. .No children
She teaches biology and history.
.
Mr.
land
Mrs.
Wilfred
Robinson
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Turner re
FOR SALE—1927 Light Six Nash conA?'
•Jr----JAMBS
FISh'E.
64 Mechanic St.
130-tf
few
Frank
Lehan
is
home
for
a
children
and
Mrs.
Abbie
Allard
were,
fallen.
The
next
morning
he
sent
There are 850 pupils in the school. cently visited Mr. and Mrs. C. F.
spent Thursday in Rockland.
Excellent condition. Driven only 6,960 miles.
TO LET—-Unfurnished apartment. Inquire New spare tire. Bargain for cash. Tel.
in Cushing Sunday and visited Mr. his son. a husky lad, with the steers
The High School building is a new- Brown and Mrs. Fannie SlcGown at days from Manchester, N. H.
i
t
12
K.NOX
ST
Tel.
579-W.
__________
126-tf
Union 18-11. R. E. PAYSON, East Union.
and Mrs. Emery Hart. Mr. Hart who to draw It to tide water. The tree
one built at a cost of $250,000 and the Corner.
129*134
TO LET—Tenement over Kennedy's store at
WEST APPLETON
Education Week Plani
has been seriously ill from the effects had emliedded itself tn the snow and
Miss Orne is pleasantly situated and
the
Brook,
entrance
from
rear.
Inquire
P. L.
Mrs. Rose Clement and family of
FOR SALE—Two hundred more 8. U. R 1.
of a gravel pit fail is gaining slowly. frozen In. The husky lad fastened HAVENKIt Tel. 792.
At a teachers' meeting held recent
Miss
Minnie
Light
and
Mrs.
Cora
131-tf
is finding pleasure in her work.
R. pullets, ready to lay.
M>PLBCRB8E
Hallowell were Sunday visitors of
IWllbur Dennison who has had em the chain around the small end of
ly plans for Education Week were Grinnell of Appleton visited Mr. and
The Relief Corps will meet with their relatives at George Fuller's
TO LET—Store at 19 Tillson Ave. Applv FARM, Union road. Warren, Me. Tel. 8-31.
ployment In Nobleboro has returned It. gave the order "Whohish!' and to GEORGE M. SLMAIO.NS. Tel. 4-W. 131-tf
made. Last year the School Exhibit Mrs. J. S. Bryant recently.
128*133
Mrs. Dora Comery Monday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Tracy were at
the chain slipped off.. He then cut
was held and a fine -musical program
Mr. and Mrs. Tracy Harriman and home.
FOR SALE -Firm 75 tores known as tl
There will be matters of importance F. A. Turners Sunday.
Lovejoy farm on the Hosmer pond road. 2
Vernard Barhes who is attending a scarf in the tree, gave the steers
was given. This year speaking con family of Liberty were Sunday
to be discussed.
Miscellaneous
Mr. and Mrs. G. L. Fuller and chil
miles front Camden, nice poultry farm i
The Henrys place on Beechwoods dren visited at E. J. Howard's in tests will be held at each school one guests of Mr. and Mrs. XL E. Harri Rockland Commercial College spent the gad. the chain held and the
YARNS—Of pure wool worsted for hand truck farming; large two story house end out
steers pulled the heart out of the
the
Weekend
with
his
parents.
afternoon
during
the
week
and
the
man.
street has for a quarter of a century Palermo Sunday.
knitting, also rug yarns for hooked rugs. 50c buildings. In nice condition; nice welt ef
two best speakers will be chosen
J. S. Allard and son Harry are tree, leaving only the shell, and of 4 oz. skein. Order sent C. O. D. Write for water; plenty of wood and pasture; the
Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Bartlett and
furnished gravel for the streets of
Sidney L. Tibbetts of Brooks, the
elm tree In the county stands di
These chosen Mrs. Edith Bartlett spent Sunday in working in Rockland for a few days no use for a spar. History does not free samples today. Ask about wool blankets. largest
Thomaston. A visit to the pit Thurs McNess dealer, was in town Wed from each school.
rectly bark of the house. HASKELL A
record whether the-.steers had any CONCORD WORSTED MILLS, Dept. 42 W, CORTHELL.
speakers from each of the grade and Frankfort. Mrs. Lois Bartlett reti^n- for Harold Waldron.
Camden. Tel. 23B-11.
123-6
day gave evidence of the immense nesday.
Concord.
X.
II.
lWI-Sat-147
rural schools will meet at Glover hall ing home with them.
Miss Lida Elwell of Portland is thing to drink stronger than water
FOR
SALE
—
Ten
acre
field,
one
half
mile
quantities of gravel and rocks which
Our mail carrier. L. L. Proctor, is
FOOT EXPERT—Fallen arches, corns, bun
J. E. Robinson is spending a few spending a few days with her aunt with their morning meal.
from Rockport village; cute 19 tons of hay;
have been taken out this season. It taking his vacation and H. F. Mer for a final contest Friday evening
When he taught at Tenaris Harbor, ions, all foot troubles corrected. Advice free. large barn and garage, nearly nepr. Wood
of
the
following
week.
Nov.
18th
days
in
Camden.
Mrs. Carrie Maker.
Fen measured—shoes to fit any fool. THE
has been used for filling at the Wads rill is substituting for him.
and lumber lot for sale at Hosmer Fond, let
During the contest at the hall each
Mrs. Ruby Adams of Liberty vis
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Richardson, about 1879-86, F. O. was some husky qt ALIT5' SHOE STORE, next to bank (open of big oak and pine and a Jot of hard wood.
worth street bridge and 1500 yards
Friends of C. F. Brown will regret
evenings).
Waldoboro, Me.
131*133
himself.
As
an
illustration
of
his
of the grade schools will give musi ited her sister, Mrs. Hazel McLain and family have gone to Trenton for
Some nice cottage lota on this land. BASK- 1
went into the building of the State to hear that he Is in very poor health.
strength J relate this little incident REFINISHING CARS by spray system, any ELL A CORTHELL. Phone 238-11 Camden. 1
cal selections under the direction of last week.
a few days.
H. C. Brown is having a kerosene
aid road, besides thousands of loads
color; storage. J. A. STEVENS & SON. Me125-tf
of
the
old
red
schoolhouse
days.
The
Mrs. Vlnal.
Mrs. Lucy Tasker of Concord, N
Clayton Dennison celebrated his
Ixitid St. Tel. 241-M or 13-AI.
130*132-tf
for private purposes. There is now- tank Installed at his store.
FOR SALE—Ready made poultry farm, two
The contests at Malcolm and H., Is spending a few days with her first birthday Nov. 1. .He is the son two Berts (Pierson and Davis) sit
NOTICE-—We are again ready to take orders miles from Rockport village; five acres; ntqe
F. H. Tracey has started sawing at
in the pit a sufficient quantity of
In the front row. They had their
Hinckley Corner Primary schools granddaughter Mrs. R. W. Bartlett of Clifford Dennison.
for finest quality mincemeat, $1.25 gal; 46c house, barn and hen house; 59 hens, one
rocks to build better streets than the his portable mill on Clark's Moun will be held Tuesday afternoon Nov
beads together, whispering. F. O. per qt. In returnable jars. RALPH P. Jersey
cow, three tons of hay, farming toola,
The
“
Crazy
Lunch
”
party
who
have
town has ever had if it were properly tain.
tiptoed down the aisle, grabbed one CONANT & SON, South Hope. Tel. Rockland nice kitchen range and telephone In the house.
8. At all other schools, Grammar
been meeting from house to house with his right, the other with his 67-51.________
SOUTH
THOMASTON
136-t f Big trade. HASKELL A CORTHELL. Tel.
fitted. Buy a crusher! Arthur J.
Intermediate. Libby, Pleasantville
every Week motored to Mrs. Arthur left, Iiy the scruff of the neck, lift
12S-tf
Norman K. Burns
TRUCKING ANO JOBBING of all kinds, 238-11 Camden.
Henry, the present owner, was busily
Thirty little friend's in costume and
and Oyster River, the contesbt wlil
FOR 8ALE—-Soft wood elibe. »tqre leB^h
Norman K. Burns of Friendship! be held the 9th. Parents and mends masked enjoyed a delightful Hallo Dennison’s this week and 13 sat down ed them out of the scat and threw Go any where night or day. B. W. JEWELL.
engaged building an addition to a
Glencove Tel. 135.
129*134 $8 per cord In Rockland; $7 in Thn
hen-pen. He has 350 of the poul died Oct. 26. Twenty years ago he are urged to visit schools during the ween party Oct. 28 at the home oC to a nice dinner; and three quilts one into the middle of the floor, the
THE SKOWHEGAN INDEPENDENT RE and $6 In Warren. Also first quality fitted
were
tied
out.
The
company
left
late
otiier
on
top
of
him.
Scared?
Some.
was
well
known
in
Thomaston
where
wood or junks. L. C. .wAcy awn
try kind.
week to witness the regular school Mrs. Maynard Jackson. The host and
PORTER is for sale at J. F. CARVER'S. hard
I worked in the shipyard at Cam Rockland
132*tf ren, Me.
Emerson Smith and Miss Christine for foui^ years he sailed as captain work. It is hoped that every parent hostess were Beverlie Jackson and In the afternoon and report the best
FOR SALE—'Hard wood, fitted for stove or
Moore motored to Lisbon this week. of the Washburn Bros, yacht Se in town will visit school some day Master Parker Jackson. The rooms time yet. If anyone has work to do den in 1884, not on the vessel, but in
MAIL ORDERS—Ladles' silk and wool hose,
HAROLD PEASE, Warren, Me.
Mrs. Helen Smith left for Portland gochet. His fine manner and kindly during the week. The number of were prettily decorated in festive col in this line call on the Crazy Lunch the store, and I well remember F. very pretty shades, silver and black, beaver furnace.
Tel
19-21.
124*13$
ran, grain, gray, beige and dark tan.
Friday. Mrs. Smith will spend the disposition made many friends for visitors at each school and the name ors fitting the occasion, and the little party and have it done right up in O.'s father. "Holly” (H. M.) Bean, and
Send $1 06 for 1 pair, $1.85 for 2 patr.
FOR SALE—GoodI mrnace
furnace wood la
Is our spe
sp 
good
shape.
and
he
used
to
have
some
merry
him in Thomaston. The surviving of the pupils securing the largest folks enjoyed a number of games that
winter elsewhere.
RAWLEY'R HOSIERY SHOP. 12 High St.. cialty. 814.00 delivered. RALPH F. OONANT
quips, especially about young pigs. Rockland. Me.
115*tf A SON.
123-tf
The Sewing Club had dinner at the member of the company in whose em number of visitors will be reported afforded a great deal of fun. At
It pays the farmer well to clean I never saw any liquor around the
BARKER S POEMS—A copy In excellent
Community Sweet Shoppe, South ploy he sailed speaks highly of him in the Courier-Gazette, upon whose o’clock lunch was served by Mrs.
FOR SALE—Used dining room suites; goad
condition for asle. Also a copy of "Begin condition.
his wheat, says the United States De yard the summer I was there.
C. A. EMERY. 28 Pacific St.
as a man and an officer. He had kindness we so much depend.
Hope, Thursday.
Sprague and Mrs. Jackson consisting
nings of Colonial Main*." R. T PATTEN Tel. 518-M or 436-M.
123-tf .
Them
was
the
happy
days,
when
partment
of
Agriculture.
Not
only
Donald llanly will arrive home been bred to the sea and like his
Skowhegan.
*
118-tf
o€ hot cocoa, cake and fancy cookies
they
worked
hard,
drank
deep,
and
FOR
8ALE
—75 pair of steel arch supports
does
the
clean
grain
command
a
Cupid would have a snap if things and last but not least the Halloween
Monday from Charleston, S. C. He father and brothers was a successful
WHEN IN NEW YORK—Remember that similar to the $3.00 kind for $1.99. McLAIN
writes of Charleston: "A beautiful old master mariner. Capt. Burns was a were so arranged that all the moon cake. I ach little tot received a favor higher average price than the same when they came to the table it was you. can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette, SHOE STORE.
-nUf
grain before cleaning, but the dack- not “what yer got?" but “How with the home news, «t Holaling'a News
town; the harbor is wonderful; lots very intelligent man. a great reader light came in summer.
FOR SALE—A pretty home and !t ± mod
in the form of a small -basket filled iage obtained has a farm feeding value much yer got?”
Agency. 368 West 46th St.
24 if
Bozc
ern. and located In the heart of the rity-a
of battleships and destroyers here; liberal in his views and always tol
with candies and peanuts.
At 4 that Is roughly comparable to oats
Somerville, Mass.
only $2500—half cash, balance 3 yean.
the hotel is at the water's edge: love erant towards those who differed with
o’clock the party dtspersed, all hoping In composition. During 1926 dockage
Compare It with some bv’ng shown at $5099
him. Nature endowed him with a
ly weather, likg our September.”
and $6000. FREEMAN Y/UNG. Realtor. Tel
they cou-ld meet again at Parker’s sold locally at country points at an
Dairy rows being fattened for
714-M.
Mitf
At a special convocation of Henry manly form and an attractive face.
next Halloween.
You have in a Guardian
slaughter should be handled and fed
tr rttead mortieiet.
average price of about $16 a ton.
FOR SALE—Ware on west side of Maple
Knox Chapter, R. A. SI.. held in Ma About two and one-half years ago
HARRY
BERMAN.
Memorial an expression of
in much the same manner as beef
Juice Cove, about 16 miles from Thomaston,
sonic hall Oct. 28 the following offi he suffered a paralytic shock from
eternal beauty, peace and
animals. Cows giving milk should
good 8tate rosd, buddings In good repair, 21
123 Mala SL, Reset |, RStklaad. Tel. 381.
cers were installed: Samuel H. Reed, which he ne.ver recovered. He is sur
STATE
OF
MAINE
acres land, shore privilege. Inquire R. B.
be dried up. The best ration to feed
security. Fashioned by mas
OfflM of the State Hilhway Cemmiuion
FILLMORE. 85 Park 8t„ Rockland.
113-Th-tf
II. P.: Ilollie Harrington. K.; A. D. vived by his wife Nora (Cushman)
would depend upon the condition of
ter craftsmen from z selected
UNION
PCBLH'
NOTICE
Davis, scribe: R. W. Walsh, treas Burns, daughter Muriel Burns; a.
Whereas. W. II. Frost of Gardiner, and 1688 the cows and the feeds available.
Barre
Granite,
it
is
protected
LADIES—Reliable stock of heir goods at
urer; C. E. Oliver, secretary; W. C. brother. Capt. James Burns of Friend
others,/ have tiled with the IState Highway Corn Is one of the best fattening
Ihe Rockland Hair Store, 236 Main 8t. Mall
forever by a Jones Brothers
Commission petitions of tlie following tenor
Lenfest. chaplain; W. B. Matthews, ship; a sister, Mrs. Blanchard Orne,
feeds,
and
if
fed
with
a
legume
hay
orders solicited. HELEN C. RHODES. 131-tf
Plans
for
Education
week
were
"We,
the
undersigned,
respectfully
Guarantee Bond.
C. of H.;Dr. SL C. Stephenson. P. S.; and a niece, Miss Lorinda Orne of
or some concentrate rich in protein
FARMS. COUNTRY HOMES. COTTAGES
petition the Maine State Highway Com
discussed at a recent teachers' meet
M E. Wentworth, R. A. C.; Ralph A. Thomaston. Funeral services were
mission for the construction of a State
and eatates; up-to-date property. In the gar
such as cottonseed meal or linseed-oil
ing and as a result speaking contests
den
spot of Milne—Penobscot Bay. Write
highway
leading
from
Lewiston
through
held
Saturday,
the
pastor
of
the
Carroll. M. 3d v.: C. E. Cutting. SL 2d
meal, dry dairy cows should fatten.
will be held at all schools during the
Sabattus, Wales, Monmouth, Litchfleld,
us what you want. ORRIN J. DICKEY. BelPlumbing and Heating
Episcopal
Church
of
V.; G. W. Wood. M. 1st V.; C. E. Methodist
fa.sl,
Maine.
131-tf
Spea-'s
Corner,
West
Gardiner,
Gardiner,
week. The two best speakers from
Randolph. North Pittston, 'North WhiteCrawford. S. S.: H. B. Bucklin, J. S.; Friendship officiating. The bearers
You need only one kind of flour
ROCKLAND,
MAINE
each school will meet at town hall
O
F
?r
®
ALE
~
1
'
1
8ht
room
house
at
121
field.
to
Jefferson,
connecting
witli
Route
G. A. Moore. Sentinel Tile installing were William Bramhall, Elbridge
when you have HARDESTY PEER
Rankin St. with 16 seres of land and two
Telephon* 988-W
for a. final contest Saturday evening
101 at Jefferson, to Rockland, as deslgbarns. EDWARD J. HELLIKR. Tel 43-M."
LESS.
—
adv.
*
124-S-tf
officers were William C. Lenfest as Wincapaw, Bert Murphy anti Albert
142-every
Sat-tf
nated
by
blueprint."
of the following week. The contests
Now. Therefore, public notice is hereby
grand H. P.; William B. Matthews, Morton. Interment was in the Davis
at most of the schools will be held
given that the Commission will hold a public
/0R SALE—Dry soft fluid tithe, fill dff
GUARDIAN MEMORIALS
grand C. of IL; Edward O'B. Bur Point cemetery.
Wednesday afternoon. Parents and re-hearlng on Oils petition at its office In
herd wood, also lumber. T. J. CARRDLL
At the Methodist Episcopal Church
gess, grand chaplain. A delicious
friends are urged to visit schools Augusta. Maine, on Wednesday, November 9,
Tel. 283-21 Rocklsnd. F. O. Thomaston. 131-tf
C* jj
Melt in spoon; inhale vapors;
THE DIAMOND'BRANO. A
clam stew and cigars followed the morning worship at 10.30; Sunday
during the week to lee the regular 1927, at 11.60 A. ,M.. at which re-hearing all
apply freely up nostrils.
those Interested in or opposed to the laying
school at 12; Epworth League service
Installation cereOnonies.
Pills in Red and Gold metallic*
school work. The number of visi out
E. A. GLIODEN & CO.
of said highway as a State highway will
L.R.CAMPBEU
boxes, sealed with Blue Ribbon. . .
at 6: preaching service at 7. The
tors at each school and the names of have an opportunity* to be heard.
Waldoboro, Me.
Thursday
evening
meeting
will
be
a
CLYDE
H
SMITH,
the pupils securing the largest num
Special at the A. & P. store Thurs
Attorney at Utw
CHARLES MURRAY.
Authorized Distributors
ber of visitors will be reported
day. Friday and 'Saturday, ten pounds union service at the Congregationall
years known as Best, Safest, Always Reliable
EDWIN T ( LIFFORD.
Knox County Court Houg*
through The Courier-Gazette.
SOlDBYDOGISrSEVEWWERE
sugar for 61 cents.
132-133 Church at 7 o'clock.
133-lt
Stale Highway Couuuuaiuu.
ROCKLAND, MAINS

Prices $81.00 Up

A

MAINE FURNACE COMPANY

In Everybody’s Column

WANTED

Strictly Fresh Eggs

DOAN’S

Burnham Brothers

Braided Rug Makers

n.

LOANS °"

“““

L. W. McCartney

LIEAD COLDS

8I

VISIW

CHICHESTER S PILLS

^very-Other-Day

BE

SOCIETY

In additional to personal notes recording de
partunea and arrivals, thia department espedaily desires Information of social happenings, parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by
mall or telephone will be gladly received.
I

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, November 5, 1927.
The Progressive Literary Club will TJ3ES FOR CRAR M'FAT
meet with Mrs. Annie Simmons Tues-1
___
day afternoon at 2.30. The topic for
_
current events will concern Armistice W hy INot Let Best Out of
Day.
The
reading
of "Macbeth" wilt
.
... ..
... .
What Grows On Our
oegin with tne tnira act.
_

___ „

.. .

*

...

.

,

Page Seven

A Feast of Values for You !

Shores.

«*

William Pratt is ill at Knox HosTELEPHONE ........................................... 770 Pltal

in view of the fact that Knox
One half of the oranges, lemons, may change their color. When first
i County has a crab meat factory and and grapefruit in the United States detected, the mildew should ba
Mrs.
M.
E.
Sacker
entertained
at
large
quantities
of
this
sea
food
are
are packed and marketed by coopera washed off with soap and warm
The annual meeting of the Country
Cluf> will be held Tuesday evening her home at The Highlands Friday J consumed In this vicinity, the follow- tive associations.
water, or simply wiped off with a
afternoon
with
a
dinner.
The
guests
Ing
—
written
by
Stella
Elizabeth
De• * • «
with supper at 8 o’clock, followed by
moist cloth and the leather well
lar.d
—
Is
worthy
a
place
in
the
scrap

a business meeting and auction. Mrs. were Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Smith, Mrs.
The successes of cooperative market dried. It Is better to prevent mil
books of our skilled cooks:
ing associations are as wide as the dew by keeping the shoes in a wellElmer Crockett has the supper In A. J. Bates and Miss Emma Shields.
» • • •
intelligence and integrity of mana ventilated, dry, light place.
charge and asks that reservations he j
Crab meat Is now In season, Is gers and members who work to
• « • «
made in good season. Telephone ; Mrs. Sarah A. Moore and daughter
cheaper and consequently used more
♦ • * *
I
gether.—B. B. Derrick, U. S. Depart
24-R.
I Hazel of Boston are spending a few
than at any other time. It makes a
-----' weeks at the home of Mrs. William
ment of Agriculture.
To remove chevying gum from a
very delightful luncheon, entrees or
• • • •
washable dress, soften the stain with
Mr. and Mrs. Albert R. Havener P- Kelley on Talbot avenue.
supper dish. Also it has the added
Farm tenants for the most part, egg white and then wash.
are motoring through New York State
-----virtue of cooking quickly and may,
• * • «
in the course of a fortnight's outing.1 Mr. and Mrs. Walter G. Tihiwtts of therefore, be prepared at the table in are young men. Tenants farming in
Spices and seasonings do not sup
----j Alameda, C'allf.. sailed from Europe the electric chafing dish or grill—or 1920 averaged 39 years of age with
fl years’ experience as tenants. Of ply the body with building material
Mrs. Lena Rokes entertained Op- Wednesday and are due in Rockland if you have neither, on the electric
farmers under 25 years of age, over or energy but they are important as
portunitv Class at her home on about ten days from that date. They range.
three-fourths were tenants, but of appetizers.
Limerock street Thursday evening »’1U spend several weeks with RockCrab Meat and Mushrooms
• * * «
farmers of 65 years and over only a
with 20 members and one guest pres- land relatives before starting for
Crab meat and mushrooms is a sixth were tenants.
A wire dish drainer is a great time
ent. Musical numbers were given their western home.
« • • •
verj- delicious dish, and is particular
saver. Hot water can be poured over
by Mrs. Nellie Magune and Mrs. Lil
ly delicious for party supper or
“To control the river Is to control the china, and only the silver and
Han Joyce and readings by Mrs.
Albert R. Burpee and family ara luncheon. For four people you will the mountain." This ancient proverb glasses need be dried.
,
Clara Gregory, and an "art contest” in New Y’ork, called by the death need about one-half pound of crab was a guiding principle in the Japan
• • • •
caused much merriment. Plans were of Mrs. Burpee's brother, They meat, or about six hardshell crabs, if ese policy of erosion control and tor
Panned summer squash is fine. Cut
outlined for the annual banquet made the trip by motor.
you prefer to buy them alive and cook rent regulation as long ago as 1683. the squash in quarter inch slices,
whldh will take place the latter part I
____
them yourself.
Since that time reforestation has flour them, and brown in butter in a
of the month.
Mrs. R. R. Ludwlck of Oliver street
Melt four tablespoonsful of butter been applied extensively throughout heavy skillet until they a^p tender
----■ has had Mrs. C. A. Dolliver, Mrs. In the deep saucepan of your grill Japan as a factor of prime Import and a deep gold in color.
Mrs. Austin Huntley is in Lin- jda Simmons and Mrs. Margaret and into It stir three tablespoonsful ance in the protection of the tre
• • • •
colnville for the week, guest of rel- .Graves as guests this week.
of flour; gradually add one and one- mendously valuable rice fields of the
Instead of cooking pumpkin and
atlves.
I
____
half cupfuls of half milk and cream. empire, and in insuring the perman then rubbing it through a colander,
-----| Charles Lea*h Oullck, nationally
Season this sauce with salt, pepper ency and full utility of the water try putting the fresh pumpkin
Mrs. Tester Sherman entertained known organist, gave a recital In and a little paprika. Then add the power resource.
through a food chopper. Then it
tba Charity Cluh at her home onitlu. auditorium of the United Bap- crab meat and one-half cupful of
* * • «
cooks' quickly and time and fuel are
Beech street Wednesday afternoon. I tlst church, Topsham, last evening chopped pimento. In the broiling
I-atest figures show that farm ten saved.
The next meeting will he with Mrs. under the auspices of the Philathea compartment bro'l about ten medium ants comprise 38.6 per cent of the
• * « •
M. O. Clurdy, 86 Masonic street, Sunday School Class. A large and: size mushrooms in butter, and add total number of farm operators. The
Have you a rest corner in your
Nov. 18.
appreciative audience demonstrated those to the crab meat and let simmer percentage of tenancy in the different kitchen? Near a window with a
Its approval of Dr. Gullck's fine pro together for ten minutes. Serve on States and counties shows a wide pleasant view put a small table where
Reddington Shuman of Waldoboro gram by hearty and insistent ap toast, in patty shells or timbales.
variation. In some counties less than you can write up accounts or menus,
is in the city, called here by the plause. Dr. Gullck will be heard In
per cent of the farmers are ten sort housekeeping papers, or pre
Crab Meat Tarrapin Style
death of Orville Wood.
Rockland at the First Baptist Church
For crab meat, terrapin style, melt ants. In other counties more than pare your grocery order. (Have a
the evening of Nov. 20.
two tablespoonsful of butter over 95 per cent are tenants. Only 3 per comfortable chair here, and some sort
•
Mrs. W. E. Morgan entertained the
cent of the farmers of Maine were of a rack or shelf for cook books and
Neighborhood Club at her home at
Edward Day leaves shortly for "high” heat; in It fry two table- tenants in 1925 as contrasted with such household magazines as may be
The 'Highlands Thursday evening to Florida where he will spend the win spoonsful of finely shopped onion, and
glanced at while something Is cook
a pinch of parsley? .Wlhen done re 68 per cent in Mississippi.
. meet Mrs, W. J. Rapp of Bridgeport, ter.
• • • •
ing. If space permits the darning bag
move the onion and parsley and add
Conn. Music and sewing made the
Shoes kept in a warm, damp, and or any pick-up sewing may be
1 evening an enjoyable one. Buffet
A surprise party was given by Mrs. one and one-halt cupsful of crabmeat dark place are almost certain to kept handy here. too. The table
'* lunch was served
-x Rodney Brasier and Mrs. Lester Her and three tablespoonsful of cooking mildew. Mildew probably will not should have a small drawer if pos
rick Thursday evening at Mrs. Her sherry. Let cook for three or four seriously harm the shoes unless It Is sible. where the housekeeping purse
Ruth and Eleanor Harper, daugh- rick's home on Elm street for Miss minutes, and then add one-half cup
allowed to remain too long, but it ‘ may be accessible but out of sight.
- ters of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Harper. Doris Brasier whose marriage Is one ful of cream, three yolks of eggs,
Gurdy street, entertained several of of the coming events. Bridge occu beaten lightly, and season with salt
to 23 questions, such as 'Do you wake
their playmates at a Halloween party pied the evening, honors falling to and cayenne. Serve as yap would
THE NEW PASTIME
up despondent?’ ’Are your mistakes
_ Tuesday evening. The rooms and re- Mrs. Karl O’Brien. Mrs. Evie Perry the crab meat and mushrooms.
your own fault?’ ‘Do you think the
• freshment tables were attractively and Miss Lottie Skinner. Following
Crab Meat Au Gratin
“Soul Searching" Succeeds average woman is out for all she
decorated in Halloween trappings, refreshments Miss Brasier was pre
Make one and one-half cupsful of
■i
XT/
J D
l
j lean get?’ and ‘Do women shirk?’
and the usual stunts and games In sented with several pieces of silver. cream sauce and season with salt and
the Cross W ord ruzzle and when they sprang that last one on
t keeping with the season were en
paprika. Mix with one cupful of crab
me I was at my wit’s end. I couldn't
The Knickerbocker Class will de meat and turn Into a shallow gratin
joyed by the youngsters.
Question Book.
___
reply Shirk what?’ The answer had
vote Its attention tomorrow noon to dish or pan. Sprinkle generously
to be yes or no. I couldp’t say ‘Yes,
The Woman's Association of the "The Divisions of Protestantism.”
with grated domestic cheese and bits
New . York, with its insatiable women shirk, but men shirk-just as
Congregational "Church will serve
of butter. Place in broiling com craze for new pastimes, has taken , much, or mdre.’ I compromised byMr. and Mrs. Ralph Daggett who partment of your grill and cook until
> supper In the vestry Wednesday
' evening at 6.30 with this committee were called here by the death of cheese melts and turns golden brown. up the latest fad book with increased I answering ‘Yes.’ As a result of the
avidity. Last year had its run of I ln<luissitttjn I landed in catagory
in charge: Mrs. A. L. Whittemore, George K. Merrill have returned to
145, made up largely of
chairman. Mrs. A. S. Littlefield. Miss their home In Glen Falls, N. Y. They
In spite of the heavy storm, Rev. cross-word, puzzles and question i( Number
cyRlc9 disl,,usloned men-about-town
Lois Keene. Mrs. F. R. Spear, Mrs. C. were accompanied by Mrs. Merrill and Mrs. C. A. Knickerbocker and
Now psychoanalysis has and their ilk.’’
M. Kalloch, Mrs. N. T. Farwell, Mrs. (Mr. Daggett's rfiother) who will eight delegates from the Rockland books.
'Tve pot your Number” is the
K. B. Silsby, Mrs. E. K. Leighton, spend several weeks with them.
Y. P. C. U. motored to Dexter yes come into the parlor.
Mrs. W. S. White, Mrs. R. W. Bick
After a whole summer season of work of Doris Webster, author, and
terday where they attended a "pep”
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Rapp of Bridge banquet given by the Dexter organ furtive rumors concerning the in Mary A. Hopkins, psychologist. It
ford, Mrs. E. C. Moran, Jr., Mrs. C.
port. Conn., who have been guests of ization, reporting on their return an genious method by which this new consists of 25 questions for men and
YV, Sheldon.
Mrs. W. E. Morgan at the Highlands enthusiastic gathering and a rous “soul searching” pastime is made Ian efI,,al number for women. These
♦
■
Mrs. Ella Grimes left this morning for the week, left this morning. ing good time. The Rockland group possible, the book was published iate i <*ues4tlon«’ " hen answered either
for (Boston where she will spend a Mrs. Rapp will remain in Boston for included: Rev. and Mrs. Knicker last week. It is called ‘ I’ve Got Your Positively or negatively, are supweek, Mr. Rapp continuing to bocker, Stanley Snow, State Presi Number!” and hears the imprint of I’0Krrt >° reveal the true character
few days prior to sailing from that
«*ort on Nov. 10 for California, where Bridgeport.
dent, Maynard Wiggln, Kenneth The Century Co.. New York. Among !ot the answerer.A key number for
Individual
is worked out on
■ she will spend the.winter.. The trip
Wiggln, Ruth Davis, Shirley McIn the first of the many well known j
Mrs. E. H. Stanton is seriously ill tire, Bernard McIntire, Almon Cooper people to fall victims of the number ba™ of hts answers. The larger
Will be made via the Panama Canal,
getters is Dr. John B. Watson, the 1 >’“*
‘he book is devoted to the
occupying 18 days, with stops at at her home at The Highlands.
and Carl Herrick.
noted American psychologist and ex- 1 innumerable analyses governed by
Havana, Christobal and Balboa.
Rev. John Dunstan has completed
»• Mrs. Grimes will spend the winter
Mrs. Ellie Chandler has closed her ponent of the Behaviorist psychol- ’ the,key numbers.
Although it is intended primarily
~ at Long Beach, Los Angeles, going to a three weeks’ campaign which hcuse in Camden, and will spend the ogy. Dr. Watson is a number 23.
Pasadena in the spring. The return marks his share of the big statewide winter In Rockland with her father, Burton Raseoc. literary critic of The a< « pastime, the publishers slate
Bookman, confesses that his number I,ba* the bonk ‘S bai’e<’ ?" S0Und |,Sy'
1_ trip will he mate by the way of Yel- drive being waged to raise 2200.000 J. J. Wardwell, 27 Fulton street.
is 234. The publishers state that ‘hology. When Interviewed on
- lowstone Park, with visits in Boulder, as a fund for retired pastors of the
they have also acquired the num- 8ub**ct' Dr Job" B. Watson refused
' Colorado and Peoria, Ill., arriving in Maine Methodist Conference. The
Dr. W. M. Spear and Dr. A. F.
entire force engaged in this work
bers of many other important people,?0 comment on the scientific value of
- Rockland the latter part of June.
Green are spending a few days at
consisted of 30 teams of two clergy
but have not yet been authorized to Ith* boolc- and Preferred to accept it
Tunk Pond.
make them public.
1 as the worthy "accessor of the quesThirty members of the B. P. W. men each. Mr. Dunstan was assist
Frank Sullivan, in his column in ! tion book in the delectation of the
Club greeted the State president. Mrs. ed in the early part of his drive by
Mrs. Charles H. Berry. 2d, la'st
Ellen Libby Eastman of Sanford, at Rev. Oscar G. Barnard o£ Belfast evening gave a surprise supper party the New York World, is one of the 'American Party.
---------------------the club rooms Thursday evening. and in the latter part by Rev. Milan to her husband and friends at the first to report on his own encounter ,
with the new craze. “According to I Hardesty Peerless Is an ideal flour
The rooms were prettily decorated, Smith of Berlin. N. H„ their efforts South Hope Sweet Shop,
the rules of the game," he writes, j for all kinds of cooking and baking.
the Halloween idea being carried out. being confined to Hancock and Pe
nobscot counties. The campaign is
124-S-tf
1 Following the supper served by Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Bird have been "I had to' answer either yes or no —adv.
fo- three-year pledges, and the
Susie Davis, there was a short busi
with
friends
on
a
gunning
trip
which
amount already raised Is $125,000.
ness meeting, at which plans for a
took them over the Mohawk Trail.
public auction In the near future
Mrs. W. II. Rhodes, Mrs. Geneva
were made. A club bowling team
Virginia and Dorothea 'Merriam
Huke and Mrs. Charles Rose and son
was discussed, and a vote was cast
entertained 12 of their little friends
David were visitors in Portland this
Monday afternoon at a Halloween
to keep open house each Thursday
week
evening for the members. The re
party, the occasion being also the
observance of their 8th birthdays.
mainder of the evening was given
A supper and auction party was
NOW PLAYING
over to Mrs. Eastman who gave an given by Mrs. Ruth Till and Mrs. The living and dining rooms were
interesting account of her trip to the Charles H. Berry 2d Thursday even decorated in orange and black, with
DOUGLAS MacLEAN in “SOFT CUSHIONS’
national convention in Oakland. Calif, ing at the home of Mrs. Till at 'South Mack cats, bats, owls and witches
last July. Mrs. Kastman was accom Thomaston, under the auspices of the in evidence. The time was spent in
AND
panied by Miss Shaw, an officer of specialty and tea room committee of playing Halloween games until the
the Sanford B. P. W. Club. Six new the Unlversalist fair. Twenty-four all-important hour for refreshments.
WARNER BAXTER in “THE COWARD"
members were voted into the club— guests were prtsent, prizes falling to The place cards were a novelty of
• Misses Ruth Wass, Evelyn Gohlke, Mrs. W. H. Rhodes and Frank Tlrrell. whistles and place cards combined.
Conventionality was thrown to the
MONDAY-TUESDAY
’ Alice Dlngley, Glenna Gorrle, L.
winds and It was amid much merry
t Marian Makinen and Helen Burns.
Mrs. Fred Veazle returns today din that the little folks partook of
from Portland where she has been for the refreshments, which Included a
Mrs. Minnie Cross will entertain the the week.
LET MY
cake with 16 candles. The merry
Thimble Club at her home, 27 Chest
FAME
makings
were
concluded
by
the
nut Street, Monday evening, with picMiss Lucy Rhodes entertains the
fc nlc supper built around a choice cut Cardinal Club at her home. 222 Cedar drawing of favors of miniature chocLIVE IN
plate pumpkins, and witches’ goodies
of venison.
street, this afternoon.
THIS GREAT
from a huge Jack o’ lantern. The
little hostesses were the recipielnts
The IWawcnock Club will meet
PICTURE
Mrs. Grace Daniels, charlman of
■ Monday evening with Mrs. Henry J. the Unlversalist fair which takes of many pretty birthday gifts. Mrs.
Merriam
was
assisted
by
Mrs.
John
says—
e< Keating. 52 Mechanic street. Papers place Nov. 16, assisted on the general
• on Ancient Rome and the cities of committee by Mrs. Angelica Glover, G. Snow In entertaining.
Florence and Milan will be given by Mrs,. Ella Bird, Mrs. Susie Davis,
Miss Ethel Upham of the Rock
Mrs. Susie Davis and Mrs. Cora Rev. C. A. Knickerbocker, Stanley
land Commercial college has a posi
Smith.
Snow, Arthur Lamb and M. E. Wbt
tion In the office of the Benter Crane
ton, announces the following chair
m‘.
The Chapin Class will have a sup- men and committees: Rev. C. A. Company.
per in the vestry Tuesday evening Knickerbocker, country store; Miss
The Neighborhood, Supper Club of
with the following committee in Maude Pratt, cake table; Mrs. Hester
• charge: Mrs. Ella Crie, chairman, Chase, kitchen; Mrs. Lillian MdRae. the Northend observed Halloween
Miss Blanche Magee. Mrs. Eda Mar dining room; Mrs. Julia Burpee, Ice with a costume supper and birthday
shall. Mrs. Georgia Cross. Mrs. Gladys cream; Mrs. Daisy Bird and Mrs. Ella party at the home of Mr. and Mrs
J. A. Jameson, the prize for costume
Orff, Miss Edna Payson and Miss Perry, aprons; Miss Beatrix Flint,
failing to A. J. Bird.
Hattie Parmalee.
handkerchiefs: Mrs. Martha Feeney,
dining room linen; Mrs. Nora Cooper,
Invited, supposedly to spend
7
The regular meeting of the Har bedroom linen;
Mrs. 'Ella Bird, quiet evening with a friend, Miss
mony Cluh was held in the B. P. W. kitchen linen; Mrs. Ruth Bird and Harriet Ames started for North
rooms Wednesday evening, with good Mrs. Florence t-umb, specialty shop Main street Thursday night with
attendance. The evening was de- and tearoom; Mrs. Mary Messer and her sewing basket.
On arrivin,
v voted largely to business and to Ihe Mrs. Angelica Glover, bags and nov she was surprised to find the "whole
course In music appreciation, a short elties; Miss Helen Feeney, candy: gang” there, and many mysterious
s program on Cyril .Scott being given Stanley Snow, Y. P. C. tl. table; grab packages to be opened. The occa
with illustrations by Miss Beulah bag in charge of the Junior Union.
sion proved to be a utility shower
Rokes and Miss Alcada Hall. The
given her by Miss Harriet Gfover
o club is to give a Thanksgiving dance
Lets all repair
and members of the sewing club
• in Temple hall, Nov. 2I3. the proceeds
To the Unlversalist Fair.—adv
The early part of the evening was
of which will be turned over to the
spent in sewing, and then at 9.30
community clubhouse fund. The fol
WHITE WINDS
the crowd was ushered to the dining
lowing committee are in charge:
room where a beautifully decorated
[For Tin Courier-Gazette)
Misses Mary Pratt and Mary Bird.
table awaited them with cocoa, sand
Veuela come and teaeelt (o.
— advertising; Misses Mary Bird and
wiches and cake for refreshments.
But ’tw»s found they were too alow,
Ruth Lawrence and Mrs. Natalie
Those present were: Harriet Grover,
A Modern Version
Bo they built siz-niaated ships
? Snow, decorating; Mrs. Lucy Rankin,
And then launched them down the slips.
Mrs. Alta Merchant, Arlene Chap'.es,
o. Mrs. Kathleen Marston and Mrs.
Now the vessels of that kind
Mrs. Edith Smith. Mrs. Mae Daggett,
On the ocean one can’t find.
Lorlta Bicknell, refreshments; Mrs.
Mildred Moody, Vivian Ludwig, Helen
The greatest love-classic of the century—The life
Other forces face Ihe wind.
Madeline Lawrence and Mrs. Leah
Stetson, Doris Daggett, Mrs. Clara
Steel, with power from within
Davis, tickets. The subject of the
Driven over ocean’s face;
Hewett, Mrs. Elmer Crockett and
and loves of the most vibrant beauty in all history
Faster—faster goes the pace.
«> music appreciation period was the
Harriet Ames Miss Ames has now
For the air is in the race.
art song which is the highest dedecided what all the whispering and
—Perfect cast of brilliant players, including
Overhead you see them come—
velopment of a song. The next meetIn a moment they are gone!
laughing at tho store meant; also '
Thus does modern man proclaim
r— ing will be he'd on Nov. 16, with
why Thursday night when the store i
His desire to shine with fame.
Miss Helen Feeney as chairman. The
closed that the others did seem real '
(Men and vessels cume and go
GILBERT ROLAND
subject is Massanet, and will be 11Bat the white wings art toe alow.
pleased to have her accompany them
We are "runnlag to sad fcw”
, lustrated by a paper by Mrs, Made
home. Her engagement was recent- 1
Daniel spake thus long ago!
\
line Iunvrence, piano slumbers by
ly announced! tn Clinton Rarhour of
Will the white winpt of our soul
WED.-THUR5.—RAMON NOVARRO in “THE ROAD TO ROMANCE’’
Mrs. Leah Davis and Mrs. Lucy
Beat them to the final goal?
this city.
With a Master's hind to steer
Rankin, and vocal numbers by Miss
There Is hope for all, and cheer I
Winifred Coughlin. Mrs. Carleen
The Unlversalist Fair
FRIDAY—FIVE
ACTS VAUDEVILLE
FIVE
Fred 0. Yoi
Vonng.
Nutt and M/s. Llljian. Joyce.
Will make you stare.—adv.
ban F.auelaco, Calif.

PARK

Just at the start of winter our stock

is complete with rich fabric dre3s
coats in materials of broadcloth,

suede cloth, and Lustrosas, trimmed

with furs of beaver, Jap fox, wolf
and squirrel.
Travel coats of plaid and tweed

mixtures, mushroom and shawl fur
collars of Jap Fox, Wolf and Wal
laby.

Priced at—

1

$25.00, $35.00,
$39.50 to $59.50
Others $65.00, $75.00 to $95.00

*

Sizes 16 to 48

Every one should know the value of a Printzess make coat for ladies, requiring
sizes 38 to 48, which we have sold for a number of years.

If you have never worn one you do not know their value.

Fuller-Cobb-Davis
Street Floor

WHEN WOMEN DRIVE

Larger Number Joining the
Ranks of Motordom Each
Year.
Each year sees a larger number of
women entering the ranks of organ
ized motordom, not merely as drivers
of the family car hut as owners of
their own automobiles, and this fact
Is reflected annually in a larger pro
portion of women among the mem
bership of the 939 clubs which make
up“the American Automobile Asso
ciation, according to a statement is
sued from National Headquarters of
the A A. A.
“There are many factors to indi
cate that the woman is going into
motoring with the same thorough
ness with which she has identified
herself with other spheres," says the
statement. “Her capacity for mak
ing her motoring most effective is
indicated, for instance. In the pass
ing of the conviction that it is the
woman driver who always is respon
sible for the traffic jam and the near
accident. How many times was this
judgment passed in the days when
woman was making her first appear
ance as a motorist? How rarely It
is heard today.
"As their number has increased
and their record for caution and
safe driving become generally rec
ognized, the patronizing attitude to
ward them has passed."
An analysis of records shows that
women Join motor clubs (or much the
snme reason that men do, with the
possible exception that they may
place more value initially upon the
emergency road service offered, says
the statement. The average woman
concedes that she geta the greatest
pleasure out of using her car, but
Just as readily concedes that she
does not relish the task of making
a roadside repair or even of spend
ing weary hours trying to get into
touch with any haphazard agency
that will make repairs.
That the woman looks relatively
far ahead in her motoring is indicat
ed in the fact that she can see tho
possibility of minor car troubles even
when the automobile Is new, it Is
pointed out. "Emphatic evidence is
found to substantiate this point In
connection with winter motoring."
the statement declares. "A A A.
clubs have enrolled thousands of wo
men members on the strength of the
fact that they could count on the
club’s emergency road service to help
them out of all the awkward predic
aments which are winter’s constant
threats—among them, the frozen ra
diator. the car that will not start, the
flat tire, the car that Is stuck in the

Mail and Telephone Orders Promptly Filled

mud, and the countless otiier diffi
culties of a similar nature.
"The business woman, just like
the business man, uses her car every
day In the year. She has grown to
depend upon it completely.
She
wants to be certain of its readiness
for use without delay when it is
needed. She is not able to overcome
difficulties of the character just men
tioned with the same case witli
which a man will meet them. So.
she frankly recognizes|her inabil
ity and joins the motor club."
Club records show many Instances
where the woman of the household
who owns her own car iw the one
who shows the rest of tho family
the advantages of motor cluh mem
bership, the A A. A. analysis reveals.
She joins to take advantage of every
pht.se of its program, its touring bu
reau. legal department, its Insurance,
its discounts on various necessaries
of the motorist, and its generally
helpful counsel and assistance on
everything pertaining to motordom.
"And, once a member, she makes
use of all these features of club ser
vice,” the statement says. “Using
them, she tests and proves their

advantages. As a result, clubs have
had innumerable experiences where
male members of the family have
followed the woman's lead and Joined
their local clubs.
"The woman's attitude toward the
motor cluh may be summed up in the
thought that she wants to make her
motoring experience as simple and
trouble-free as possible, to make It
generally well-rounded, so she joins
the club much for the same reason
that she Joins a parent-teacher as
sociation or some similar organiza
tion charged with an important civic
service."
Ability to swim Is a requirement for
graduation in 19 public and in 29
private aolleges and universities in
the United States, as shown by a
study of physical education in Ameri
can colleges and universities, by
Marie M. Ready, results of which
! have been published by the Interior
Department, Bureau of Education,
as Bulletin No. 14, 1927. In Dart! mouth College all first-year students
must pass the swimming test before
they are allowed to participate In
other physical activities.

==

*4 STRAND tx>
TODAY

Tom Mix

Helen Holmes

IN

IN

“The Circus Ace”

“The Open Switch”

MONDAY AND TUESDAY

iSroj. present

ZXIIORES.COSTEUO

EMPIRE
NOW PLAYING
"THE COVERED WAGON’’

MON.-TUES.

NO PLACE
TOGO
With

MARY ASTOR
AND

LLOYD HUGHES
From the story of .fllsle of Ro
mance” by Richard Connell. Sce
nario by Adelaide Hoilbron.
“HAWK OF TME HILLS”

WED -THURS—"HIGH SCHOOL
HERO" and
"THE CHINESE PARROT”

Tht tranquil beauty ef tha oU South. Thau the faah auj
roar of tha mighty arauti that tnaJa tha Civil IF<r, mitk Cva
in a flamt of heroine and renunciation...................

Bated nfon tha flayby. David Bclaaco
Directed by. Lloyd Bacon
Wilk
JABON ROBARDS

HELENE COSTELLO

Every-Olher-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, November 5, 1927.
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VOYAGING AROUND THE WORLD

| THE REALM OF MUSIC 1

An Element Not Yet Conquered

Some of the Things Seen By Miss Hilda George On Her
Trip With the Floating University.

Acid Stomach
Ruins Appetite

Gladys St. Clair Morgan
[Sixteenth Paper]

•sessasssmsss'isw; as^ziRsafa?.*
Geraldine Farrar has returned to
the public after a period of retire
ment, her first concert having been
given in Symphony Hall last week.
Warren Storey Smith covered the
concert in a frank and interesting
manner. Quoting at random:
•Seldom does a Symphony Hall
audience extend to a singer, or, for
that matter, to any artist, the
warmth of greeting that met Ger
aldine Farrar as she came upon the
stage of that auditorium to begin
her first recital there in several
seasons...................But it was a some
what changed ‘Gerry’ that Boston
saw. For wisely and courageously
Miss Farrar has decided to look the
encroaching years squarely in the
face. She does not disguise the sil
ver of her hair. Her dress, as the
costumes of prima donnas go, was
conservative. She comported her
self with becoming dignity, tempered
by graceful charm. She did not resort, as have some, to a kittenish
simulacrum of exuberant youth.”

♦ * • ♦

Miss Farrar gave but one operatic
air, from Mozart’s “Figaro.” The
lightest of her pieces came from
Bitrne, Godard, and Massenet; then
there were old airs, a German lieder,
with a Russian or two for good
measure. Mr. Smith remarked on
the commendable way In which she
adhered to such standards before a
miscellaneous audience. And also
said that she fared best ln songs of
a tripping, chattering, voluable char
acter. In these she displayed an ap
propriate archness, an infectious
gaiety and her tones flowed freely
as the composer’s thoughts.
She
was rather unfortunate with the sus
tained line, the phrase of breadth,
mounting and curving; little body,
resonance or richness in her voice,
and she seemed to lack something in
the interpretation of deeper tfiings
Her art today seems first and fore
most one of intimacy.
• ♦ ♦ •
In the Christian Leader appeared
an article "An Organist’s Sunday"
which is very apt, as he cites Inci
dents and experiences which figure
in the Sundays of any church organ
ist be he little or great. Here is one
for example: "All sorts of unlookedfor things are constantly occurring.
Suppose the choir is singing “Let
all the earth keep silence before
Him” and just then a blast shakes
the windows ominously; suppose
they are singing Gounod’s “Send out
Thy Light," and at that instant the
electric lights snap off. leaving the
church in daikness; suppose the
Words of the anthem are "Sing to
gether, sing together,” and by some
strange peversity the choir ignores
the admonition and straigthway
begins to sing apart; suppose the
minister's sermon is particularly op
timistic, emphasizing that this world
is a good place to live in, and the
choir when he sits down spoils
everything by singing a lugubrious
setting of “Earth is a desert drear.
Heaven is my home." There is a
reason why a wise preacher and a
wise organist confer on the pro
gram."

I

rustle of silk dresses or drown out
he footfalls of tardy church-goers,
its real office, or should be, is a
devotional introduction to the day of
worship. He plays an anthem or
solo which tests his ability as an ac
companist. He plays the hymns—an
art in itself—leading the whole con
gregation in song. Last of all. he
plays tlie postlude, which should sum
up in music the spirit of the entire
service.”
• * • •
Miss Kitty (Lottie) McLaughlin
writes that she has been engaged to
appear at the Brooklyn Strand for
two weeks beginning Oct. 29, singing
excerpts from “Faust,” in observ
ance of Gounod week at the theatre.
The music of "Faust” is among Miss
McLaughlin’s favorites.
We will
picture her in the long trailing robes
of “Marguerite” with a blonde wig
worn in two long braids. During
the second week she will sing the
lovely Armistice music of Victor
Herbert’s "Ode to Freedom,' which
sh“ has sung more than a hundred
times with orchestra.
Eight men
dressed as soldiers sing with Miss
McLaughlin who is dressed as a
White Sister.
• * • •
The “Old Peabody Pew,' present
ed in Rockland several times, has
created an intimate interest in this
beautiful story of Kate Douglass
Wiggins. It is to be given in the
Congress Square Universalist church
Portland, Dec. 7wwith A. L. T. Cum
mings in the role of “Justin Peabody"
Mr. Cummings has coached this play
many, many times. When it was
given here first at the Methodist
church Mrs. Ellingwood had some
correspondence with him seeking in
formation and suggestions.
• • . •
The Gilbert and Sullivan opera
“The Mikado” which the Rossini
Club of Portland was to present has
been cancelled due to illness among
the principals. It is now announced
that the Philharmonic Club of Lew
iston-Auburn are to present it in
Lewiston City Hall, Jan. 27. The
cast will be made up of local sing
ers. with Mrs. E. S. Pitcher, Mrs
Fred W. Walker and Mrs. S. Mer
ritt Farnum, committee in charge of
the opera and in charge of the mu
sic and chorus, Mrs. Frank M. Cumnings. Miss Helen Watson and Mrs
Seldon T. Crafts. Rehearsals are
to begin immediately.
• * • •
Those who have heard the youth
ful violinist, Benno Rabinof, either
n Portland at the Maine Festivals
or in Rockland at the Chapman concrets, will be interested to learn that
he makes his Carnegie Hall debut
5 soloist with the New York Phil
harmonic Orchestra, Nov. 18. Leo
pold Auer, Jiis teacher for the past
few years,’will be conductor. The
eteran teacher of Elman, Heifetz
and Zimhalist is now 82 and long
since retired from the concert plat
form and this reappearance is re
garded as a striking testimonial to
his belief in Mr. Rabinof’s endow
ment and accomplishments.

Greece
Such a day—a ripping headwind,
the deepest of deep blue seas, white
caps and spray, dim mountain ranges
of snow. Greece is behind us.
We were fortunate indeed to have
a clear sunshiny day for our arrival
in Athens. The country roundabout
is mountainous and very lovely, and
no other atmospheric conditions
would set off the ruins of classical
Greece so well. Modern Athens is a
rather nice tewn—broad streets,
pleasant vistas, nice parks, etc. A
good many of the new public build
ings are of the old-time architecture,
quite Imposing. Tlie cypress trees'
tall dark spires add much to the
beauty ot the city. There is a fine
row of them around the splendid re
built Stadium.
The Museum has many interest
ing archaic statues, but the best of
Greece’s treasures are ln other coun
tries. The Grecian vases and espe
cially the pottery collection were un
usually Interesting to me. We were
shown some recent excavations—a
market place, some tombs, Hadrian’s
Arch, the Temple of Jupiter, the
Temple of Theseus and then the
Acropolis.
The ruins of Athens
would best be seen before those of
Egypt, I think. The grandeur and
majesty of the antiquities of Luxor
outshadow everything else. But it
was a great satisfaction and content
ment, as well as a thrill, to see the
beautiful marble columns, golden and
white, against the incredibly blue
sky.
• • • •
Not until K— and I returned to the
Acropolis alone ut sunset did we get
the real thrill of that spot. Earlier
our attention had been somewhat
distracted by cur many travelling
companions and also by a company
of the stunnlngest soldiers in Alba
nian Guards uniform—navy blue, with
kilts faced with red, white leggings,
red shoes with turned-up toes and a
big black pompom, little red caps with
long hegvy black silk tassels. They
must have been picked men, they
were so strong and handsome. In
great contrast to most Greeks of to
day. From what we can gather,
Greece seems to be under a sort of
military dictatorship. She has an
army greater in number than our
army at present. These fellows were
most picturesque up there on the
hill.
But at sunset time all was quiet
and we wandered about drinking in
the scene. It was hard to recon
struct ancient days, up among the
temples, but not so hard when look
ing down over the cliffs at the two
amphitheaters that lie below. But
one did not need to reconstruct the
past when the sun sank low enough
to bring out the glow and life of the
marbles about us. It was one of
those bright orange and red sunsets,
making the mountains and the bays
quite transfigured, and as for the
temples, they fairly radiated in exqui
site beauty, jewel-like. Suddenly the
glow was gone, all was dead white
and cold and very still, as the Sangre
de Christo used to change ln New
Mexico, after the sun went down.
....
At noon that first day we ate at an
orphanage of the Near East Relief
in a huge old government building.
And the children entertained us.
They had a splendid band and about
16 little boys in native costume
danced. But those faces I'll never
forget. They were not children's
faces; none of them, not even the
youngest six or seven year old child,
could be placed among other children
and fall to be singled out because
of the look of having suffered and
seen suffering. Many were crippled
and scarred.
The second day six of us hired a

DOUBLE GAUGE LAW

i fact is that the lolster industry needs
NEW NUMBER PLATES
eggs in astounding numbers, in bili n
.
|
.
lions not in thousands, and these eggs
Would Provide
Immunity will not be produced until lobsters Blue On White Will Be
r
.1
l
D
Jare permitted to attain a maturity
Maine’s Color the Coming
r or the Large Breeding anj sjze that win furnish them.’
"Lobsters
I "Naturally, we expect some objecYear.
'
I tions from fishermen who will point
_
,
..
,
„ out that where lobsters are now sold
With thousands of factories going
The most important 'campaign of entirely by weight, that they wil, lose
education” ever attempted in connec out by not being permitted to take full tilt on the production of license
tion with Maine’s great lobster fishing them above 13 inches. But the aver plates for—America's 25,000,000 mo
industry, is to' be launched soon by age haulings show that lobsters be- tor vehicles in 1928, the American
Automobile Association announced
Director Horatio D. Crie, of the Sea
tween nine and 10)4 inches, are Tuesday that 42 states have adopted
and Shore Fisheries Commission
greater by 13 pet cent than lobsters a new color combination scheme,
by members of the commission and
over 13 inches long. And when it Maine's orange and blue will give
by the lobster dealers of Maine. For .
comes to egg production the sizes be piace to blue on white. As It Is a
40 years the State has had a law
tween 13 and 16 inches show 200 per nu tter In which most automobile
establishing the minimum length of
cent more than the sizes between owners are interested the complete
lobsters that may be taken from its
nine and 10 inches!
list is here given:
waters as 10)4 inches with changes
"When tlfe Sea and Shore Fisheries
Alabama, black on yellow; Arlin methods of measurements that
Commission was formed in 1918 zona, vermilion red on copper; Arhave varied this standard a quarter
there were only 1800 licenses issued kar.sas, black on deep orange; Caliof an inch or so. No restrictions
to lobstermen. Today we Issue near- fort.ia, gold on blue; Colorado, mahave been placed on the maximum
l.v 5,000! The industry is valued at roon on French gray; Connecticut,
size that may legally be taken.
between $5,000,000 and $6,000,000 an- white on dark blue; Delaware, black
“And this is the real reason for this
nually. Practically 25,000 people are on white; District of Columbia, black
campaign we are about to launch,”
dependent upon it—fishermen and on chrome yellow; Florida, orange
declared Director Crie. “Maine's sotheir families.
on maroon; Georgia, white on dark
called 10)4 inch law has aroused
"We have a law now whereby the blue; Illinois, white on maroon,
about as much discussion as any law
lobstermen are asked to bring in seed
Indiana, white on brown; Idaho,
we have on our statutes. Almost
lobsters to the dealers where they are natural brown potato on vine green,
every legislature has been asked to
paid the same rate per pound as for figures in green; Iowa, black on
change it in some way. -Western
others. Then the State collects these, white; Kansas, dark blue on white;
Maine lobstermen have for years ad
reimburses the dealer, punches a hole Kentucky, white on green; Louislvocated a nine-inch law thus making
in the seeder's tail and releases it. i ana minimum—blue on white; maxit unifoim with the laws of states
The hole prevents it from being Imum, white on dark blue; Maine,
West of us and with a majority of
brought in and sold the second time, blue on white; Maryland, white on
Canadian lobster fishing waters.
But there is a long period when the blue; Massachusetts, white on torOn the other hand, the Central and
seeds are simply maturing from est green; Michigan, white on green;
Eastern Maine fishermen, have in spawn which does not show. They Minnesota black on drab; Mlsslssclined to a retention of our 10)4 inch
never get a chance to ripen and do ‘ ippl, white on black
standard.
their important work of natural 1 Missouri, blue on orange; Mon
• ♦ ♦ •
• • • •
The Maine Music Co. sends out
propagation. So far as bringing In tar.a, black on orange; Nebraska,
And here's another: 'That mirror leaflets setting forth the qualities of
“Smacks came here from Massa
that hangs before him—how much it the Victrola. In one is a brief ar chusetts and New Hampshire ports, the seeders that come to their at- white on blue; Nevada, white on
New Hampshire,
reflects that is not down on the pro ticle “A Word About Music” which ind bought at their own price of some tention the lobstermen. as a rule, are I vermilion red;
gram. That mirror serves to keep touches on the subject in an inter fishermen, quantities of lobsters be doing very well. The double-gauge | white on green; New Jersey, white
measurement would absolutely en- ' or- light blue; New Mexico, gold on
him in touch with his little world, esting manner:
tween 9 and just under 10)4 inches.
just as another mirror kept the Lady
The musical instinct is so deeply These could not be legally caught or sure the growth of the big seeding UrJit navy blue; New York, yellow
of Shalott in touch with the outer implanted in most of us that it must sold in Maine but were of legal length lobsters and their millions of eggs to un black; North Carolina, white on
world. It is time to begin the offer have constant lyric expression. The to the Wlestward. But since we full maturity and usefulness in re- ' h’reen; North Dakota, white on
black.
ing, that beautiful duet for soprano child sings at its play: the stevedore strengthened the law by requiring stocking the sea.
• • • •
i Ohio, white on dark blue; Oklaand alto by Handel “He Shall feed at his work. Bond salesman carol foreign smacks coming into our
“Prof. Herrick was brought to homa, black on yellow; Oregon,
His Flock,” a number that always in the morning bath, and stenog waters to put up a 15,000 bond to obey
Maine to address our legislature a black on white; Pennsylvania, dark
pleases. I have played only a few raphers as their flying fingers deal
ur laws under subject of fine and
notes of the prelude when I feel in with musty affairs of trade hum forfeiture, wholesale short lobster few years ago on the lobster question. blui on orange; Rhode Island, white
stinctively that the congregation is snatches of La Boheme. The whole unping is a thing of the past. That He advocated the double-gauge law on black; South Carolina, black on
gold; South Dakota, white on dark
not altogether attentive. A glance world .sings, or listens to a song there is still some of it on a compara then as he does now.
“I have every reason to believe red; Tennessee, white on black;
in the mirror confirms my suspicions. Yet the character of that music has tively small scale nobody attempts to
other states will endorse Maine's at Texas, white on dark brown; Utah,
The janitor is coming down one of changed greatly in the past few deny.
tempt to have the double-gauge black on federal yellow; Vermont,
the side aisles. He carries a long years. Two decades ago—with the
"But now we are directly concerned
pile, which shakes and quivers and exception of a few of the largest cit with preserving our lobsters so that measurement adopted. Already I dark green on gold; Virginia, orange
have heard from Director Adams, of on black; Washington, black on
vibrates at the end, qnd every head ies—there was virtually no good mu
the industry instead of standing still the Massachusetts Fish and Game orange; West Virginia, white on
in that church is turned to watch sic to be heard anywhere in Ameri
or declining will be continually in Department, and from Superinten dark green; Wisconsin, black on
him. He goes to a window and low ca. In thousands of small towns and
creasing to insure profitable fishing dent Titcomb, of Connecticut, who orange; Wyoming, yellow on Westers the upper half, then lowers an villages, in hundreds of thousands of
for all time. I recently called a favor it.
other, and then another, with a farms, the world of good music
meeting of the members of the Sea
Walter S. Trefethen, treasurer of that 13-inch length are the ones we
creaking of cordage, with a rattle of imply did not exist. The harmon
pulleys unbelievaible, everyone watch ium and the parlor organ with their tnd Shore Fisheries Commission and the N. F. Trefethen Co., one of the must depend upon if future genera
of the Maine lobster dealers at the He advocated the double-gauge law
ing his slightest move with a strange hymns, the Silver Cornet Band with
tions are to enjoy lobsters at reason
fascination. But at last his fell its bucolic marches—these defined Falmouth Hotel to discuss the situa- oldest and leading Maine wholesale able prices. The dealers are Just as
ion.
lobster concerns, was asked his opin
work is done and he retires. The the circle of the musical horizon.
"We unanimously agreed to work ion of the doubie-guage law cam anxious as the lobstermen to preserve
eingers gain attention. The second
"People today Ihear good music
the fishery. I never knew a lobster
for
the
‘
double-gauge
’
standard
of
paign.
stanza begins and—it cannot be—he in their own homes, whenever and
dealer to retire independently wealthy.
measurement,
”
is
the
recommenda

is coming back to close the win as often as they please. And. more
"I have talked it at every oppor I have known a lot of lobstermen to
dows—someone feels a draft!"
over. they hear what they please. tion of Prof. Francis Hobart Herrick, tunity for the past 18 years," said he. become comfortably well off.
eminent
biologist,
author
of
the
Nat

• • • •
The great voices and the great or
“It's adoption means that soon the
“The present way of measuring lob
And one more: “The organist has chestras are at their beck and call ural History of the Lobster, and the general public will be able to enjoy sters was advocated by dealers, but
recognized
greatest
living
authorityto deal with the music committee The most eminent violinists and
lobsters at reasonable figures. Most it gave the lobaterman a considerably
The music committee keeps in close pianists play for them at will. The on the subject. He believes the only- of the lobster dealers have advocated better chance than they had before
touch with the congregation, and effect upon the national culture ha: law based on scientific facts and ab it for years.
with a straight 10)4 inch law. That
Familiarity with solute knowledge of the breeding
come to the organist with opinions been profound.
The great demand of the public is ]aw was changed, to obviate bad
gathered from this member and that good music has bred everywhere a habits of the lobster, should permit for the small or what we call the practices. A lot of fishermen who
regarding choir matters. Then the higher sense of enjoyment and ap the taking of everything between 9 chicken size lobsters. Those would had lobsters just a little too short to
church organist has the service on preciation. It is no longer consid and 13 inches in length. All under be lobsters, if they were legal, of from 'get by’ would give them a sharp pull.
his hands, aye, on brain and heart ered an affectation to refer to 9 inches and all over 13 inches should nine to 10)4 inches or so. Nobody
“The new law, the one in use to
as well. The minister may think he Brahms. Wagnerians are no longer be put back into the sea. If this Is wants the big lobsters over the 13- day, requires that there must be a
is running things, but of the two the regarded as potential madmen. De- done there will never be any lack of Inch or 14-inch size—the juinhos as three and one-half inch measurement
organist is just a little more im bussy-ites abound, and it is even lobsters, he says.
they are called. Those big fellows from rear of the eye socket along a
portant than the minister till the possible to attend a concert of the
are tougher and not so tasty as the line parallel lo the center line of the
sermon begins. Suppose the organ more radical moderns without wear
“I would never consent to a smaller sizes. Of course the lobster body shell to the rear end of the body
1st fails to strike the chord at just ing a beard and blue spectacles. In straight nine-inch law such as Cana men like them because of their shell.
the proper time in the antiphonal fact, affairs have come to such
da and (Western states have. That weight where they are paid by the
"Another thing Maine should have
responses; suppose he does not listen pass that the names of Mozart, Bee means
eventual
extermination. pound, but I am sure that if the I is a rearing station for lobsters. Since
attentively throughout the prayer, so thoven, and Chopin are almost as Massachusetts lobsters are practi double-gauge law were adopted the I we demonstrated that our former fish
as to strike the chord for the mu familiar to the average man as those cally fished out. Maine is the only lobstermen would be better off than hatchery methods of distributing lob
aical response the instant the “amen of our more notorious politicians.”
real lobster fishing State left. Vie they are under the present law.
ster fry amounted to nothing but a
• • • •
falls from the minister's lips. Think
“And as for the future of the In federal feeding of the food fishes, We
are holding our own, but we want to
Nina
Grieg,
widow
of
Norway's
how much versatility he must dis
increase. We want to make better dustry, there can be no argument. have done nothing along the line of
play in the different parts of the ser most famous composer, emerged business for lobstermen and for Why, we are not leaving any of the artificial propagation. Rhode Island
from
the
retirement
of
her
old
age
vice.
First, he plays a prelude,
dealers and we want to make lob breeders in the ocean now.
is very nicely demonstrating that the
Which, contrary to general opinion to play recently, before an audience sters plentiful enough so the ordi
“The real breeders are the juntbos. ti ue methods is to rear 'the lobsters
that
included
the
King
and
Queen
js not a selection to cover up the
nary man can afford to have them on Tlie female and male lobsters above to a length of two or three Inches or
accompaniments to some of Grieg's
his table. Only by greatly Increas
a point where they can have a fight
songs and her part ln his Norwegian
ing the supply can this be done. iHere
ing chance for life. The great in
dances for four hands. Mme. Grieg
is
where
we
are
making
the
fatal
crease of lobsters in Long Island
NO ONE NEED DEPRIVE
Is 82 years old.
mistake. We are quibbling over that
Sound this summer where rearing
Themselves of This Service For
1 • • •
station lobsters have been released
This Service Is To Meet Any
One of the most beautiful prima inch and a half on the minimum
for several years, proves ‘the efllaacy
Financial Need
donnas before the public is Mme measurement—tlie taking of lobsters
that have the fewest number of eggs,
of the Rhode Island method."
Maria Jeritza, who admits that she
never was an expense to her family and are paying no attention to the
ATTENTION MOTORISTS!
or a problem to nurses because of ’ eal source of supply, the large lob
illness or poor physical condition sters carrying the enormous quan
You
Must Stop For Trains and Not
‘F:om the earliest age up" Madame tities of eggs.
Expect Trains To Stop For You
"Prof.
Herrick's
table
on.
Produc

says, "1 loved open spaces. When
A rule of conduct for automobil1 was indoors the windows had to tion of Eggs, based on exhaustive
ists and others who cross railroad
experiments,
tells
the
story.
It
shows
be open even in cold weather to al
, tracks was laid down Tuesday by the
low in a good supply of fresh air that the average number of eggs
{ Supreme court in a case appealed by
from
a
9-inch
lobster
is
,7,902:
1
fl

Called
For
Within
City
Limits
So my prescription for keeping fit 1:
i the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad.
inch,
10,555;
11-ineh,
15,410:
12-inch,
Phone
226-M
very simple—I eat and sleep well
In setting aside a judgment in
21,351;
13-inch,
26,610.
Now
note
the
1 never worry.'1 IPlenty of /daily
• favor of the estate of Nathan GoodAT
HIGHEST
MARKET
larger
lengths
and
the
number
of
dozing is one of her strong recom
. man, killed in Ohio,/ the court
PRICES
mendations. She stays In bed at eggs they will average. Fourteen
i through Justice Holmes declared
Ship
us
your
accumulation.
inch.
36.H60:
15-inch,
46,524;
16-Inch.
least eight hours. Mme. Jeritza is
■ that “when a man goes on a rail
Consignments
held
seven
days
57,146;
17-inch,
63,336;
18-inch
an athlete of no mean reputation
road track, he knows he goes to a
and
if
our
valuation
is
unsatis

77,430.
sue plays tennis with the grace of a
Real Estate
Personal Property
i place where he will be killed if a
factory,
we
return
your
furs
“
The
lobsters
above
the
13-inch
skillful sportsman; she swiins and
Loans Privately
train comes upon him before he is
and PAY Abb EXPENSES.
climbs. She drinks coffee, and when size are the imiiortant breeding
1 clear of the tracks
He knows that
£—Offices—2
ROCKLAND TALLOW CO.
asked if it affects her nerves, she adults. IWe have been Indiscrimihe must stop for the ti;ain, not the
Office Hours: 9 A, M. to 5.30 P. M. laughs and says: “Nerves! I don’t nately killing off these adults,
Rear 456 Main St.
Rockland
'• train stop for him.”
Lawful Rate of Interest
know what it means to have nerves!”
“Prof. Herrick says, “The imple

car and went to Eleusls—some 20
miles distant on Salamis Bay. It was
a lovely ride through hills covered
with soft yellow pine, olive trees and
occasional cypresses. We stopped at
Byzaitine church erected on the
ruins of a temple to Daphne. There
was a quiet peaceful courtyard with
ancient marbles lying about and a
quaint little church with very Inter
esting mosaics and mural paintings.
Another spot ln the hills showed us
some
unidentified
marbles
and
niches hewn out of the cliff walls.
The view over mountains and bays
with here and there a hamlet was
well worthy of the lives of poets. No
wonder Lord Byron loved It so. And
:o think that from these very hills
Xerxes lire Persian watched the
utval battles of Salamis.
Eleusis is partly agricultural, partly
ndustrlal and maritime, and thereore an Interesting bit of modern
}reece. And it lias some extensive
emple ruins to Demeter, etc. After
vandering about the excavations and
he fallen columns, A— iW— and I
wandered into some homes. In the
irst a dear old lady was spinning
wool by hand and they showed us
their home woven garments. The
louse was immaculate. In the small
•ourtyard was the bake oven, the
ten coop and room for the cattle
(under the rooms of the house) and
t stunning great Jar to catch rain
water. 1 hope the pictures A— took
■ome out well. Wle saw one woman
with the jacket, homespun and woven
ind embroidered in black, rarely seen
.tow.
. • • •
After a nice meal back in Athens
we went to one of the refugee set
tlements where we saw the Near Bast
Relief embroidering, spinning and
weaving going on. The refugees have
introduced sericulture into Greece.
They are spinning the raw silk of the
cocoons into a rather stunning ma
terial and are also dyeing this raw
silk. The old women work at this.
The younger onts embroider or knit.
We saw some of the homes—a single
room for each family. The people for
the most part were not depressed
ooking. I got the impression of a
airly happy community, though they
must have terrible memories.
The e was also a commercial rug
factory where the refugees (cheap
labor) make what are sold in the
United States its old Persian rugs.
They work hard and for small wages,
and even little girls of six years old
are helping their mothers there. One
little 11-year-old child I pitied, she
looked so tired and old.
Then there was a reception at the
University. Four thousand men and
women students, not all being able
to crowd into the building, stood for
three hours just to see us pass in
and out again. They were very
friendly ar.d enthusiastic. The men's
chorus sang the Star Spangled Ban
ner like a beautiful anthem. If you
can Imagine it. For four days only
they had practiced it and "had almost
given it up in despair, and when
some of us complimented them on lt,
they were tickl;d as could he.
Everywhere in Greece we met with
the most astonishing friendliness and
courtesy and helpfulness. It made
you ashamed to think how different
we are.

Inin, pale peopie—tne uespondmt
sort who never have an appetite, and
complain of headaches, indigestion,
dizziness, biliousness, usually have
too much acid in their stomach. And
unless they displace it, any food they
eat turns into sour bile and foul gases,
which poison their system.
Pape's Diapepsln dissolves that poi
sonous acid, sweetens the stomach
and digests your meals. Many thou
sands of people have brought back
the appetite of their youth and gained
weight simply by chewing one of the
pleasant tablets of Pape’s Diapepsln
after meals.

It does what it promises. That’s
the reason 5 million packages are
used a year—ask your nearest drug
gist for it.
ONE HEADLIGHT
Too Many Automobiles Now Being
Operated In That Manner.

•Operators of automobiles which
have only one front light or no rear
light, will be accorded special atten
tion by tlie State Highway police In
accordance with orders issued to the
officers by Chief Arthur H. Field.
Members of the force are given the
instruction that where a car Is found
on the highway with only one light
or with no rear light, a warning card
must be given to the operator or an
arrest must be made. If a warning
is given, the warning card must be
tiled at headquarters. Officers are
also ordered to repo'rt the number of
hours worked after sunset.
Chief Field declared that the ar
rests would be made in the cases
where gross negligence was found
on the part cf the operator of the car
in not keeping it properly lighted;
otherwise, the operator would be
given (warning for first offense.
“1 have made frequent inspection
of the roads at night and there seem
to be many more cars on the road
with one light than there ought to be
under ordinary conditions," Chief
Field continued. "On the rodd from
Portland 'to Auburn one night last
month I found one car ln five -with
inly one headlight. On the KitteryPortland road tne night in October
an uverage of cr.e car in eight had
only one headlight. That Indicates
gross carelessness on the part of the
operators. I expect the officers to
change such conditions by more en
ergetic work.”

IN BIG DEMAND JSUT NOW
An Old Family
Doctor’s Favorite
Prescription.

You
Can

FOR COLD AND COUGH TIME

Ballard’s Golden Oil
Time-tried and Tested. Safe and
Effective Specific for All Ilia and
Ailments from Inflammation. An
Indispensable Household Rem
edy. Sold Everywhere in Lib
eral Bottles.

Many styles
and sizes to
choose from
at moderate
prices, in
Pearl Cray
Porcelain
Enamel or
Black

Take
Things
Easy
With a
Household

Builtto
Bake'

WE BUY

JWurs

DEERSKINS

VERYTHING about a Household Range is convenient and helpful. The
cooking is sure to be delicious, the saving in time and steps remarkable
and the fuel bill much less. Call and see their line improvements.
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